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Summary

Context

China is seeking to build a regional and international order that elevates its status and influence, something that provides a primary strategic driver for China’s pursuit of control over Taiwan and the East and South China Seas. Given Chinese territorial ambitions and China’s aspirations for greater regional influence, the highest potential for crisis and conflict in the western Pacific lies in disputes between China and its neighbors that escalate into armed conflict. Because of U.S. security commitments to its allies in the region, a conflict involving China and an ally would almost unavoidably involve the United States at some level.

Chinese military writing is placing increased emphasis on how to counter U.S. capabilities coming to the aid of the United States’ western-Pacific allies. The People’s Liberation Army has embarked on an ambitious modernization program that is steadily fielding a formidable anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) force — including A2 capabilities that limit the ability of opposing forces to enter an operational area and AD capabilities that degrade the ability of opposing air and naval forces to operate or maneuver freely.

Russia also poses an A2/AD challenge to the United States and its North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies. In 60 hours or less, Russian forces are capable of overrunning forces currently pos-
tured in the Baltics.\textsuperscript{1} NATO forces racing to reinforce the Baltic states must pass within range of Russian A2/AD forces, most notably those in Kaliningrad. Operating under this A2/AD umbrella, Russian naval and air forces could mount attacks and amphibious operations in the rear areas of Estonia and Latvia, seize Gotland and other strategic islands, and interdict sea traffic from Stockholm to NATO forces in Riga and Tallinn.

To address these challenges, RAND Arroyo Center analysts examined the role that friendly land-based, multi-domain forces can play in deterring or defeating aggression shielded by an A2/AD umbrella. The focus is primarily on China, but the report also examines the use of multi-domain forces to defend against Russia and, briefly, against Iran. The report also seeks to better understand the objectives, interests, goals, and capabilities of China and U.S. allies in the western Pacific to set the strategic context for improving the defenses of U.S. allies.

**Key Findings and Conclusions**

The United States and its allies can adopt several strategies to counter an adversary’s aggression when shielded by A2/AD capabilities. The traditional approach is to establish regional bases from which to operate land, air, and maritime forces projected from the United States. Some of the deployed forces are then assigned to defend these bases against attack by enemy A2/AD systems while simultaneously degrading those same A2/AD capabilities. As an example, in Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm, the United States and its allies deployed forces to regional bases to reverse Iraq’s invasion and occupation of Kuwait. U.S. air, land, and sea forces defended these bases while conducting air and missile attacks against Iraqi air defense and ballistic missile units.\textsuperscript{2}


\textsuperscript{2} For a description of U.S. operations to attack Iraqi air defenses and ballistic missiles in Operation Desert Storm – an early campaign to counter A2/AD systems – see James Winnefeld,
The United States took a similar approach in Operation Iraqi Freedom a decade later by establishing and defending bases in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and Jordan against Iraqi air and ballistic missile attacks while attacking Iraqi air defenses and ballistic missile units.\textsuperscript{3}

It would be very difficult to successfully employ a similar strategy against peer or near-peer military forces.\textsuperscript{4} For example, if the United States were to assist Japan in defending the Ryukyu Islands from an attack by China, regional airports and seaports would be well within range of Chinese forces estimated to possess hundreds of ballistic missiles, as well as within the range of modern aircraft and cruise missiles. Taiwan faces an even greater challenge in defeating a Chinese invasion. In addition to the air and missile forces that could threaten the Ryukyus, Taiwan is within range of Chinese rocket artillery forces that could number in the hundreds of firing units and employ cluster munitions against aircraft, personnel, and the logistics infrastructure at fixed bases. Even expeditionary bases would be vulnerable once discovered. NATO allies and partners could face an even greater challenge against a Russian attack in the Baltics. In each case, it is not likely practical to defend against cheap and plentiful artillery rockets with expensive defensive missiles that are available in limited numbers.


\textsuperscript{4} For an analysis of the damage that cruise and ballistic missiles might inflict on air bases, see John Stillion and David T Orletsky, \textit{Airbase Vulnerability to Conventional Cruise-Missile and Ballistic-Missile Attack}, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, MR-1028-AF, 1999; and David A. Shlapak, David T. Orletsky, Toy I. Reid, Murray Scot Tanner, and Barry Wilson, \textit{A Question of Balance Political Context and Military Aspects of the China-Taiwan Dispute}, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, MG-888-SRF, 2009.
In these cases, U.S. allies, with support from the United States, should consider ways to impose A2/AD challenges on enemies.\(^5\) This would allow allied forces to contest maritime areas without exposing U.S. forces to easy attack. Such Blue A2/AD capabilities might be a particularly effective way to raise the costs for aggression. In particular, U.S. allies and partners could field a mix of anti-ship, anti-aircraft, and surface-to-surface missiles to impose the same problems on adversaries threatening them with attack over water. The U.S. joint force could provide support—and potentially reinforcements—to its allies.

A combination of A2/AD capabilities in the hands of U.S. allies and partners and the U.S. joint forces might be especially useful under the following conditions:

- The magnitude of a potential adversary’s A2/AD forces renders theater bases and forces vulnerable to preemptive strikes, threatening the survivability of allied air and sea forces and compelling U.S. forces to begin operations outside theater.
- Warning time is short, which means that an act of aggression might begin before U.S. air and sea forces can position themselves inside enemy A2/AD defenses, requiring forces to break through to deploy to theater.
- U.S. air and sea forces are already heavily committed in other operations—for example, to deterring or defeating Russian aggression in the Baltics when a conflict erupts elsewhere in the world.
- The United States would prefer not to project power into a region in the midst of a crisis, especially if doing so might escalate a conflict when tensions are already very high.

---

• U.S. allies and partners could deploy the majority of these forces in their own defense.

Such defensive concepts might give the U.S. military graduated options to respond to threats. First and foremost, Blue A2/AD concepts shift the primary responsibility for defense to U.S. allies and partners. The systems involved are affordable by U.S. allies and can be dispersed, hidden, and moved to better survive attack than can fixed facilities. Rather than requiring the U.S. military to build and employ these systems for its allies, the United States could instead field capabilities with or in support of its allies. In peacetime, the United States might begin by working with key allies and partners to develop new operational concepts, modernize equipment, and participate in combined training and exercise events, such as Pacific Pathways. In times of crisis, the United States could increase its support to allies by providing key enablers, such as robust communications; intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR); and targeting. If a conflict begins or appears imminent, the United States could help allies defend key facilities, bases, or strategic locations. Finally, the United States could reinforce allies to defeat aggression.

**Anti-Ship Missions**

We examined three different types of anti-ship missions: (1) tactical coastal defenses to defeat an amphibious landing, (2) maritime interdiction to deny the operations of enemy naval forces in a broad area, and (3) enforcing blockades of specific ports.

The Pacific theater clearly demands that the United States and its allies and partners possess anti-ship capabilities. Existing U.S. naval and air forces bear the brunt of the responsibility and compose the existing and planned capacity and capability to conduct anti-ship missions. Thus, the need for ground-based U.S. anti-ship forces is likely limited in the Pacific. However, Taiwan, the Philippines, and perhaps Japan face challenges in defending their territories against potential threats from China and, in the case of Japan, Russia.

The A2/AD threat in the Baltics, combined with Russia’s own air and naval capabilities, should make anti-ship strike operations a major
mission for NATO nations and partners, such as Sweden and Finland. Deploying anti-ship capabilities faster or sooner may be important in some cases, such as if hostile A2/AD or short warning could limit the ability to deploy allied or U.S. air and naval forces.

This implies two potential roles for the U.S. Army: (1) help allies and partners build coastal defense capabilities and concepts and (2) develop a small and specialized Army unit with longer-range anti-ship capabilities for precrisis deployment or rapid deployment once a crisis or conflict has begun. This capability might be most advantageous in the Baltics, but would have to compete for funding with many other priorities in an already severely stretched Army budget.

**Surface-to-Surface Strike**

Surface-to-surface strike is a critical capability to conduct counterbattery fires against enemy anti-ship missile (ASM) batteries, long-range anti-aircraft missile systems, and adversary air and sea bases. Current U.S. Army strike systems — for example, the Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS) with its 300-kilometer range — have value today if they are based on allied soil within range of their targets. Other U.S. ground-based strike systems would be even more valuable if their ranges were increased to the 499-kilometer limit imposed by the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty.

There might be value in building a very long-range ballistic missile force able to hold adversary air bases, command and control nodes, and other sites at risk of a rapid attack. Furthermore, there is a joint gap in the capability to strike targets in less than ten minutes from standoff ranges that exceed 500 kilometers, and there is a plausible, but untested, hypothesis that a capability to strike targets from 500 to 1,500 kilometers with such responsiveness could have disproportionate effects at the campaign level. However, existing analyses have not validated a joint demand for long-range surface-to-surface missiles, and the INF Treaty precludes their development beyond 500 kilometers.

**Short-Range Air and Cruise Missile Defense**

The demands for air and cruise missile defense are great in the western Pacific, owing both to the threat posed by the large Chinese investment
in cruise missiles and to emerging joint operational concepts that geographically disperse air bases. The same is likely true to an even greater extent in Eastern Europe in potential operations against Russia. Air defenses play a key role in countering low-altitude aircraft and cruise missiles today, but their capability and capacity will become increasingly strained as the threat grows.

Specifically, there is a gap in the ability of current and planned joint forces to provide high volumes of fire to counter aircraft and cruise missiles at short ranges. Moreover, in wartime, other missions will compete for Air Force (e.g., fighter aircraft) and Navy assets (e.g., Aegis destroyers), thus limiting those services’ availability for low-altitude air and cruise missile defense. Systems that can provide high volumes of fire and tactical agility to avoid destruction and to accommodate responsive deployments would be very valuable.

Fortunately, the Army has systems in development that are programmed to appear in 2018—notably, the Indirect Fire Protection Capability—Increment 2 (IFPC-2)—that could squarely address this gap with lighter-weight, more quickly and easily transported launchers and deep magazines potentially enabled by relatively cheap, off-the-shelf AIM-9 interceptors. The IFPC-2 also offers a land-based alternative for allies and partners to defend themselves and enables a more offensive approach of thinking about air and cruise missile defense by providing a way to shape enemy weapon-target pairing choices.

However, the Army plans for most IFPC-2s to go to the reserve, not active forces, which may limit the availability of these forces for routine deployments and early entry in warfighting operations. Also, unless the AIM-9s needed for these systems are provided from existing joint stocks, current Army budgets would severely limit the numbers of these munitions that could be purchased. If these systems could provide a valuable option for U.S. strategy in supporting the defense of U.S. allies, then U.S. Department of Defense budgets should provide the funds necessary to purchase the needed systems and munitions and fund their operations.

Table S.1 summarizes our findings and conclusions about ground-based A2/AD missions, including anti-ship missions (tactical coastal defense, theater maritime interdiction, and lethal blockade
Table S.1
Ground-Based A2/AD Missions—Findings and Conclusions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>Potential Adversary: China</th>
<th>Potential Adversary: Russia</th>
<th>Potential Adversary: Iran</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allies: Japan and the Philippines</td>
<td>Partner: Taiwan</td>
<td>Ally: NATO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Ship Operations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical coastal defense</td>
<td>Demand high</td>
<td>Demand very high</td>
<td>Demand very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural mission for Japan and the Philippines</td>
<td>Natural mission for Taiwan</td>
<td>Natural NATO and partner mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theater maritime interdiction</td>
<td>Demand high</td>
<td>Demand very high</td>
<td>Demand very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joint anti-ship capability high</td>
<td>Joint anti-ship capability high</td>
<td>Red A2/AD limits NATO sea and air forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural mission for Japan and the Philippines</td>
<td>Natural mission for Taiwan</td>
<td>Natural NATO and partner mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United States could assist and reinforce</td>
<td>United States might assist ASMs could arrive faster</td>
<td>United States could assist and reinforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lethal blockade enforcement</td>
<td>Demand narrow and rare; blockades are enforced by naval forces in most scenarios. Lethal enforcement by land-based ASMs requires multiple unusual assumptions about the conflict and the availability of naval forces.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Surface-to-Surface Long-Range Strike Operations

<500 km strike • Existing and improved systems useful for suppressing or destroying enemy air defenses, conducting counterbattery, and striking airfields and other high-value targets

>500 km strike • Very long-range sniper concept could offer responsiveness and ability to penetrate enemy defenses, but analysis is needed to examine hypothesized effects
• Demand plausible but not established
• Operational benefit would be required to justify withdrawal from INF Treaty

Strike in denied environments • A2 environment would inherently limit employment
Table S.1—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>Potential Adversary: China</th>
<th>Potential Adversary: Russia</th>
<th>Potential Adversary: Iran</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allies: Japan and the Philippines</td>
<td>Partner: Taiwan</td>
<td>Ally: NATO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Short-Range Air and Cruise Missile Defense**

Point defenses • Demand very high because of emerging threats and distributed basing
• Joint capability and capacity gaps
• Army’s emerging IFPC-2 could address gap if force designs and force structure accommodate demands for responsiveness and survivability
• Munition supply represents significant expense

enforcement), *surface-to-surface missions* (long-range strike and fires in denied environments), and *short-range air and cruise missile defense missions*. Each of these missions is considered in defense of U.S. allies and friends: Japan, the Philippines, and Taiwan against potential Chinese aggression; NATO Baltic and Black Sea allies against potential Russian aggression; and Persian Gulf allies against potential Iranian aggression. The first two anti-ship missions are broken out by adversary and ally, while the third anti-ship mission and the other two missions apply across allies and adversaries.

**Recommendations**

A fundamental choice for the United States is whether to focus on building and supporting allied defensive concepts or on employing primarily U.S.-only concepts on behalf of allies. That is, should the United States act with and in support of its allies, or should it act for them? Ground-based concepts offer an affordable way for allies and partners to take the primary responsibility for their own defense, and they offer an attractive way for the United States to build capabilities to operate in support of allies.
Based on the findings and conclusions above, the Army should organize and field a prototype multi-domain fires battalion to develop, test, and exercise joint and combined defensive concepts discussed in the report. Table S.2 provides a set of recommendations.

To start as quickly and inexpensively as possible, long-range ISR and targeting capabilities should be provided by existing U.S. Navy, U.S. Air Force, and allied systems.

For the anti-ship role, an initial capability could be established by building a combined battalion incorporating existing ASM batteries operated by selected allies, such as Poland and Japan. Additional allies could seek to join as they develop the requisite capabilities. If current development programs succeed in building versions of the ATACMS or the Guided Multiple Launch Rocket System (GMLRS) with a terminal guidance package for anti-ship operations, the multi-domain battalion should incorporate a U.S. Army anti-ship battery capable of operating them. This is a preferable, longer-term option that provides more flexibility for employing both ground-attack and anti-ship versions of the ATACMS from the same launchers. Using systems already in the U.S. inventory would also simplify logistics and support operations.

Table S.2
Recommendations for Prototype Multi-Domain Fires Battalion for Joint Concept Development and Experimentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multi-Domain Capability</th>
<th>Recommendations for the Army</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long-range ISR and targeting</td>
<td>• Rely on U.S. Navy, U.S. Air Force, and allied forces and systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface-to-surface capabilities</td>
<td>• Assign the High-Mobility Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS) battalion equipped with ATACMS and the Guided Multiple Launch Rocket System (GMLRS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-ship capabilities</td>
<td>• Assign ASM battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Begin with allied batteries in Combined U.S.-Allied multi-domain battalions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Develop anti-ship version of ATACMS for U.S. HIMARS battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air and cruise missile defense capabilities</td>
<td>• Develop deployable IFPC-2 minimum engagement packages (MEPs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Assign battery of three IFPC-2 MEPs into multi-domain battalion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An existing High-Mobility Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS) battery should be assigned to provide surface-to-surface fires. These fires could contribute to the suppression of enemy air defenses missions, disrupt operations at enemy air bases, and attack amphibious forces that have landed on friendly territory. This battery could be equipped with both ATACMS and a shorter-range GMLRS. Improved long-range missiles, such as the 499-kilometer Long-Range Precision Fires system, could extend the range of this battery when fielded. If an anti-ship version of the ATACMS or GMLRS is developed, then the anti-ship and surface-to-surface batteries could be interchangeable and assigned targets more flexibly — combining the firepower that could be delivered against either target set as operational priorities dictate.

Finally, a short-range air and cruise missile defense battery could be assigned from the forces being formed to operate IFPC-2. To provide a capability that can operate in small numbers, the U.S. Army should develop and deploy minimum engagement packages (MEPs) for exercises and demonstrations with allies and partners. Three platoon-sized MEPs could be assigned as the air and cruise missile defense battery.

If the prototype battalion proves useful, additional multi-domain fires battalions could also be formed. These battalions could represent new force structure or assignments of existing HIMARS/Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) batteries and IFPC-2 platoons. In addition, future battalions could be equipped with Long-Range ASMs or longer-ranged surface-to-surface weapons.

After an initial set of joint operating concepts has been developed, the Army should work with key allies and partners to build combined concepts and tactics, techniques, and procedures. Allies and partners could include Japan, the Philippines, and Taiwan in the Asia-Pacific region; NATO nations (Poland, for example, already fields the Norway Naval Strike Missile in coastal defense squadrons); Sweden; Finland; and Gulf Cooperation Council members in the Persian Gulf. The United States could plan and host joint and combined exercise events to refine these concepts and provide continuing training for allies and partners.
Areas for Further Analysis and Development

This analysis leaves open several questions that warrant further analysis and development.

**Force Size and Mix**
Our recommendations for a prototype multi-domain fires battalion are designed to enable joint concept development and experimentation. Consequently, the mix of surface-to-surface, anti-ship, and air and cruise missile defense capabilities are balanced to enable experimentation rather than meet particular operational objectives. In practice, the size and mix of such capabilities will vary based on the objectives and missions in a particular scenario. A deeper examination of the size and mix of the multi-domain fires battalion is warranted. In addition, the large “advise and assist” role of the Cross-Domain Fires Battalion needs to be considered, because that will require more officers, senior enlisted, and communications capability than normal HIMARS and MLRS units.

**Mission Scope**
This work focused primarily on surface-to-surface, anti-ship, and surface-to-air capabilities without examining potential missions for a multi-domain task force in the space and cyber domains or multi-domain battle roles that employ maneuver, force protection, aviation, or sustainment functions. Additionally, other multi-domain concepts of operation are worthy of consideration, such as potentially establishing land-based defense of carrier battle groups and defending land bases from asymmetric mortar or special operations forces attacks, among others. An examination of the broader mission scope of a multi-domain battle task force is an important area for future work.

**Joint Wargaming**
We analyze the potential demands associated with allied and U.S. ground forces organized and equipped with multi-domain fires. One way to test the value proposition of such a unit is through a series of formally adjudicated wargames, where active Blue and Red teams are
afforded the choice of employing or countering the proposed multi-domain fires battalion. Such wargames would be a useful analytic component to the proposed joint concept development and experimentation and enable further refinement of these ideas.⁶

Fire Support Coordination
The Army does have cross-domain coordination experience in air and missile defense, but the coordination of fires between the Joint Force Land Component Commander and the Joint Force Maritime Component Commander is new. This will require new doctrine and new coordination measures with the maritime components.

⁶ For an example of a wargame, built on detailed quantitative and qualitative analyses, see David A. Shlapak and Michael Johnson, Reinforcing Deterrence on NATO’s Eastern Flank: Wargaming the Defense of the Baltics, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-1253-A, 2016.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Background

The Importance of the Global Commons to the United States

The United States has strongly upheld what has come to be called the global commons — the freedom of navigation and the right to transit or use international waterways and the airspace above them — a phrase that has shown up in key policy documents since the early 2000s. For example, the 2004 National Military Strategy stated: “The Department [of Defense] must work to secure strategic access to key regions, lines of communication and the ‘global commons’ of international waters, airspace, space and cyberspace.”¹

The 2008 National Defense Strategy expanded on this idea, describing the motivation and means for maintaining access to these global commons for all:

For more than sixty years, the United States has secured the global commons for the benefit of all. Global prosperity is contingent on the free flow of ideas, goods, and services. . . . The development and proliferation of anti-access technologies and tactics threatens to undermine this. . . .

The United States requires freedom of action in the global commons and strategic access to important regions of the world to

meet our national security needs. The well-being of the global economy is contingent on ready access to energy resources. The United States will continue to foster access to and flow of energy resources vital to the world economy.

We will continue . . . developing a more relevant and flexible forward network of capabilities and arrangements with allies and partners to ensure strategic access.²

Securing the Global Commons from Threats Posed by Anti-Access/Area Denial

But U.S. access to these global commons might be under threat, as indicated in the 2010 National Security Strategy (NSS), which states:

We must also safeguard the sea, air, and space domains from those who would deny access or use them for hostile purposes. This includes keeping strategic straits and vital sea lanes open, improving the early detection of emerging maritime threats, denying adversaries hostile use of the air domain, and ensuring the responsible use of space.³

Who might threaten the peaceful access to international air and maritime areas by the United States or its allies and partners? For what purposes? And what can and should the U.S. military be prepared to do in response?

In the 2012 Defense Strategic Guidance, the Secretary of Defense, Leon Panetta, named China and Iran as potential threats and applied the term *anti-access and area denial* (A2/AD) to an operating concept to control air and maritime areas. He also named the Joint Operational Access Concept (JOAC) as a U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) response:

States such as China and Iran will continue to pursue asymmetric means to counter our power projection capabilities. . . . Accord-

---

ingly, the U.S. military will invest as required to ensure its ability to operate effectively in anti-access and area denial (A2/AD) environments. This will include implementing the Joint Operational Access Concept.\(^4\)

The 2014 Quadrennial Defense Review gave one potential rationale for China’s interest in keeping out U.S. power projection forces:

As nations in the region continue to develop their military and security capabilities, there is greater risk that tensions over longstanding sovereignty disputes or claims to natural resources will spur disruptive competition or erupt into conflict, reversing the trends of rising regional peace, stability, and prosperity. In particular, the rapid pace and comprehensive scope of China’s military modernization continues, combined with a relative lack of transparency and openness from China’s leaders regarding both military capabilities and intentions.\(^5\)

This was followed the next year by these words in the 2015 NSS:

>Tensions in the East and South China Seas are reminders of the risks of escalation.

...> We will manage competition from a position of strength while insisting that China uphold international rules and norms on issues ranging from maritime security to trade and human rights. We will closely monitor China’s military modernization and expanding presence in Asia, while seeking ways to reduce the risk of misunderstanding or miscalculation.\(^6\)

And these comments from the NSS were echoed in the 2015 National Military Strategy:


China’s actions are adding tension to the Asia-Pacific region. For example, its claims to nearly the entire South China Sea are inconsistent with international law. The international community continues to call on China to settle such issues cooperatively and without coercion. China has responded with aggressive land reclamation efforts that will allow it to position military forces astride vital international sea lanes.⁷

Concerns about aggression and A2/AD extend beyond the Asia-Pacific region. Recent Russian aggression in Ukraine has raised the concern that U.S. allies and friends, including North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Baltic Sea allies, might also be threatened. If Russia were to attack the Baltic states, it would most likely use ground forces to quickly overrun its borders with Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania before NATO reinforcements could arrive. Russia has built forces in Kaliningrad to deny access to NATO reinforcements coming by sea or air.

President Barack Obama addressed the Russian threat to the Baltics in his speech in Tallinn, Estonia, in September 2014:

[W]e have made historic progress toward the vision we share—a Europe that is whole and free and at peace.

And yet, as we gather here today, we know that this vision is threatened by Russia’s aggression against Ukraine. It is a brazen assault on the territorial integrity of Ukraine—a sovereign and independent European nation . . .

We have a solemn duty to each other. Article 5 [of the North Atlantic Treaty] is crystal clear: An attack on one is an attack on all. So if, in such a moment, you ever ask again, “who will come to help,” you’ll know the answer—the NATO Alliance, including the Armed Forces of the United States of America, “right here, [at] present, now!” We’ll be here for Estonia. We will be here for

---

Latvia. We will be here for Lithuania. You lost your independence once before. With NATO, you will never lose it again.\(^8\)

The 2015 NSS followed up by committing to increased responsiveness and presence to reassure U.S. allies:

Russia’s aggression in Ukraine makes clear that European security and the international rules and norms against territorial aggression cannot be taken for granted. In response, we have led an international effort to support the Ukrainian people as they choose their own future and develop their democracy and economy. We are reassuring our allies by backing our security commitments and increasing responsiveness through training and exercises, as well as a dynamic presence in Central and Eastern Europe to deter further Russian aggression.\(^9\)

The Deputy Secretary General of NATO, Alexander Vershbow, specifically pointed to Russian forces in Kaliningrad as posing a particularly powerful A2/AD threat:

[F]rom the point of view of the policy-making community in Brussels we’re very concerned about the Russian military build-up. The increasing concentration of forces in Kaliningrad and the Black Sea and now in the Eastern Mediterranean does indeed pose some additional challenges that our planners are going to have to take seriously into account as we consider how to live up to the pledge that we have made to defend any Ally against any threat. A lot of experts talk about the so-called anti-access area denial capability that Russia is developing and this indeed will have to be a key factor as we decide what is necessary both to


\(^9\) Obama, 2015.
Defend every Ally and to deter Russia from even thinking about aggressive actions against NATO.10

The Deputy Secretary General continued:

[F] or NATO Allies, one of the most pressing issues coming from this modernisation programme is Russia’s A2/AD posture. Anti-Access and Area Denial is the ability, through military capabilities—primarily anti-aircraft and anti-ship missile systems—to prevent Allied forces from moving freely within international waters and airspace to reinforce our own territory. With [Russia’s] military build-up on the Crimean peninsula and in the Black Sea—an area of particular worry for Romania—and in Kaliningrad and everywhere from the Barents Sea to the Mediterranean, this is now of serious concern for the Alliance. It is a challenge we must meet in the coming years.11

How Can Such A2/AD Threats Be Met?
To address A2/AD threats, DoD has developed the JOAC. The JOAC described the Air-Sea Battle (ASB) concept as a potential solution:

Recognizing that anti access/area-denial capabilities present a growing challenge to how joint forces operate, the Secretary of Defense directed the Department of the Navy and the Department of the Air Force to develop the Air-Sea Battle Concept. It focuses on ensuring that joint forces will possess the ability to project force as required to preserve and defend U.S. interests well into the future.12

---


The ASB Office described the problem that A2/AD poses as the following:

[A] dversary capabilities to deny access and areas to US forces are becoming increasingly advanced and adaptive. These A2/AD capabilities challenge US freedom of action by causing US forces to operate with higher levels of risk and at greater distance from areas of interest. US forces must maintain freedom of action by shaping the A2/AD environment to enable concurrent or follow-on operations.

First, the adversary will initiate military activities with little or no indications or warning. . . . Capabilities such as ballistic and cruise missiles will be used with little warning.

Second . . . forward friendly forces will be in the A2/AD environment at the commencement of hostilities. . . . [S]teady state posture and capabilities of forces must be able to provide an immediate and effective response to adversary A2/AD attacks.

Third, adversaries will attack US and allied territory supporting operations against adversary forces. . . . [D]enying access to US forces requires attacks on bases from which US and its allies are operating, including those on allied or partner territory.13

To solve these problems, ASB describes the necessity of attacking all elements of an adversary’s A2/AD “kill chain” as soon as a conflict begins, through the entire depth of the battlespace, and across a range of threats:

Attack-in-depth methodology is based on adversary effects chains, or an adversary’s process of finding, fixing, tracking, targeting, engaging, and assessing an attack on US forces . . . with the objec-

---
tive of disrupting, destroying, or defeating an adversary’s A2/AD capabilities.\textsuperscript{14}

Due to the nature of A2/AD threats and potentially short indications and warning timelines posed by adversaries, joint forces must be capable of effective offensive operations as soon as conflict begins. . . . The ability to attack and defend through the entire depth of the desired battlespace . . . is critical.\textsuperscript{15}

The ASB Concept specifically addresses a range of threats, such as ballistic and cruise missiles, sophisticated integrated air defense systems, [and] anti-ship capabilities from high-tech missiles.\textsuperscript{16}

This approach includes striking the A2/AD systems deep, even if located in an opponent’s home territory. This is likely to be an extremely difficult challenge, given the long ranges of modern anti-ship missiles (ASMs) and surface-to-air missiles (SAMs); the vast geographic extent that includes cities, forests, mountains, and other hiding sites of Russia, China, Iran, and other potential threat nations; and the great difficulties that U.S. forces have had locating mobile missiles and related systems in Iraq. Even if effective, such an offensive campaign could absorb a significant portion of the U.S. air and sea effort, thus leaving less capacity to deal with counterattacks by adversaries. Worse, attacking targets in China, Russia, or Iran would likely lead to a significant escalation of any conflict, which, in turn, might constrain the President’s willingness to employ forces.

\textbf{A2/AD Works in Both Directions}

Given the A2/AD threat to U.S. air and naval forces deploying to defeat an aggressor and the difficulties in directly attacking an adversary’s A2/AD systems, the United States has been seeking alternatives. As pointed out in other RAND Arroyo Center work, A2/AD works in both directions. That is, rather than attack Chinese A2/AD systems —

\textsuperscript{14} Air-Sea Battle Office, 2013, p. 4.
\textsuperscript{15} Air-Sea Battle Office, 2013, p. 7.
\textsuperscript{16} Air-Sea Battle Office, 2013, pp. 8–9.
including those in China—as the means of introducing air and naval forces that can then interdict Chinese naval forces, it may be simpler and safer to employ ground-based systems to interdict those same naval forces.\textsuperscript{17}

This idea has caught on with senior political and military leaders. Representative Randy Forbes, then chairman of the House Seapower Subcommittee, stated:

\begin{quote}
The Army’s existing expertise in missile defense, rocket and missile systems for offensive precision fires, and partner-capacity building make [the Army] a natural choice to spearhead . . . an integrated web of A2/AD systems among allies [that] would greatly increase the costs of any hostile action in the region.\textsuperscript{18}
\end{quote}

More recently, the House Armed Services Committee markup of the 2017 National Defense Authorization Act allocated $5 million for the Army to evaluate ground-based ASMs.\textsuperscript{19}

In testimony to Congress, Admiral Harry B. Harris, Commander, U.S. Pacific Command (PACOM), commented:

\begin{quote}
I believe China seeks hegemony in East Asia. Simple as that. . . . China is clearly militarizing the South China Sea. . . . China’s surface-to-air missiles on Woody Island, the new radars on the Cuarteron Reef, the 10,000-foot runway on Subi Reef over here and on Fiery Cross Reef and other places, these are actions that are changing in my opinion the operational landscape in the South China Sea.
\end{quote}


We should continue to exercise our rights on the high seas and in the airspace above it…. And we should encourage our friends, partners and allies to do the same.20

Separately, in comments at the Land Power in the Pacific (LANPAC) symposium, Harris stated:

Countries like China, Iran, and Russia are challenging our ability to project power ashore, from the sea, through ever-more sophisticated anti-ship missiles. More and more, adversary rocket forces are projecting power over the water in order to protect their control on land. They are also developing land attack missiles and the precision targeting systems that can threaten our facilities ashore. We need systems that enable the Army to project power over water, from shore. Fort Kamehameha hasn’t moved an inch since it was built… but what we need today is a “Fort HIMARS” — a highly mobile, networked, lethal weapons system with long reach — and if we get this right, the Army will kill the archer instead of dealing with all of its arrows. I believe that the Army should look at ways to use the Paladin and HIMARS [High-Mobility Artillery Rocket System] systems to keep at risk the enemy’s Navy[,] … not only the enemy’s land, which we already do and do well.21

Study Objective and Motivation

To address these concerns and concepts, we conducted a series of analyses that examine the role that land-based, multi-domain A2/AD forces can play in deterring or defeating aggression. To begin, to have a complete view of how an adversary might use A2/AD to deny U.S. access to portions of the global commons or use such capabilities to shield


attacking forces from a U.S. response, it is important to understand the objectives and intent of potential adversaries. In 2013, RAND Arroyo Center research outlined the effects that could be achieved in the western Pacific with land-based ASMs but caveated that research with the observation that the strategic considerations — e.g., regional political, economic, and security issues — were not considered. Thus, the first motivation for this analysis was to determine how these strategic considerations — the objectives and intent of potential adversaries — will influence decisions and actions in the PACOM, U.S. European Command (EUCOM), and U.S. Central Command areas of responsibility (AORs), as well as the doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership, personnel, and facilities (DOTMLPF) implications of fielding ASMs for the Army.

When it comes to potential U.S. adversaries, the two most important are Russia and the People’s Republic of China (hereafter, China); therefore, they are the main focus of our analysis, although we make some additional points in the report reflecting Iran and the Persian Gulf. In terms of the interest and objectives of Russia, the answer may be fairly straightforward. Russia views the presence of NATO forces or “infrastructure” on its border as a security threat. Therefore, and especially in the aftermath of Russia’s invasion of Crimea and Ukraine, the NATO Baltic nations appear to be at greater risk of attack. This risk might be small, but if Russia ever did choose to take military action, it would need to prevent the Baltics from receiving immediate military assistance from the rest of NATO. Thus, to shield its forces from NATO counterattack, Russia would presumably use the extensive A2/AD capabilities it has established in the Kaliningrad enclave.

The interests and objectives of China are a bit more nuanced and, hence, require a deeper discussion; we also do this for the interests and objectives of its neighbors, including Japan, the Republic of the Philippines (hereafter, the Philippines), and Taiwan.

---

After providing an explanation of the objectives of potential adversaries, we focus on how the United States and its allies can address these potential adversaries and on the role the U.S. Army can play in doing so. We describe concepts for the United States and its allies and partners to employ A2/AD defenses—what we refer to as Blue A2/AD— to deter or defeat aggression through or over the maritime domain and explore potential Army defensive roles, including providing training and support to allies and coalition partners and providing reinforcements to augment their defenses.

**Organization of This Document**

In Chapter Two, we present our assessment of the goals and capabilities of China in the western Pacific. We begin by considering China’s strategic intentions based on its stated core interests. This includes China’s perspectives on disputes with the United States, Japan, the Philippines, and Taiwan. We then present our assessment of how China is currently dealing with those disputes. In Chapter Three, we describe the China-Japan relationship from the standpoint of the Japanese. We include an assessment of potential conflict scenarios, the Japanese security posture, and how the U.S. military can help Japan to help itself. We perform a similar assessment for the Philippines in Chapter Four and Taiwan in Chapter Five.

In Chapter Six, we examine trends in China’s national power and evaluate China’s growing A2/AD capabilities. We describe concepts for the United States and its allies and partners to employ A2/AD defenses to deter or defeat Chinese aggression through or over the maritime domain. We then make a few related observations for NATO defending against Russia in the Baltics and for the United States and

---


25 The *maritime domain*, as defined in Joint Publication 3-32 (*Command and Control for Joint Maritime Operations*), Washington, D.C.: Joint Chiefs of Staff, August 7, 2013), comprises “[t]he oceans, seas, bays, estuaries, islands, coastal areas, and the airspace above these, including the littorals.”
its Persian Gulf partners defending against potential Iranian aggression. In Chapter Seven, we explore potential defensive roles for the Army, including providing training and support to allies and coalition partners and providing reinforcements to augment their defenses. We assess Army ASM concepts, as well as surface-to-surface fires and surface-to-air fires. In addition, we provide some estimates of the cost to field land-based missile systems.

Chapter Eight summarizes our recommendations for U.S. Army investments.
Today, the United States and its allies collectively retain the preponderance of economic and military power in Asia. However, trends suggest that China will continue to gain in national power and military capability relative to the United States and its allies. At the same time, long-standing tensions and disputes between China and its neighbors will likely persist. How the United States and its allies should prepare for the confluence of these factors is critical to ensuring the stability of Asian security and the security of the United States and its allies.

In this chapter, we examine China’s core interests and strategic intentions, followed by China’s disputes with the United States and with Japan, the Philippines (including China’s response to the July 2016 South China Sea arbitration ruling in the case of the Philippines versus China), and Taiwan. We end this chapter with a discussion of China’s current approach to dealing with such disputes.

---


China’s Core Interests

China’s government has stated that it is pursuing a path of “peaceful development” but that this path will not come at the expense of its “core interests,” a term referring to the collective material and spiritual demands of a state and its people that Beijing regards as essential to national development and survival. The 2011 Peaceful Development White Paper outlined the core interests for China, which we capture in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1
China’s Core Interests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core Interest</th>
<th>Description and Threats and Dangers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| “State sovereignty” | • Refers to the exercise of authority over all state assets and the rights to dignity and independence from foreign control  
• Threats include cyber activity that threatens China’s sovereign control of its cyber domain, as well as any action by any actor that Beijing deems an affront to the dignity of its people |
| “National security” | • Refers to the basic security of the nation  
• Dangers include nuclear war, invasion, separatism, and other threats to the nation’s cohesion and survival |
| “Territorial integrity and national reunification” | • Speaks to the exercise of the Chinese government’s authority over all claimed geographic features  
• Threats include any action by an actor that imperils the integrity of China’s borders or the government’s control of those features |
| “China’s political system and overall social stability” | • Refers to the Chinese Communist Party–led government and political system  
• China’s leaders regard anything that endangers Chinese Communist Party control and anything that threatens to provoke unrest and instability to be a major threat |
| “The basic safeguards for ensuring sustainable economic and social development” | • Refers to major sea lines of communication, natural resources, markets, and other economic and financial assets needed for economic growth  
• Threats include piracy and other threats to Chinese access to these goods |

SOURCE: State Council Information Office, China’s Peaceful Development, white paper, Beijing, September 6, 2011.
China’s definition of its core interests underscores the importance that China attaches to Taiwan, the Senkaku (Diaoyu) Islands, and South China Sea maritime territorial disputes. China’s leaders view these as crucial because of the implications they hold for political stability, national security, international status, and economic development.

**China’s Strategic Intentions**

China’s increase in national and military power is occurring against the backdrop of persistent disputes with several Asian powers. The sources of tension are (1) disputes over sovereignty and territorial claims and (2) disputes over issues of leadership and status in the regional order.³

As China’s national power has grown, it has sought to reshape the regional and international order to better align with the country’s own strategic interests.⁴ In addition to issues of leadership and status in the region, tensions have also increased over territorial disputes. China has disputes over its maritime and land borders with many countries, but the most contentious involve those with Taiwan, Japan, Vietnam, the Philippines, and India.⁵

The two sets of security issues are interrelated. China seeks to build a regional and international order that serves its needs of enhancing security, facilitating growth, and elevating its influence to a level commensurate with its status. This requires China to reduce strategic vulnerabilities, especially in the maritime regions, and provides a primary strategic driver for China’s pursuit of control over Taiwan and the East and South China Seas. China expresses the strategic value and importance of these national interests through the concept of core

---


interests, as described in Table 2.1. The sections below examine China’s perspective on disputes with the United States and key U.S. allies and partners: Japan, the Philippines, and Taiwan.

**Disputes with the United States**

China does not have any territorial disputes with United States—something that is significant, because territorial disputes have traditionally been regarded as the most likely cause of conflict. China and the United States, however, do have significant disagreements over the nature and direction of the international system. For example, the two countries disagree on the utility and value of U.S. alliances in providing security for Asia. China regards the alliances as generally causing more harm than good, while the United States argues the opposite. Similarly, China and the United States have divergent views about the governance of cyberspace. Many disputes between China and the United States boil down to differences in the status, leadership, and influence of the two countries on a broad array of issues seen as key to their security and development. The most salient of these disputes centers on the question of the political and security order of Asia.

As its power grows, China is seeking to revise or modify elements of the regional security order to better accord with its interests. The recent push by China to promote a “new Asian security concept” reflects this imperative. The United States, in turn, has taken action

---


to shore up its influence, status, and leadership in Asia and counter China’s challenge, as manifested in the “rebalance to Asia.”\textsuperscript{10}

As Chinese power grows, the risk and cost of a potential U.S.-China conflict increases. The consequences of war are serious enough that it is in the interest of the United States to find ways to avoid getting drawn into wars that it did not intend. This logic militates against actions and policies that embolden allies into provoking China or that unintentionally encourage escalation and conflict through strategies of military competition.

There are limits, however, to how much the United States can disengage itself from crises and conflicts involving its allies. As China challenges U.S. leadership of the regional order, U.S. credibility becomes increasingly interlinked with the disputes between China and U.S. allies. China’s growing rivalry with Japan, a key U.S. ally, adds another layer of strategic significance to the region’s territorial and sovereignty disputes. Although it is tempting to dismiss arguments over reefs and rocks as overblown, properly estimating the risks of conflict should acknowledge the strategic dimensions of the various maritime disputes.

U.S. interests in these issues are not insignificant. Ensuring stability and the retention of access and influence in Asia are in the interest of the United States. Allies provide the forward defense of U.S. interests and remain the pillars of an international security order favorable to the exercise of U.S. power. The United States should attempt to balance the need for stability and peace with China with policies that deter aggression and reassure and support U.S. allies.

What is at stake in disputes between China and many of its neighbors goes far beyond the contested features themselves. Because Japan and the Philippines are U.S. allies and because the United States has a long-standing interest in the security of Taiwan, disputes between those nations and China unavoidably carry implications for the relative status and leadership of China and the United States. As competition intensifies, the danger increases that any challenge between China and a U.S. ally will be viewed through a zero-sum lens of increasing or decreasing Chinese and U.S. influence and leadership in Asia. If a crisis

escalates to conflict and the United States becomes involved militarily against China, the underlying drive for regional dominance could become difficult to control. This inherent danger is a major reason why conflict between major powers—especially those of a system leader, such as the United States, and an aspiring regional leader, such as China—has traditionally been associated with the most destructive types of wars.\(^\text{11}\)

Thus, the United States faces a considerable challenge in making credible its support to its allies in defense of their interests against potential Chinese coercion and aggression. With U.S.-China relations defined by economic interdependence and overall cooperation, the United States remains reluctant to engage in the sort of hostile competition that characterized its relationship with the Soviet Union in the Cold War. Because the risks of confrontation and conflict are so high, the United States has increasingly looked to its allies to take on a growing share of the burden of deterrence. But this approach has inherent limits because of the underlying competition between China and the United States.

On the Chinese side, China attaches considerable importance to maintaining a stable relationship with the United States. For China, a stable relationship is essential for regional and global stability, which it needs for national development. Avoiding a costly and debilitating confrontation with the United States appears to be one of the central goals of the “new type of great power relationship” that Beijing has proposed for U.S.-China ties.\(^\text{12}\) At the same time, however, China sees the United States as the greatest potential threat to its core national security interests and objectives, a perspective that is informed not only by its perception that the United States is determined to prevent China from challenging the position of the United States as the world’s leader but also by its interpretation of a number of specific incidents, such as


the accidental U.S. bombing of the Chinese Embassy in Belgrade in May 1999.

Chinese leaders also regard the U.S. alliance system in Asia as a threat. President Xi Jinping has declared that it is “disadvantageous” for Asia if countries “strengthen military alliances with third parties.” Given this declaration, the U.S. policy of “rebalancing” to Asia is clearly a source of concern. Many Chinese observers see the rebalancing policy as aimed at consolidating and strengthening the United States’ regional alliances and enhancing U.S. military power in the western Pacific. Many Chinese national security analysts also view the U.S. military’s development of ASB as aimed squarely at China.

Chinese scholars and analysts debate all these issues, and some raise doubts about the willingness and the ability of the United States to sustain its focus on Asia given its contentious partisan politics, budget difficulties, and competing priorities in other parts of the world. However, there appears to be a relatively broad consensus that the United States poses a serious potential threat to what China views as its most important security interests, even as Chinese officials acknowledge that a cooperative relationship with the United States also remains critical for enabling the country’s rise.

Sovereignty Disputes with Japan

Japan has both territorial disputes and status and leadership issues with China. In terms of territory, China and Japan disagree on the ownership of the Senkaku Islands, located in the Ryukyu Island chain. Japan controls the islands and refuses to acknowledge that the islands are in dispute. In 2012, Japan’s national government purchased the islands
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14 Furthermore, Li Yan stated, “For the Americans have said very clearly that AirSea Battle is mainly directed at anti-access and area denial warfare, and [past U.S. assessments] all show that they believe China is conducting anti-access and area denial warfare.” Quoted in Kathrin Hille, “U.S. Seeks to Calm Beijing Containment Fears,” Financial Times, December 8, 2011.
from an individual who held nominal private control.\textsuperscript{15} Although official Chinese documents do not refer to the Senkaku Islands disputes in the same way as they do Taiwan, these issues are linked to China’s core interests in the sense that Beijing sees the islands as involving Chinese sovereignty and territorial integrity, economic development opportunities, and domestic stability issues.

The Senkaku Islands consist of roughly eight islands and an array of lesser islands and reefs. The total landmass area of the islands measures about 5.69 square kilometers. The largest island — Uotsuri Shima (Diaoyu Dao in Chinese) — has a landmass of about four square kilometers, and its highest elevation reaches 383 meters. The second largest, located 27 kilometers to the northeast, measures roughly one square kilometer in area. Each of the other islands measures less than half a square kilometer in area.\textsuperscript{16} The islands are roughly 300 kilometers from China’s coast and 400 kilometers from Okinawa.\textsuperscript{17} The Senkaku Islands are economically important to both countries because the islands sit near potentially lucrative natural gas fields. In addition, these islands have strategic value because they lie astride Japan’s sea lines of communication and to the north of Taiwan. Control of the islands could give either country influence in any Taiwan-related crisis. The islands also affect China’s ability to project power further into the Pacific Ocean.

Prior to the 1970s, China did not make any official statements claiming the Senkaku Islands. In fact, a number of Chinese maps leading up to the 1970s appear to acknowledge Japanese ownership of the islands, spurring Chinese authorities in subsequent years to crack down on “erroneous maps.”\textsuperscript{18} China’s position changed after surveys in 1968 uncovered the possibility of oil reserves near the islands and after the United States ended its administration of the Ryukyu Islands in 1971.

\textsuperscript{18} Xinhua, “China Cracks Down on Erroneous Maps,” January 9, 2013a.
China maintains that when the two countries were normalizing relations in the early 1970s, they reached an understanding on “leaving the issue . . . to be resolved later” and contends that recent Japanese actions, most notably the 2012 nationalization of several of the islands, have undermined this consensus. In addition, Beijing also strongly objects to Tokyo’s position that it will not acknowledge the existence of a dispute over the islands.

In its official white paper on the islands, issued in 2012, Beijing insisted that the islands are part of China’s “inherent territory.” The same document declared that China’s “will to defend national sovereignty and territorial integrity is firm.” Officials now routinely state that China has “indisputable sovereignty” over the islands.

To support its claims to the islands, China employs historical, legal, media, and administrative measures. China has used arguments drawing from historical maps, travelogues, and other documents to suggest long-standing control of the islands. It has also begun to pass laws and issue official documents claiming ownership of the islands. In 1992, China passed the Law on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone, which declared that the islands “belong to China.” The 2009 Law on the Protection of Offshore Islands outlined management and administrative measures for control of all islands. The Chinese government issued a statement on September 10, 2012, announcing territorial baselines for the islands. China has also increased its maritime patrol

19 Japan maintains that there has never been any agreement to shelve the issue of sovereignty over the islands. See Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, “Japanese Territory: Senkaku Islands — Situation of the Senkaku Islands,” web page, April 4, 2014a.

20 The website of Japan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs highlights Tokyo’s position that “[t]here exists no issue of territorial sovereignty to be resolved concerning the Senkaku Islands.” See Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, “Japanese Territory: Senkaku Islands,” web page, April 13, 2014b.


presence significantly since 2009. In 2013, China declared an Air Defense Identification Zone that encompassed the islands. Occasionally, Chinese protesters have landed on the islands, but these individuals have been quickly seized and removed by Japanese authorities.

Chinese officials also increasingly pledge retaliation for any action that challenges Chinese sovereignty over its maritime claims. The 2013 Defense White Paper repurposed Mao Zedong’s dictum—“We will not attack unless we are attacked; but we will surely counter attack if attacked”—from one of defense against invasion and nuclear attack to one that warns neighboring powers that China will “resolutely take all measures necessary to safeguard its national sovereignty and territorial integrity.” China has used a strategy of reacting to perceived provocations by Japan by taking strong countermeasures to change the status quo in its favor.

In terms of status and leadership issues, the territorial dispute is aggravated by intense disputes related to the status and influence of each country in the Asia-Pacific region. Long regarded as the leading economic power in Asia, Japan has responded to its eclipse by increasing its diplomatic, security, and economic outreach to countries nervous about China’s growing power. Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has worked hard to deepen bilateral and multilateral engagements throughout South and Southeast Asia. Japan has also provided maritime security platforms to Vietnam and the Philippines, two countries that share with Japan intense sovereignty disputes with China. Japan has also countered Chinese economic initiatives with its own proposals, as Abe did when visiting India in early 2014. These activities raise

the possibility that any conflict between China and Japan, or between China and a country with which Japan is enhancing security ties, could rapidly multilateralize, posing extra challenges to deescalation.

### Sovereignty Disputes with the Philippines

The Spratly Islands are a collection of islands and reefs in the middle of the South China Sea. These are mostly uninhabited features with little arable land, and only a few islands carry any fresh water. The total landmass of all features in the Spratly Islands measures roughly four kilometers, not including any of the area added by Chinese dredging and construction operations. The Spratly Islands, however, feature fertile fishing grounds, as well as potentially lucrative gas and oil reserves. The islands are also located astride key shipping lanes through which much of Asia’s trade currently passes.

The Republic of China, which preceded the People’s Republic of China, first declared ownership over the Spratly Islands in the 1930s and 1940s in response to French assertions of sovereignty. After the establishment of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, Beijing continued to uphold the “nine-dashed line” claim that encompasses all of the Spratly Islands.29

China’s official position is that it has “indisputable sovereignty” over all the “land features and adjacent waters” in the South China Sea. However, China has offered to negotiate “maritime rights” and “territorial sovereignty” issues bilaterally with rival claimants. China has also proposed to shelve the question of ownership in favor of “joint development” of resources. At the same time, China has used historical, legal, media, administrative, and military means to consolidate its de facto control of the islands.30 It has clashed militarily with Vietnam.

---


in the 1970s and 1980s over control of the Paracel Islands, which lie north of the Spratlys.\textsuperscript{31}

China has also seized control of several features claimed by the Philippines in the Spratly Islands. In 1995, China occupied Mischief Reef, building a structure believed to house roughly 40 People’s Liberation Army (PLA) marines. China occupies nine reefs and continues to upgrade and reclaim land in at least five of them—South Johnson, Cauteron, Hughes, Gaven, and Eldad Reefs. Philippine media reported that 200 PLA troops occupied Fiery Cross and Subi Reefs in 2014.\textsuperscript{32} China also exercises de facto control of many other nearby features.

In 2012, China seized control of Scarborough Reef from the Philippines through tactics widely described as “salami slicing” in Western press and as a “cabbage strategy” in the Chinese press.\textsuperscript{33} China relied on superior numbers of civil maritime security forces edging out the Philippine counterparts, combined with media and legal campaigns and threats of economic retaliation to pressure the Philippines against escalating the situation.

Sustaining a military presence on the Spratly Islands poses a considerable logistics challenge for the PLA. Most of the Spratly features are more than 600 nautical miles from Hainan Island, and the arid, tiny features render personnel and equipment posted there almost completely dependent on shipborne supplies.

China’s leaders have hardened their stance about territorial and sovereignty claims in the South China Sea in recent years, as they did with the Senkaku Islands. Chinese President Xi Jinping has reiterated that China will “absolutely not give up [its] legitimate rights and interests, and will definitely not sacrifice the state’s core interests.” He warned, “Foreign countries should not expect that we will trade our own core interests” and “not expect that we will eat the bitter fruits


\textsuperscript{33} See, for example, Harry Kazianis, “China’s Expanding Cabbage Strategy: After Pursuing a Cabbage Strategy in the South China Sea for Years, Could Beijing Adopt This Against Japan?” \textit{The Diplomat}, October 29, 2013.
of damaging our country’s sovereignty, security, and developmental interests.”

In July 2016, the Permanent Court of Arbitration issued its award in the case the Philippines brought against China with respect to its claims in the South China Sea and its behavior in disputes over the Spratly Islands and Scarborough Shoal. Most experts anticipated that the tribunal’s award would largely favor the Philippines, but it exceeded expectations by delivering a sweeping rebuke of Chinese assertions and actions. China has consistently stated that it would ignore the award, although international legal scholars almost uniformly consider it to be binding on both parties, despite the fact that China refused to participate in the proceedings.

The award addressed the following major points, which are described in more detail below:

- China’s claim of “historic rights” and the nine-dash line
- status of features in the South China Sea and their maritime entitlements
- lawfulness of Chinese actions
- harm to the marine environment
- aggravation of the dispute by China.

As to China’s claims of historic rights in the South China Sea and its representations on the nine-dash line, the tribunal found in favor of the Philippines. The tribunal concluded: “[T]o the extent China had historic rights to resources in the waters of the South China Sea, such rights were extinguished to the extent they were incompatible with the exclusive economic zones provided for in the Convention.” Additionally, the tribunal found there was “no legal basis for China to claim historic rights to resources within the sea areas falling within the ‘nine-dash line.’”
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34 Xinhua, “Xi Jinping Stresses at the Third Collective Study Session of the Political Bureau to Make Overall Planning for Domestic and International Situations,” January 29, 2013b.

35 For a summary of the award, see Permanent Court of Arbitration, 2016.

36 Permanent Court of Arbitration, 2016.
On the question of the status of features in the South China Sea, the tribunal award also found in favor of the Philippines, ruling that none of the features claimed by China met the standard of an island and thus none was entitled to a 200 nautical mile exclusive economic zone (EEZ). The award found instead that the features in question include rocks that are entitled to a 12-nautical mile territorial sea, as well as low-tide elevations that generate no maritime entitlements. Consequently, the tribunal concluded: “[N]one of the Spratly Islands is capable of generating extended maritime zones” beyond 12 nautical miles, and “the Spratly Islands cannot generate maritime zones collectively as a unit.” Additionally, the tribunal stated: “Having found that none of the features claimed by China was capable of generating an [EEZ], the Tribunal found that it could — without delimiting a boundary — declare that certain sea areas are within the [EEZ] of the Philippines, because those areas are not overlapped by any possible entitlement of China.”

This finding had important implications for the question of the lawfulness of China’s actions.

On the question of whether China’s actions were lawful, the tribunal stated that, because certain areas are within the EEZ of the Philippines, “China had violated the Philippines’ sovereign rights in its [EEZ] by (a) interfering with Philippine fishing and petroleum exploration, (b) constructing artificial islands and (c) failing to prevent Chinese fishermen from fishing in the zone.” The tribunal also found that fishermen from the Philippines and from China have traditional fishing rights at Scarborough Shoal and that China “had interfered with these rights in restricting access.” In addition, the tribunal further held that Chinese maritime law enforcement vessels “had unlawfully created a serious risk of collision when they physically obstructed Philippine vessels.”

As to the issue of harm to the marine environment, the tribunal found that China’s massive land reclamation and island-building “had caused severe harm to the coral reef environment and violated [China’s] obligation to preserve and protect fragile ecosystems and the habitat of
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37 Permanent Court of Arbitration, 2016.

38 Permanent Court of Arbitration, 2016.
depleted, threatened, or endangered species.” The tribunal also found that China had been well aware that Chinese fishermen “have harvested endangered sea turtles, coral, and giant clams on a substantial scale in the South China Sea (using methods that inflict severe damage on the coral reef environment)” and that China had failed to fulfill its obligations to put a stop to such activities by its fishers.39

In the final area, the issue of whether China’s actions since the commencement of the arbitration case constitute aggravation of the dispute, the tribunal found that it did not have jurisdiction to consider actions by Chinese military and law enforcement vessels at Second Thomas Shoal, but that China’s large-scale land reclamation and construction of artificial islands was incompatible with the obligations on a State during dispute resolution proceedings, insofar as China has inflicted irreparable harm to the marine environment, built a large artificial island in the Philippines’ exclusive economic zone, and destroyed evidence of the natural condition of features in the South China Sea that formed part of the Parties’ dispute.40

On the whole, the award was a stunning and almost total rebuke of China’s actions and statements about its dispute with the Philippines in the South China Sea. Beijing swiftly repudiated the decision and reiterated its arguments that the proceedings were biased and invalid. China also continued to exaggerate support for its position from other countries, as it had done for some time prior to the announcement of the tribunal’s award. China also warned the Philippines to pursue bilateral negotiations on Chinese terms. As one official Chinese media article put it: “The choice between a path of confrontation, conflict and economic risks and a road of friendship, peace and prosperity is a simple one.”41 Ahead of the ruling, Beijing also criticized the United States for what it called a double standard in demanding that China

39 Permanent Court of Arbitration, 2016.
40 Permanent Court of Arbitration, 2016.
adhere to the ruling even though the United States refused to accept a ruling from the International Court of Justice in a case involving Nicaragua in the 1980s.\(^\text{42}\) In addition to its diplomatic response, China also signaled its displeasure with military activities conducted just prior to and shortly after the July 12, 2016, announcement of the award.

Just ahead of the award, the PLA Navy (PLAN) conducted an exercise in early July 2016 covering “air and sea areas from Hainan Island to the Xisha Islands.” The Chinese Ministry of National Defense (MND) stated that participating forces included “naval vessels, fixed wing aircraft, helicopters, and other equipment.”\(^\text{43}\) Chinese media reports added that the exercise involved guided missile destroyers and frigates, including ships from all three PLAN fleets. Training topics reportedly included anti-air warfare, anti-submarine warfare, and anti-surface warfare, and pictures carried by official media showcased a PLAN frigate launching an anti-ship cruise missile and frigates and destroyers launching SAMs. The MND asserted that the exercise was “a routine arrangement made in accordance with the annual training plan of the Chinese Navy.”\(^\text{44}\) The Global Times, a Chinese newspaper that is state-owned but much more provocative and freewheeling than more-authoritative official media outlets, reported that the exercise was not linked to the arbitration ruling, an assertion that most observers outside China found difficult to believe given the timing.\(^\text{45}\) In the region and in the United States, many analysts concluded that the timing was clearly linked to China’s broader diplomatic response to the arbitration case. Indeed, even if the exercise dates were set before the announcement about when the ruling would be forthcoming, China


still could have rescheduled the exercise if it wanted to avoid creating the impression that it was part of the reaction to the ruling.

In addition, along with other Chinese military activities, some observers viewed the naval exercise as a response to U.S. military operations in and around the South China Sea. According to a Global Times editorial: “If the US is taking advantage of the mess to deploy more military forces to the South China Sea, which are a direct threat to China’s national security, China’s military exercises could be regarded as a countermeasure.” Somewhat similarly, an MND spokesperson stated:

[The] frequent activities of the US ships and planes in the South China Sea . . . are meant to make a show of force and to weaken the determination and will of China to protect national sovereignty and security. It is an act of militarization in the South China Sea and it endangers regional peace and stability. But I’d like to say that the US side is making the wrong calculation. The Chinese armed forces never give in to outside forces. If it is our territory, we will definitely safeguard it. If it is not ours, we will not ask for it. The will and capability of China to safeguard national sovereignty and territorial integrity are very firm.

Following the announcement of the award, China underscored the point about the exercises being a countermeasure by conducting air operations in the vicinity of Scarborough Shoal and publicly releasing images of a PLA Air Force (PLAAF) H-6K bomber flying over the area with the disputed feature clearly visible in the background. Along with the pictures the PLAAF issued a statement indicating that such patrols involving H-6K bombers, fighter jets, and reconnaissance planes would continue as needed for the purposes of improving training and bolstering China’s sovereignty claims. “Based on the need of


the Air Force for fulfilling its missions and tasks, the combat readiness patrol to the South China Sea by the Air Force servicemen will continue on [a] regularized basis,” the PLAAF spokesperson said.49

**Sovereignty Disputes with Taiwan**

Taiwan has long been viewed by China as the most central issue for its national security. Then–State Councilor Dai Bingguo stated in a 2010 speech: “The Taiwan question constitutes China’s core interest concerning its unification and territorial integrity, dear to the heart of the 1.3 billion Chinese citizens and the whole Chinese nation.”50 Beijing’s preferred approach is “peaceful unification,” and the remarkable progress in the cross-Strait relationship since 2008 has made the Taiwan Strait much less of a flash point than it has previously been. Nonetheless, China continues to strengthen its ability to use force against Taiwan. Taiwan’s MND has stated that China’s goal is to ensure that the PLA will be able to use force against Taiwan by 2020, if called on to do so by Chinese Communist Party leaders.51 Even if China does not use force, improving its ability to do so strengthens its bargaining leverage and threatens to erode Taiwan’s ability to protect its interests as it engages with the mainland.

The legal basis for Beijing’s position on unification with Taiwan is China’s “anti-secession law” passed in 2005 during a much more turbulent period in cross-Strait relations. According to the law, China would use force under the following conditions:

In the event that “Taiwan independence” secessionist forces should act under any name or by any means to cause the fact of Taiwan’s secession from China, or that major incidents entailing
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Taiwan’s secession from China should occur, or that possibilities for a peaceful unification should be completely exhausted, the state shall employ non-peaceful means and other necessary measures to protect China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.\textsuperscript{52}

Similarly, a speech by Dai stated that the Chinese “will never allow Taiwan to split from China, nor will [they] ever commit [themselves] to the renunciation of force.”\textsuperscript{53}

**Current Chinese Focus on Resolving Sovereignty Disputes**

Given China’s territorial ambitions and its aspirations for greater regional influence, the highest potential for crisis and conflict lies in disputes between China and its neighbors that escalate into armed conflict. Because of U.S. security commitments, a conflict involving Beijing and a U.S. ally would almost unavoidably involve Washington at some level.

China’s behavior to date has tended toward an aversion to high-risk military attacks to seize territory. Instead, China has found it more promising to use diverse economic, diplomatic, and political levers to pressure recalcitrant countries into accommodating Chinese preferences. This “salami slicing” strategy has worked well in expanding Chinese control of its core interests in a manner that minimizes the risk of instability.

While a peaceful resolution of China’s disputes with its neighbors should be encouraged, conflicts that disrupt the region’s growth and prosperity cannot be ruled out. A China frustrated by a lack of progress on many policy issues could be tempted to become increasingly assertive in a way that raises the risk of a military clash. An intensifying rivalry between China and the United States, or between China and

\textsuperscript{52} 10th National People’s Congress and Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference, 3rd session, Anti-Secession Law, Beijing, March 14, 2005.

\textsuperscript{53} Dai, 2010.
Japan, would also greatly increase the overall risk of conflict, especially if Beijing began to conclude that time was no longer on its side.

The next three chapters examine the situation from the standpoints of Japan, the Philippines, and Taiwan, respectively, and discuss some scenarios about how conflict could emerge between China and each of those three countries and what this might mean for the United States.
In this chapter, we examine the China-Japan relationship from the Japanese standpoint. We start by providing some context on the Japan-China relationship and then examine some potential conflict scenarios between the two countries, Japan’s evolving security posture and operational concept, and how the U.S. Army can help Japan help itself.

Context: U.S. Relationship with Japan

The U.S.-Japan security relationship has grown in importance to both countries in recent years. The strength of the relationship rests on the history of U.S. military presence in Japan since 1945 and on subsequent mutual defense treaties, but the post–World War II design of the relationship and Japan’s constrained view of its national security role have limited the security alliance in many ways when compared with U.S. alliances with NATO and South Korea.

The United States and Japan continue to uphold a defense treaty signed in 1960 (Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security Between the United States and Japan), wherein each party has pledged that an “armed attack” against “either party in the territories under the administration of Japan” would be regarded as “dangerous to its own peace and safety.” In such an event, the treaty obligates each party to “meet the common danger in accordance with its constitutional provisions...
and processes.”\textsuperscript{1} Senior U.S. officials, including the Presidents Barack Obama and Donald Trump, have stated that the United States regards the treaty as applicable to the Senkaku Islands, because these remain under the “administrative control of Japan.”\textsuperscript{2}

**Potential China-Japan Conflict Scenarios**

Although uninhabited, the Senkaku Islands are claimed by both China and Japan. Japan has administered the Senkakus since annexing them in 1895, except for a period of U.S. occupation control from 1945 to 1972. The Japanese briefly settled the islands, with a small settlement operating a fish-processing facility from 1900 to 1940. Japan has declared its intent to maintain control of the Senkakus and has positioned forces in the region to defend its southwest Ryukyu Islands chain.

The Chinese contest Japanese sovereignty over the Senkakus. China claims ownership of the islands — which it calls the Diaoyus — dating back to the 15th century. China frequently sends ships and airplanes to the Senkakus and is pressing its claim through diplomatic and media channels. Japan claims that, in 2015, vessels of the Chinese government entered Japanese territorial waters on at least 35 occasions. Japan also claimed that, in 2015, China sent an armed coast guard vessel into Japanese territorial waters for the first time.\textsuperscript{3} These incursions have mostly remained at the nuisance level, and Japan has shown a high level of competence in monitoring them and sending forces to protect its territorial waters.

For its part, the United States recognizes neither nation’s claims but does recognize Japanese administrative control over the Senkakus.

\textsuperscript{1} U.S. Department of State, “U.S. Collective Security Agreements,” web page, undated.


The United States has promised to come to Japan’s defense if its forces are attacked. President Barack Obama stated that any attack on Japanese forces, including in the Senkakus, invokes Article 5 of the Japan-U.S. mutual defense treaty.4

The Senkakus provide the most likely flash point for a conflict between China and Japan. The contest over the islands is aggravated by a growing competition for influence and leadership in Asia. Several studies have established that the risk of a military clash is highest when it occurs within the context of strategic rivalry and following a series of crises over a particular issue, usually involving disputed territory.5 Thus, China and Japan face a heightened risk of a clash if the two countries experience repeated major crises near the disputed islands. If the strategic rivalry between China and Japan intensifies, there is a risk that such confrontations could escalate into an armed conflict.

Here we examine two categories of conflict scenarios: (1) scenarios short of military seizure of the islands and (2) military seizure of the islands.

Scenarios Short of Military Seizure of Islands

China may be expected to continue pursuing coercive behavior by deploying fishing vessels; coast guard ships; and strong political, media, and diplomatic pressure against Japan below the threshold of military conflict. Because at this point neither side seeks a war, the odds of escalation remain low. Tensions over the Senkakus could become a crisis if activists from either country are arrested for landing on the islands. Such a crisis could also emerge out of a collision of fishing or maritime law enforcement vessels or even from an accident involving military platforms. Because of the relative parity of power between China and Japan, it would be difficult for either side to consistently prevail in such incidents. As such, a stalemate—a deepening of frustration and


hostility and an intensification of strategic rivalry — is the most likely outcome. This dynamic raises the likelihood of another crisis, which would in turn contribute to a worsening of the rivalry dynamic and overall elevation of the risks of conflict.

In an atmosphere of intense acrimony, rivalry, and distrust following a series of militarized crises, any incident could rapidly escalate to a clash of arms. This could start as an exchange of fire between coast guard ships, but the situation could quickly escalate if military platforms were nearby. Although a tense standoff that is eventually defused through diplomatic action is the most likely scenario, an exchange of fire causing injury or the loss of life or damage or destruction to platforms cannot be ruled out. With emotions running high and temperatures flaring, leaders would have to calculate the risks of escalation. The danger of escalation into a major war between China and Japan should put intense pressure on Chinese, Japanese, and U.S. leaders to find a way to stave off or deescalate any such situation.

Because of the political opprobrium of aggression and the risk of U.S. involvement, an unprovoked Chinese assault on the Senkakus would offer little benefit to China and carry extremely high risks. A more plausible scenario would be a spiraling of intensifying and protracted crises with little resolution and a deepening of suspicion and hostility that resulted in a clash in which China sustained losses of personnel. This would provide a powerful incentive for China to seek some sort of reciprocal military action if Beijing could plausibly characterize Japanese actions as aggressive. It would then have a pretext to strike Japanese forces in a punitive operation with limited objectives that could be achieved in a short time.

Examples could include missile strikes to sink a Japanese naval combatant or down a Japanese fighter aircraft that flew too close to Chinese forces. The downside to this course of action is that Japan could in turn seek to escalate the conflict, raising the risk that the two countries could head toward war.

Military Seizure of Islands Scenarios
A clearly aggressive Chinese act to seize control of the Senkakus, whatever the pretext, would constitute a high-risk action that would almost
certainly compel a U.S. response. The principal risks for China would be the difficulty of sustaining forces deployed on the island and the vulnerability to counterattack by Japanese and U.S. forces. Should Japan decide to contest the seizure or to evict the Chinese presence through military or legal means, conflict would be difficult to avoid and escalation just as hard to control. And if the United States decided to join Japan’s effort to halt or reverse the seizure, conflict could escalate rapidly. Should China find its forces evicted from the Senkakus, the humiliation of a major defeat could seriously destabilize the Chinese government.

Another possible scenario envisions the placement of military or law enforcement personnel on the island to create a fait accompli seizure. If the law enforcement personnel were uniformed and armed, this would amount to a variation on the military attack scenario, bearing the same vulnerabilities and drawbacks. Another variation of this scenario could involve government personnel disguised as civilians who secretly occupy the island. The problem with this stratagem is that its success depends on the publication of the fact that China has gained control of the islands through military or civil authorities. If the individuals only carried light arms in a bid to maintain the disguise, then this would leave the Chinese personnel extremely vulnerable. Thus, this course of action would carry all the risks of the other island seizure scenarios but offer the least protection of the deployed forces.

A last variation of the seizure scenario considers the secret placement of individuals from nongovernment organizations. While this may seem appealing as a way to challenge Japanese control in a manner that undercuts the rationale for a U.S.-Japan military response, it also loses the potency of message that comes with actual Chinese government control of the islands. In fact, the presence of nonofficial activists has occurred numerous times before. In all cases, Japanese authorities simply removed the activists before problems of sustainment could threaten their lives. A repeat of this tactic would likely gain China very little.

---

Addressing the China Threat from Japan’s Standpoint

Japan’s Security and Military Posture in Response to the China Threat

Japan is undergoing a fairly substantial change to its military: moving slowly away from its Cold War outlook and posture that focused exclusively on threats to Japan and that were oriented north. Japan is slowly shedding the most-insular aspects of its strategic concept while moving toward a new force focused more on protecting its offshore islands. With the election of Prime Minister Abe in 2012, Japan’s security policy received its most critical review, and his administration has pushed for a substantial shift in that policy. The security constraints in the Japanese constitution have been reinterpreted to allow a much more forward-leaning security policy. This should allow Japanese forces to contribute more directly to collective security activities, but the specifics are still emerging. The United States and Japan released the revised Guidelines for Japan-U.S. Defense Cooperation in April 2015. The guidelines signal that both sides intend to develop closer bilateral security ties. The guidelines also open the possibility of greater military support to the United States in conflicts involving another U.S. ally. Finally, they address greater cooperation on regional security issues, including building partner capacity, maritime security, and logistics support. Japan has relaxed the arms-export ban and is now in discussions with several countries to take advantage of the changes.

Although Japan’s strategic outlook is evolving significantly under the Abe administration, the starting point was a very narrow conception of security; therefore, despite significant movement, Japan’s security outlook is likely to remain more constrained and inward-looking, compared with the outlooks of other major powers. For example, Japan’s latest National Defense Program Guidelines promises a more “proactive contribution to peace,” but the document also reaffirms that Japan’s investments in its defense force are being made while “maintaining an exclusively defense-oriented policy, not becoming a military
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power that poses a threat to other countries." This is also reflected in the reinterpretation of the Japanese constitution, a reinterpretation that was adopted in 2014 with the condition that the expanded scope applies only under an attack that “threatens Japan’s survival” and that Japan must limit force to the “minimum extent necessary.” Still, while Japan continues to have major limitations on its military forces, including budgetary, it has been able to field some significant military capabilities.

**Japan’s Current Operational Concept in Response to the China Threat**

Japan is looking to make substantial changes to its self-defense force to shift it from its previous orientation toward the north and Russia to a force oriented toward the south, where the Senkaku Islands lie, and to creating capabilities to protect those interests more dynamically: seeking air and maritime superiority and capabilities to rapidly deploy ground forces. Japan’s military spending remains at 1 percent of gross domestic product (GDP), and, in 2016, its defense budget was about $40 billion (4.861 trillion yen).

Japan is most concerned about potential threats from China and North Korea. In recent years, China has made the Senkaku Islands a bilateral issue that has involved a range of tests, including military, for Japan. North Korea has threatened Japan with ballistic missile attacks, and North Korean agents have kidnapped Japanese citizens.

To address these and other challenges, Japan’s Self-Defense Forces (SDF) has 11 primary missions:

1. ensure security of sea and airspace surrounding Japan
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2. defend Japan’s remote islands
3. respond to ballistic missile attack
4. respond to attacks by guerillas, special operations forces, and others
5. initiatives toward ensuring maritime security
6. responses in space
7. response to cyber attacks
8. response to large-scale disasters
9. transport of Japanese nationals overseas
10. readiness against invasion
11. response to other events.

Japan’s proposed future investments reflect these priorities. Japan operates a number of air and maritime sensor platforms, as well as ground-based radars, to monitor its air and maritime sovereignty. In doing so, Japan has documented a growing number of PLA violations of its sovereignty. Some of these capabilities are optimized to monitor small craft of the type that North Korea might use in the kidnapping of Japanese citizens.

Defending against attacks on remote islands has surged to the fore of Japanese security thinking in recent years and is arguably forcing the largest changes in the SDF. While this approach is likely influencing investments in the air and maritime force for new fighter aircraft, early warning aircraft, Aegis destroyers, and submarines, it is also having an impact on the Ground SDF (GSDF). Half the GSDF is being reorganized and equipped to become rapid deployment units with an orientation toward the south, where the Senkakus lie. In part, the mobility to implement this concept will come from investing in more than 50 amphibious landing craft (AAV7s) and tilt-rotor aircraft (V-22s), both of which could be used to quickly place ground forces on offshore islands. In addition, these forces could be deployed using two existing Hyuga-class helicopter-landing ships and soon by using Japan’s two new Izumo-class helicopter carriers. Japan’s current medium-term defense program announced plans to refurbish its three existing Osumi-class landing ship, tanks (LSTs), and to consider whether it should procure a large amphibious ship capable of launch-
ing fixed-wing aircraft. Beyond the technology and organizational changes, the GSDF has been working closely with the U.S. Marine Corps on exercises in both U.S. and Japanese training ranges designed to improve Japan’s competency in amphibious operations.

This capability to rapidly employ the GSDF to offshore islands adds to several capabilities Japan already fields to protect its sovereignty. Its navy operates a number of surface vessels to patrol its territorial waters, in addition to maritime patrol aircraft and helicopters to provide maritime situational awareness of both surface and subsurface threats. In recent years, all these capabilities have been tested by Chinese air and maritime incursions. Japan responds to each of these by sending an appropriate air or surface vessel to escort Chinese vessels out of Japanese waters.

Japan continues to field and make new investments in ballistic missile defense capabilities. North Korea, in particular, is seen as a key missile threat for Japan, while China also has a substantial arsenal that can reach Japan. Japan and the United States have cooperated for many years on missile defense research, and Japan fields a mixture of U.S. and indigenous systems. Japan plans to expand its missile defense–capable ships to eight. Japan fields Patriot air defenses and plans to invest in the newest interceptor missiles, the PAC-3 MSE (Patriot Advanced Capability Missile Segment Enhancement).

What the U.S. Army Can Do to Help the Japanese GSDF Help Itself

The implementation of major changes in the GSDF creates a substantial opportunity for the U.S. Army to partner with the GSDF in new and productive ways. The U.S. Army has air and missile defense expertise, as well as sustainment expertise, that could benefit the GSDF as it contemplates more challenging scenarios for defending Japanese territory. In such scenarios, fielded forces may face attacks from ballistic
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and cruise missiles, and supply lines might also come under attack. The U.S. Army is well situated to engage with Japan on operational problems such as these.

Japan’s GSDF already fields a modest number of truck-mobile units equipped with indigenous anti-ship cruise missiles. This provides additional firepower to anti-ship capabilities from Japan’s surface fleet, submarines, and the Japan Air SDF. At the moment, the threats Japan anticipates from China and North Korea involve low levels of force, and in neither case does Japan’s Medium Term Defense Program reference the possibility of a large-scale maritime attack.\footnote{Ministry of Defense of Japan, 2013b.}

The existing anti-ship forces could compose the basis for a U.S.-Japan operational concept to integrate anti-ship, surface-to-surface, and surface-to-air missile units into a combined multi-domain A2/AD capability. Such an operational concept could allow the United States and Japan to test their capabilities in exercises and training events and to expand these capabilities as required. For its part, Japan has the resources and ability to expand its land-based anti-ship capability if it believes that the threat warrants additional attention in the future.
In this chapter, we examine the China-Philippines relationship from the Philippines’ standpoint. We start with some context on the U.S. relationship with the Philippines, including reflections on the changing relationship under Philippines President Rodrigo Duterte. We then examine some potential China-Philippines conflict scenarios, the Philippines’ security posture and operational concept, and how the U.S. Army can help the Philippines help itself.

**Context: U.S. Relationship with the Philippines**

Although the United States closed its military bases in the Philippines more than 20 years ago, U.S. concern over regional stability and growing tensions between the Philippines and China have reinvigorated the United States’ relationship with the Philippines. The two countries continue to uphold a defense treaty signed in 1951 (Mutual Defense Treaty Between the Republic of the Philippines and the United States of America). The treaty obligates each party to recognize that an “armed attack” in the “Pacific Area on either of the Parties” would be “dangerous to its own peace and safety.” The treaty obligates each party to “act to meet the common dangers in accordance with its constitutional processes.”
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1 U.S. Department of State, undated.
As discussed in Chapter Two, Manila’s disputes with Beijing have centered primarily on contested claims over features in the South China Sea and the fishing and mineral resources contained therein. After Vietnam, the Philippines occupy and control the most number of islands and reefs in the contested Spratly Islands. A garrison of roughly 40 Filipino soldiers guards the Spratly’s second-largest island, Thitu Island, which measures roughly 47 square kilometers. (Taiwan controls the largest island, Itu Aba.) Thitu Island also features one of the Spratly Islands’ few runways. Manila also controls another six islands and three reefs and exercises control of over another dozen shoals, reefs, and other generally submerged features. Thitu Island and many of the other disputed features are located roughly 200–300 nautical miles from Palawan.

Philippine military forces pose little threat to China. Philippine defense planning remains focused principally on internal security. Although Manila recognizes the growing importance of external threats and has acquired a coast guard cutter, the country still lacks adequate air defense, maritime patrol, and reconnaissance capabilities.\(^2\)

Because of the weakness of its military forces, Manila has relied on asymmetric means to draw attention to Chinese assertive behavior and counter Chinese tactics. It has ensured access for media personnel aboard boats that resupply beleaguered outposts. In early 2013, the Philippines launched an arbitration case under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea against China’s South China Sea claims, in which the Philippines won a resounding victory, as described in Chapter Two.\(^3\)

While the primary dispute between China and the Philippines centers on territory and sovereignty in the South China Sea, Manila’s alliance with Washington aggravates broader issues of dispute over status and leadership. As competition between China and the United
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States intensifies, the Philippines, like other U.S. allies, may be viewed as proxies of U.S. power. How disputes between China and the Philippines are resolved unavoidably implicates U.S. prestige and influence. The credibility of the United States will be damaged if a crisis or clash is resolved in a manner that appears contrary to the wishes of Washington. If China and the United States were to reach a regional accommodation that appeared to go against the Philippines’ preferences, Manila may begin to doubt the value of the alliance.

This relationship between the Philippines and the United States, and the Philippines and China, may now be fundamentally changing. While visiting China, President Duterte stated that he was moving toward China and that the United States had “lost,” stating: “I announce my separation from the United States. I have separated from them. So I will be dependent on you for all time. But do not worry. We will also help as you help us.”

These and other statements by Duterte signal a profound change in public rhetoric and perhaps in the future course of Chinese and Philippine actions. For example, there are early reports that the Chinese forces occupying the Scarborough Shoal are allowing Filipinos to fish there again without interference. Further, Duterte has stated that he wants the Philippines “free of the presence of foreign military troops” and intends to end maneuvers and wargames alongside the U.S. military.

**Potential China-Philippines Conflict Scenarios**

Only time will tell whether this new relationship between the Philippines and China will continue and whether close diplomatic and
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military cooperation between the Philippines and the United States will significantly diminish or end. For the purpose of our analysis, we describe future courses of events that might proceed from either this new China-Philippines relationship or the more-traditional China-Philippines-U.S. relationships.

As its power grows, China might feel inclined to exert its influence in a manner that directly involves the Philippines in two ways. First, China could seek to gain even greater control of important maritime and land features in the South China Sea claimed by the Philippines. Second, China could seek opportunities to humble those countries that oppose the extension of Chinese power. The most important of these would be allies of the United States. Thus, to the degree that the Philippines chooses to continue its relationship with the United States, China could target the Philippines as a proxy of U.S. power to score points against its strategic rival.

These two imperatives would likely underpin any crisis or military confrontation between China and the Philippines. While it is unlikely that Beijing would choose military aggression as its first option to achieve its goals, it could end up in conflict through miscalculation. In addition, a China determined to break up U.S. authority and leadership in Asia could target the Philippines as a proxy for U.S. power, further raising the risk of conflict. We explore both types of scenarios below.

**Scenarios of Miscalculation**

The first type of scenario consists of an unintended escalation arising from a crisis between China and the Philippines over a particular disputed reef or island. In this case, China remains focused on a “salami slicing” strategy of pressure through harassment by coast guard, fishing, and other vessels; the continued reclamation of land for its reefs; enhanced military presence; vigorous prosecution of China’s case through media and legal channels; economic retaliation through reductions in imports and other measures; and subtle threats to the Philippines and other regional powers about the potential risks of challenging Beijing.
Convinced of the superiority of its approach, Beijing might intuit that such neighbors as the Philippines or Vietnam might attempt to derail China’s incremental consolidation of control through dramatic action. To forestall such a possibility, China would backstop with naval and air power its largely civilian efforts to wrest control of the South China Sea features. Even today, China carries out whole-of-government efforts to consolidate control of disputed regions, with a substantial military presence providing security.

The most likely trigger for crisis in this scenario would thus begin with an action by the Philippines to halt some nonmilitary action by the Chinese to challenge Philippine control of some contested feature. The most likely target would be another unoccupied reef or shoal, over which the Philippines has traditionally exercised control. In something of a repeat of the Scarborough Shoal situation, Chinese authorities could seek to exploit a misstep or overreaction by the Philippines to justify a further consolidation of control over the disputed reef. If the Philippines refused to back down, or even stepped up efforts to defend its reef, the situation could quickly escalate, possibly even resulting in an exchange of fire and lives lost. Intense international pressure to restore peace would likely propel China, the Philippines, and the United States to find ways to deescalate the situation.

Washington’s words and actions would have a large influence in determining the trajectory of subsequent clashes between Beijing and Manila. A disengaged or acquiescent United States would give Manila little hope of prevailing against Beijing in any confrontation and probably undermine its resolve, depriving it of real leverage. If the United States appeared unwilling to risk a confrontation over the issue, the extreme imbalance in power would leave Manila with little recourse but to accept the change in the status quo, much as it did in the wake of China’s acquisition of Mischief Reef and Scarborough Shoal. Moreover, an emboldened China could be tempted to repeat its success. Seeing little opposition, China could even dispense with the time-consuming, laborious process of operating through various civilian fishing and coast guard proxies and seize control outright of more reefs and islands with military force.
A humiliated Philippines that witnessed a string of defeats and loss of control over long-claimed islands and features could, in theory, feel desperate enough to use available military capabilities to strike Chinese platforms to stem the erosion of its position. Such an act would almost certainly cause China to strike back—raising questions about how the United States should respond. Assuming that U.S.-China relations remained steady, and that the United States and the Philippines retain their alliance, Beijing would push Washington not to support its ally. This would also serve China’s objectives of weakening U.S. influence and alliances in the Asia-Pacific region.

Scenarios of Chinese Aggression

Because of its formal alliance with the United States, the Philippines makes for a risky target of unprovoked aggression. Military attacks on Philippine-occupied territory, such as Thitu Island, would be most plausible under conditions in which China felt that its peaceful strategy to control the region had failed and that time was no longer on China’s side, or if China felt that opposition had grown feeble and the opportunity proved ripe.

One scenario for aggression is one in which China grows pessimistic about its future because of a severe weakening of its strategic position. If Beijing concluded that inaction risked even greater loss and disaster than some sort of military action, then it could opt for a risky course of action, knowing full well that the United States could become involved. In this case, China would likely design a military course of action to maximize its prospects for success against the Philippines and minimize the odds of success by an intervening U.S. military force. The high-risk move would gamble on the idea that the United States would back away from conflict with China, allowing Beijing to make territorial gains, intimidate the Philippines, and improve its strategic position.

The largest drawback to this operation would be miscalculation. Even if China successfully evicted Philippine forces from a given South China Sea feature, such as Thitu Island, China would be challenged to sustain forces on the occupied feature in the face of a concerted U.S.-Philippines military intervention to retake the feature. Addition-
ally, once U.S. and Philippine forces engaged Chinese forces, the risk of escalation would increase dramatically. Chinese naval forces would likely attempt to interdict the U.S. forces, but these platforms, lacking air cover, would be highly vulnerable. It would be safer for China to make a point by attacking Philippine forces and then withdrawing. But even this course of action poses significant risk of escalation, because it would almost certainly result in the invocation of the mutual defense treaty.

A more promising option for China would be to wait for the opportunity when it seemed that the Philippines lacked any hope of relief from its U.S. ally and when it seemed that no one else appeared willing or capable to help the Philippines defy China’s seizure of islands and reefs. Through superior military capabilities, the PLA could seize Thitu Island and other features. To make this successful, however, China would need to be certain that the United States would do nothing to support its ally, a doubtful proposition as long as the alliance remains in force. Although Washington may in most circumstances be reluctant to risk war over Manila’s South China Sea claims, it would likely feel intense pressure to provide some level of assistance to help its ally protect its claims and ward off further Chinese predations in a situation of outright aggression.

Addressing the China Threat from the Philippines’ Standpoint

The Philippines’ Security and Military Posture in Response to the China Threat

The Philippine Army, the largest service in the country by far, has trained and organized for counterinsurgency (COIN), specializing in
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7 See Chris Mirasola, “Water Wars: The Philippines Pivots Towards Beijing,” Lawfare, September 30, 2016. Duterte recently commented that he would open an alliance with China and Russia and expressed doubt that the United States would aid the Philippines if attacked. Although it is premature to draw conclusions from this outburst, it may be that the Philippines already doubts U.S. security commitments. It remains to be seen how President Trump will view the U.S. alliance with the Philippines and if and how he might wish to push back against Chinese ambitions in the western Pacific.
small-unit (battalion and below) operations. The picture that emerges from the information available about Philippine military modernization is that the country is clearly reorienting toward conventional combat operations. For many years, the Philippine armed forces neglected air defenses, anti-ship weapons, and anti-submarine capabilities. All those gaps are now being addressed, at least to some extent; however, the process of retooling the Philippine military toward conventional combat is just beginning and will take years. Despite its close relationship with the United States military, the Philippine military is looking at multiple sources for new equipment, exemplified by the emerging deal with Israel for air defenses and the purchase of both fighters and frigates from South Korea.

The Philippine Army has several hundred armored personnel carriers (APCs) (both tracked and wheeled) but has no main battle tanks and fewer than ten light tanks. Neither the nation’s air force nor the army has air defense weapons. The Philippine Navy has focused on coastal operations to support army and marine COIN missions. Some of the nation’s navy patrol craft are capable of offshore operations in the South China Sea, but their armament is oriented toward anti-piracy and law enforcement-type missions in a low-threat environment. Importantly, the Air Force has no modern fighters, and the Navy and Air Force do not have ASMs.

In 2015, the outgoing Philippine president, Benigno Aquino, pledged to increase defense spending by 25 percent for 2016 to support a $1.8 billion, five-year modernization plan undertaken in 2013. President Duterte has largely upheld these spending commitments. According to a Philippine news report in 2016, the Philippine military is expected to add its first landing platform dock from Indonesia, two C-130 aircraft from the United States, an additional two TA-50 aircraft from South Korea (the first two arrived in December 2015),
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and two light-transport aircraft from Indonesia. Budgeted purchases through 2017 include

- 12 FA-50 light fighters (from South Korea)
- six close air support aircraft (vendor still to be determined)
- two Navy frigates (from South Korea)
- ten Patrol boats for the Navy (vendors still to be determined)
- 21 transport helicopters (from the United Kingdom and Canada)
- two anti-submarine helicopters (vendors to be determined)
- two sealift, amphibious ships (from an Indonesian vendor)
- roughly 150 M-113 APCs (from U.S. Army stocks)
- air defense radars (from Israel)
- 12 launchers of ground-launched ASMs (these systems, along with appropriate radars for target acquisition and tracking, will be under the control of the Philippine Army; a number of possible suppliers are currently being examined).

The Philippine military has been in discussion with Israel about the possible purchase of air defense systems from Rafael Advanced Defense Systems. Given the almost total lack of an air defense capability in the Philippine military, this would be a step toward filling an important gap. In addition to the air defense purchase from Israel,
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the Philippine government is also considering buying the Raytheon HAWK-5 SAM.

The Philippine Navy is also considering adding an ASM capability when it purchases new versions of its Multi-Purpose Attack Craft that would be able to operate in the South China Sea but only in good sea conditions because of their small size. These small but fast (up to 45 knots) vessels could mount short-range ASMs in addition to the automatic weapons that they currently mount.

The Philippines’ Current Operational Concept in Response to the Chinese Threat
Dealing with China is a new challenge for the Philippine military — and clearly still a work in progress. Prior to the early 2000s, the ability of the PLA to threaten the Philippines was limited, and with its long-standing defense ties with the United States, the Philippines did not feel threatened by China. Indeed, the Philippines felt secure enough in the early 1990s to refuse to renew the leases on the two major U.S. bases in the islands — Clark Air Force Base and the Navy’s Subic Bay facilities — both on the main island of Luzon.

The Philippine attitude toward China, however, is now changing rapidly. The various Philippine military modernization programs noted above are mostly oriented toward conventional combat operations, with the Chinese now clearly seen as the main potential opponent. The Philippine military leadership knows that it is at a considerable disadvantage compared with China. In September 2014, General Gregorio Catapang, the senior officer of the Philippine armed forces, stated that the Philippine military needed an additional $10 billion in modernization funds to have the kinds of capabilities it needs to counter Chinese moves in the region.16

From a policy perspective, the increased emphasis on China is demonstrated in the April 2014 Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement (EDCA) signed between the United States and the Philippines. The EDCA is intended to improve overall defense ties between the two
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allies. This agreement establishes a formal framework for an increased U.S. military presence in the islands, although this new arrangement will not result in permanent U.S. bases in the Philippines along the lines of Clark Air Force Base and Subic Bay. Key provisions of the EDCA include the following:

- The preamble states: “Both parties share an understanding for the United States not to establish a permanent military presence or base on the territory of the Philippines.”
- The preamble concludes: “All United States access to and use of facilities and areas will be at the invitation of the Philippines and with full respect for the Philippine Constitution and Philippine laws.”
- Article III states that U.S. forces and their contractors are authorized to undertake “[t]raining, transit, support and related activities; refueling of aircraft; bunkering of vessels; temporary maintenance of vehicles, vessels and aircraft; temporary accommodation of personnel; communications; prepositioning of equipment, supplies, and materiel; deploying forces and materiel; and such other activities as the Parties may agree.”
- Article IV states that the United States is granted the right to store prepositioned materiel, “to include, but not limited to, humanitarian assistance and disaster relief equipment, supplies, and materiel.”

The EDCA, therefore, envisions a rotational, as opposed to permanent, U.S. military presence in the islands. Importantly, the United States will be able to preposition a variety of equipment, including munitions, in the Philippines, which should help facilitate the rapid expansion of U.S. capabilities in the western Pacific in the event of either a humanitarian or a military crisis.

Despite the ongoing reorientation of parts of the Philippine military toward conventional operations, much of the Philippine Army will
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likely remain focused on COIN and internal security. There is no way the Philippines can, on its own, come close to matching the military potential of China. Filipinos know this, which is why they are increasing their defense ties with the United States, clearly their most powerful potential partner in the region and a nation that has deep historical ties to the Philippines. Contributing to this willingness to partner with the Americans is the fact that Filipinos have a very positive view of the United States. A 2014 Pew Research poll of 43 nations showed a 92-percent favorable rating of the United States in the Philippines—the highest rating of all the countries in the survey.\(^\text{18}\)

However, the trend toward closer U.S.-Philippine relationships can change suddenly and with very little warning. In rapid succession, Duterte threatened to end cooperation with U.S. forces against the Abu Sayyaf, end U.S.-Philippine maritime exercises, and shift diplomatic emphasis to closer relations with China.\(^\text{19}\) Perhaps the most serious of Duterte’s threats is to end the EDCA with the United States.\(^\text{20}\) Although it remains too early to conclude how seriously to take Duterte’s warnings, his statements do underline the risks of assuming that these relationships will not change.

**What the U.S. Military Could Do to Help the Philippines Help Itself**

The U.S. military has had ties to the Philippines for more than a century. Even after Clark Air Force Base and Subic Bay were returned to Philippine control in 1991, the two countries maintained an alliance relationship that has included regular military exercises, such as the PACOM-sponsored annual Balikatan exercise that includes U.S. Army
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\(^{19}\) Mirasola, 2016.

participation. Balikatan and other combined exercises help improve interoperability between the two nations’ armed forces.\footnote{Global Security, “Exercise Balikatan: Shouldering the Load Together,” October 4, 2016.}

Since the closing of Clark Air Force Base and Subic Bay in 1991, the U.S. Special Operations personnel associated with Operation Enduring Freedom-Philippines (OEF-P) (fighting radical extremist groups in the southern islands) have composed the largest, most regular U.S. military presence in the Philippines. Starting in December 2001, PACOM established a rotational, but essentially constant, special operations forces (SOF) presence in the southern Philippines.\footnote{Global Security, “Operation Enduring Freedom-Philippines,” May 7, 2011.}

Most of the U.S. SOF personnel are either U.S. Army Special Forces or U.S. Navy SEALs. They operate closely with all elements of the Philippine armed forces, providing training, mentoring, and advice and also serving as the conduit of U.S. intelligence information directly into the Philippine armed forces. Although the OEF-P is a SOF-focused activity at the lower end of the spectrum of conflict and the number of U.S. SOF personnel in the Philippines is usually well under 500 at any time, the experience that OEF-P provides has contributed to the interoperability of the two countries’ armed forces.\footnote{Discussions with former U.S. Army SOF personnel who participated in OEF-P, Washington D.C., November–December 2014.}

Thus, the new opening in the Philippines provided by the EDCA, the regularly occurring military exercises (such as Balikatan), and the ongoing OEF-P relationship all form a foundation for increased interaction with the Philippine military, including by the U.S. Army. The Philippine armed forces are developing concepts of operations to deal with various types of sovereignty challenges. Coordinating U.S. and Philippine military approaches to deal with minor provocations in the South China Sea or a potential military confrontation should be the basis for combined operational concepts. As one example, the United States would be well positioned to contribute theater-wide intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) to these concepts.

The EDCA provides for prepositioning U.S. military equipment and supplies in the Philippines – a provision that could significantly
improve the U.S. military’s ability to quickly grow its military capabilities in the western Pacific in the event of a crisis. Although U.S. military units will not be permanently assigned to the Philippines, prepositioned stocks could be located in a number of key points in the islands. The U.S. Air Force and the U.S. Navy are already considering positioning equipment in the Subic Bay region and in several Philippine airports and military air bases. The U.S. Army, working closely with PACOM headquarters and the Philippine military, should identify suitable locations and the types and quantities of equipment and supplies that should be considered for prepositioning.

Given the tendency of this region to suffer major natural disasters, a considerable portion of prepositioned stocks could be oriented toward humanitarian and disaster relief operations. Certain types of munitions – in particular, air defense weapons, such as Patriot missiles – are difficult to quickly transport by air on short notice. It may be possible to locate a judicious number of this class of munitions in the Philippines. The types of equipment the U.S. Army decides to recommend for prepositioning in the Philippines should be based on joint considerations among U.S. forces, such as possible Army roles in the Air Force’s still-emerging adaptive basing concepts, and on the ability of Philippine military to provide key capabilities, thus eliminating or minimizing need to deploy U.S. assets to perform that function.
In this chapter, we examine the China-Taiwan relationship from Taiwan’s standpoint. We start with some context on the U.S. relationship with Taiwan and then examine some potential China-Taiwan conflict scenarios, Taiwan’s security posture and operational concept, and how the U.S. Army can help Taiwan help itself.

**Context: U.S. Relationship with Taiwan**

Taiwan was a U.S. ally during the Cold War, but as the United States began to move closer to China to balance against the Soviet Union in the early 1970s, it became clear that the normalization of the U.S.-China relationship would change the nature of the United States’ relationship with Taiwan. When the United States ultimately moved to shift official diplomatic recognition to China, it also began the process of withdrawing its forces from Taiwan and abandoning the Sino-American Mutual Defense Treaty.

The United States frequently reaffirms its commitment to the One China policy based on the Three Joint Communiqués (the 1972 Shanghai Communiqué, the 1979 Communiqué on the Establishment of Diplomatic Relations, and the 1982 U.S.-PRC Joint Communiqué) and the 1979 Taiwan Relations Act (TRA).1 Indeed, the Three Joint
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Communiqués provided the basis for the normalization of the U.S.-China relationship and continue to play an important role in U.S.-China relations. The TRA, meanwhile, provides the framework for robust, but unofficial, diplomatic, economic, and security relations between the United States and Taiwan. The TRA is also intended “to help maintain peace, security, and stability in the Western Pacific.” It underscores an enduring U.S. interest in ensuring that Taiwan’s future is determined by peaceful means and states that it is U.S. policy “to consider any effort to determine the future of Taiwan by other than peaceful means, including by boycotts or embargoes, a threat to the peace and security of the Western Pacific area and of grave concern to the United States.” Moreover, the TRA pledges that the policy of the United States is “to provide Taiwan with arms of a defensive character” and “to maintain the capacity of the United States to resist any resort to force or other forms of coercion that would jeopardize the security, or the social or economic system, of the people on Taiwan.” The TRA does not obligate the United States to assist Taiwan militarily in any contingency. Any Chinese military action against Taiwan, however, would quickly become an extremely serious challenge to U.S. security commitments and threaten the stability and security of the region. This would add pressure on Washington to take some sort of action.

The United States continues to have an interest in ensuring that any future resolution of cross-Strait issues is peaceful and accords with the will of Taiwan’s 23 million people. In short, even though the United States no longer maintains a formal diplomatic relationship or defense treaty with Taiwan, the TRA and U.S. policy make it clear that Washington would see any use of force against Taiwan as a grave threat to regional peace and stability.

Taiwan rejects the framework of a “one China, two systems” proposal by China, because this would imply Taipei’s recognition of Beijing’s authority over it. However, Taiwan’s disagreement with China on its political status is complicated by the various positions held by the political parties on the island. Taiwan’s leaders agreed in 1992
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with China that both sides belong to “one China” but that China and Taiwan can interpret that principle however they wish, an agreement regarded as the 1992 Consensus. Although the preceding president, Ma Ying-jeou of the Kuomintang Party, supported the 1992 Consensus, the current president, the Democratic Progressive Party’s Tsai Ing-wen, has refused to embrace it. Tsai, however, has so far avoided the behavior that highly antagonized Beijing and that was characteristic of President Chen Shui-bian, also of the Democratic Progressive Party, from 2000 to 2008.3

Taiwan’s strategy for maintaining its de facto sovereignty without provoking a war with China depends on its ability to maintain a strong economic and international presence and robust security ties with the United States. Taipei seeks to maintain diplomatic relations with as many countries as possible to raise the diplomatic cost to China of aggression, although this number has dwindled to a handful of islands and small countries that maintain the position primarily for economic benefit. Taiwan has also tried to increase its profile in international events and organizations, such as the World Health Organization, but China’s considerable diplomatic clout allows it to greatly influence the terms of Taiwan’s official presence in such bodies. Economic connections remain another key mechanism of restraint. As one of the world’s most prosperous economies, Taipei maintains strong trade links with countries around the world.

Taiwan continues to rely heavily on an implied security commitment from the United States to deter China. In addition to arms sales, Taiwanese and U.S. officials carry out high-level meetings on security policy and professional military exchanges. U.S. military personnel have also observed Taiwan’s military exercises.4

In 2012, Andrew Yang, one of Taiwan’s leading national security analysts and a former minister and vice minister of national defense,


stated: “Even when we have peaceful cross-Strait relations, [as we do] right now, Beijing is still holding a big stick. So we have to be on alert.”

Potential China-Taiwan Conflict Scenarios

Although Taiwan and China have made remarkable progress in forging a more stable and peaceful relationship in recent years, the fundamental political issues that divide them remain unresolved, and the future of the cross-Strait relationship remains uncertain. China could choose to use military force to compel unification or deter further provocations if Taiwan’s leadership declared independence or otherwise pursued actions that appeared to elevate the possibility of de jure independence. The risk of conflict would increase significantly if these developments on Taiwan took place within the context of an intensifying rivalry between China and the United States, thus removing the United States as a potential stabilizing influence on any such situation.

Here, we examine two potential conflict scenarios: (1) crisis-escalation scenarios and (2) compel-unification scenarios.

Crisis-Escalation Scenarios

The most likely scenarios for the near future remain crises in which China employs force for primarily punitive or deterrent purposes. In these cases, China’s aversion to major escalation could offer the United States opportunities to reach out to China and Taiwan to deescalate the situation.

In a crisis that Beijing regarded as serious but not grave enough to require the lethal use of force, it could resort to a number of demonstrations and other military or paramilitary activities to signal its displeasure and warn Taipei against taking any action that might be seen as provocative. Chinese actions could be augmented by intense psycho-
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logical and information warfare activities to coerce Taipei into making decisions favorable to Beijing’s interests. China’s missile tests and military exercises during the cross-Strait tensions in 1995 and 1996 may be viewed as this sort of deterrence operation.

A more serious move would be to employ military force in a limited way to intimidate, deter, or punish Taipei. Options could include a computer network attack, a missile strike on Taiwanese military assets, or possibly even a limited missile strike on the island. With this sort of operation, there could be little warning time. China, however, would also then be poorly positioned to carry out large-scale follow-on attacks to exploit the effects of surprise. A repetition of such incidents with no clear resolution would increase the likelihood that China would begin preparations for major operations as an escalation option.

Compel-Unification Scenarios
Less likely, but more dangerous, are scenarios in which China initiated major combat operations to compel Taiwan’s unification. The trigger could be any of the conditions listed in China’s National Anti-Secession Law. The risk of China pursuing this type of military operation would increase following a series of cross-Strait crises, an intensification of U.S.-China rivalry, or an increasingly pessimistic Chinese assessment about the possibilities of achieving peaceful unification.

PLA literature describes a number of types of campaigns that could be relevant to such an escalating crisis scenario. China’s “conventional missile attack campaign” would involve a “series of conventional missile attacks” aimed at the enemy’s “important targets.” The PLA Second Artillery Force would take the lead role in this campaign, but PLAAF and PLAN units could also play important roles. Such a campaign could be executed as a stand-alone campaign for coercive purposes or to help China seize air, sea, and information superiority in support of other campaigns, such as the “joint blockade campaign” or “joint island landing campaign.” Missle attacks could inflict great
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havoc with minimal warning, and there is little that can be done to protect against such strikes. Nevertheless, this course of action would be unattractive for at least two reasons. First, missile attacks alone are unlikely to compel Taiwan’s capitulation — and mounting military and civilian casualties from missile bombardment could harden Taiwan’s resolve against Beijing. Second, missile attacks could inflict considerable damage on the country, which China would have to reconstruct should it succeed in annexing the island.

The PLA’s joint blockade campaign is a “protracted campaign” that would be undertaken to “sever enemy economic and military connections” with the outside world and thereby compel the enemy to submit to China’s demands. PL literature suggests that this campaign is envisioned as including conventional air and missile strikes and information and electronic attacks against the enemy to shatter its ability to resist the blockade. The drawback to this military campaign is that it lacks a clear mechanism to compel Taiwan’s capitulation. The evidence remains weak that an air and naval blockade alone would compel a country to capitulate. The effect is often the opposite — a hardening of resolve on the part of the blockaded party. Moreover, this course of action leaves the PLA forces vulnerable for an extended period, enabling Taiwan to gain sympathy among friendly nations and for the United States to marshal forces able to escort merchant shipping and perhaps also attack blockading naval and air platforms.

The PLA joint island landing campaign would be designed to “seize and occupy a whole island or important target.” To successfully accomplish this objective, the PLA must first successfully cross the

Assessing the Weaknesses of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-893-USCC, 2015. A coercive or demonstrative use of conventional missile firepower, such as the series of launches China conducted during the 1995–1996 Third Taiwan Strait Crisis, could also be related to this type of campaign and could escalate to a conventional missile attack campaign if intimidation short of that level fails to achieve the desired objectives.

Taiwan Strait, destroy Taiwan’s defenses, and secure a beachhead. The joint island landing campaign provides the most convincing military path to unification. In occupying and controlling the seat of government, China could ensure that the island’s leaders accept whatever terms Beijing requires. Worse yet, Taiwan’s ability to contest an invasion is atrophying even as China improves its ability to carry out so complex an operation. Even so, an opposed amphibious assault is a high-risk operation, especially given the limited lift available to China. Moreover, a large-scale amphibious assault by nature would likely lead to war—one that has a high risk of drawing in large-scale U.S. involvement.

Addressing the China Threat from Taiwan’s Standpoint

Taiwan’s Security and Military Posture in Response to the China Threat

Taiwan’s strategy for addressing the threat from China relies on conventional capabilities and readiness to deter an invasion and other attacks. Taiwan recognizes that its military would be operating at a disadvantage against China. If faced with an invasion, Taiwan expects a substantial initial onslaught. The first of five identified Taiwanese military strategic missions is “Resolute Defense to Ensure the Security of National Territories,” which involves “surviv[ing] the enemy’s first strike, avert[ing] decapitation, and maneuver[ing] forces to counter strike and sustain operations.” In short, Taiwan seeks a military that can withstand a massive first punch and remain a functional fighting force. Taiwan’s capability development emphasizes increasing the precision firepower and mobility of its force to “enable the [Republic
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of China] Armed Forces to take advantage of tactical situations and reverse unfavorable conditions.”

Taiwan has a multifaceted concept for ground defense requiring layered defensive capabilities to enable its ground force to strike an invasion force before it reaches Taiwan, strike it on the landing beaches, and counterstrike as the invasion force moves inland. The ground defense concept also describes the need to counter enemy airborne forces. It prudently emphasizes the importance of force preservation in a complex battlefield involving precision fires. To counter the attackers at sea, the Taiwanese Army would use multiple strike systems: a multiple launch rocket system (MLRS), unmanned aerial systems (UAS), and attack helicopters. To prevent the enemy from establishing a lodgment on the beach, Taiwan needs anti-armor missiles, short-range anti-armor rockets, and modern tanks. Taiwan plans for the active-duty forces to conduct strike and maneuver operations, while the reservists conduct “homeland defense” operations, which appears to refer to both static defenses against maneuver forces and rear-area security. Taiwan identified a need to enhance mobility and fires coordination. It still sees a role for light and medium tactical vehicles and seeks self-propelled artillery. Taiwan has several garrisoned offshore islands, so the Taiwanese Army also seeks an amphibious capability to support those garrisons.

Taiwan’s Current Operational Concept in Response to the Chinese Threat
Taiwan clearly articulates a defense concept and outlines the needed capabilities to support the concept. The concept aspires to joint operations and specifically calls for layered defense capabilities. Some of the aspirations appear rather unobtainable given the current threat and Taiwan’s current military spending. In particular, Taiwan has not adjusted to its loss of a clear qualitative advantage over PLA capabili-
ties; thus, in most domains, China fields more-numerous and more-competent capabilities.

Beyond the recalibration of Taiwan’s military goals, Taiwan needs greater prioritization in its defense program. Taiwan’s published Quadrennial Defense Review and its National Defense Strategy are not resource-constrained documents. Taiwan’s strategy should, but does not, match realistic budget projections. A corollary to the problem of wishing for too many new systems is keeping too many old ones and not divesting systems that are no longer able to deliver capability against the PLA.

Taiwan has historically relied on U.S. defense technology, but it has increasingly turned to indigenous design and production, which has allowed Taiwan to field several new missile systems: (1) a subsonic and a supersonic anti-ship cruise missile (Hsiung Feng [HF] II and III), (2) a land attack cruise missile (HF-2E), (3) silo-based and road-mobile short-range ballistic missiles (Tien Chi and Qingfeng), and (4) a ground-based air defense system (TK 1/2/3). Reportedly, Taiwan is also developing a new longer-range ground-launched cruise missile, the Yun Feng.\footnote{Wendell Minnick, “Taiwan Working on New ‘Cloud Peak’ Missile,” \textit{DefenseNews}, January 18, 2013.} In general, Taiwanese Army modernization has lagged in recent years compared with its other services. A wheeled APC, the Clouded Leopard, has been designated a replacement for Taiwan’s M-113s.\footnote{Claire Apthorp, “Light Armoured Vehicle Procurement,” \textit{Defence Review Asia}, October 26, 2011.}

When Taiwan is able to bring new systems into its inventory, it will need a well-trained force to use them to their utmost capacity. As Taiwan transitions to an all-volunteer force, the hope is that active-duty forces will stay longer and be better trained and thus more competent than was the case under a conscription system; however, Taiwan will have to rely on reservists to compensate for the much smaller force that Taiwan will then have. The amount of initial training and periodic refresher training currently planned for the reserve force appears too short to meet those competency objectives.
The PLA now fields impressive systems in all military domains, giving it the potential to find and efficiently attack many of Taiwan’s defensive systems. Part of what makes PLA systems so lethal is their potential ability to use sophisticated kill chains that involve airborne surveillance capabilities cueing a variety of precision long-range fires. Taiwan has rightly identified increasing firepower and agile maneuver as two key components to a successful defense strategy. In addition, having the capability to prevent target quality surveillance of its forces is a key enabling capability for Taiwan. The most survivable way to accomplish this in the face of PLA ballistic and cruise missile threats is from ground-based SAMs, but it is difficult to know how much Taiwan is investing in such capabilities.

What the U.S. Army Could Do to Help Taiwan Help Itself

Taiwan faces numerous challenges—a formidable adversary; limited defense spending; a resetting after a rapid downsizing and switch to an all-volunteer force; international political isolation; and limitations on its relationship with its strongest partner, the United States. Despite these challenges, the U.S. Army could help Taiwan to improve, particularly in the areas of planning, prioritizing potential modernization investments, and unit-level training.

The fast pace of PLA modernization has made it difficult for Taiwan’s planners to respond with concepts and capabilities that match the quickly evolving threat. Taiwan’s Quadrennial Defense Review directs its army to develop capabilities to interdict PLA forces as they cross the Taiwan Strait and when they land on the beach. Taiwan already has several precision-fire systems that could be used to interdict transiting forces, but, to be effective, these systems need to be networked with cueing systems that are survivable in the face of substantial threats from the air.

The size and the scope of the cross-Strait interdiction problem suggests that Taiwan cannot count on being able to prevent at least some PLA forces from landing on Taiwan. Although Taiwan has long contemplated this as a possibility, what has changed in recent years
is the amount and diversity of PLA precision fires that will be supporting such operations. Although the U.S. Army has not faced an adversary with such capabilities or a situation quite like the invasion that Taiwan plans for, the U.S. Army could help Taiwan in developing plans and tactics to deal with the highly complex challenges associated with engaging PLA forces as they land.

Taiwan cannot afford to make big mistakes in selecting its defense systems. Taiwan’s Army has enjoyed few major acquisitions in recent years, with the Apache helicopters being the primary exception. Keys to effective Taiwanese operations will be a combination of firepower, short-range air defense, passive defensive measures, and maneuver concepts to both exploit opportunities to attack and allow disengagement when the tactical conditions are very unfavorable. Consultations with the U.S. Army could help Taiwan chart an effective direction, given the budgetary and political constraints under which it operates.

Taiwan’s armor and artillery forces are antiquated compared with those of the PLA, thus making it urgent for Taiwan to modernize them. Taiwan already has some advanced firepower systems, but it could benefit from further investments in such systems as the Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS), High-Mobility Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS), and longer-range artillery with guided munitions rounds. The U.S. Army could help Taiwan assess whether its combat vehicles, such as the M60 tank and CM-32 APC, provide the right combination of mobility and protection against the threats the PLA is fielding. Taiwan should also consider increasing the density of antitank weapons in its maneuver forces.

Taiwan has recently invested in wide-area air defense systems, including the Patriot PAC-3 and the indigenous TK-III systems. Still, the volume of air threats suggests that further investments in a layered ground-based air defense system could better protect ground forces as they maneuver to engage enemy units. The U.S. Army is developing such a system, the Indirect Fire Protection Capability—Increment 2 (IFPC-2), which is discussed in Chapter Seven, and uses Sentinel radars and a variety of ground-launched air-to-air weapons.

Once the defensive concepts to engage landing PLA forces are refined, Taiwan’s training and exercise programs should be revised to
incorporate these new concepts. The U.S.-Taiwan military relationship continues to have substantial limitations; for instance, the U.S. military does not conduct exercises on Taiwan, but Taiwan’s Air Force for years has kept F-16 fighter aircraft in the United States to allow Taiwan’s pilots to train in the United States. The U.S. Army should consider whether a comparable arrangement with Taiwan’s Army could be implemented, with the U.S. Army hosting unit-level exercises at U.S. training facilities. These exercises could start with small units at a low tactical level and gradually expand to battalion-size combined arms exercises. This would likely involve a habitual Taiwan presence at a U.S. training range, so it would be worthwhile for Taiwan to store relevant training equipment on a long-term basis. For example, U.S. Army units could provide invaluable training in such capabilities as artillery fire and maneuver, UAS operations, the use of IFPC-2 to counter enemy heliborne or UAS operations, and area denial through the use of scatterable mines. The U.S. Army could offer similar train-and-equip assistance to the forces of the Philippines, Vietnam, and other states in the region.

The opportunity to train with U.S. forces would allow Taiwan to develop greater tactical proficiency in some of the critical and very difficult aspects of its evolving defense strategy. It would also help to test whether Taiwan’s current concepts are suited to the kind of adversary it is likely to face. Working with the U.S. military on small-unit tactics regarding such capabilities as air defense support to a maneuvering unit, coordination of fire support, and small-unit maneuver under contact could greatly improve Taiwan’s proficiency and help to refine its defense concepts.
CHAPTER SIX
The Growing Chinese A2/AD Threat and Blue A2/AD Strategies and Operational Concepts to Counter It

The previous chapters set up the strategic context between China and U.S. allies in the Asia-Pacific region. As noted in Chapter Two, China and U.S. allies in the region have a number of ongoing sovereignty disputes—disputes that would almost unavoidably involve the United States at some level. Also, China’s behavior to date has shied away from high-risk military attacks to seize territory, focusing instead on a “salami slicing” approach that leverages diverse economic, diplomatic, and political levers to pressure recalcitrant countries into accommodating Chinese preferences. Chapters Three to Five looked at the potential for such disputes to lead to actual conflicts in Japan, the Philippines, and Taiwan, respectively; at the three allies’ strategic and operational concepts to address such conflicts; and at value the U.S. Army could offer its allies in improving its existing strategic and operational concepts.

In this chapter, we focus more broadly on the military threat that China poses in the Asia-Pacific region and then specifically on the threat posed by China’s growing A2/AD capabilities. Then we examine how the United States and its allies and partners in the Asia-Pacific region could deter or defeat Chinese aggression protected by its A2/AD capabilities, with a particular focus on Blue A2/AD operations1—that is, A2/AD operations conducted by U.S. forces and those of its allies. We next present a number of cases that examine how such operational

1 For an excellent description of Blue A2/AD, see Kelly, Gompert, and Long, 2016.
concepts would work against China. We then briefly discuss Russian A2/ AD capabilities and examine a case that involves the Baltics, before closing with another case that deals with the Persian Gulf.

**Expected Growth in China’s National Power and Its Impact on Its Military Capability**

Just as European economies drove growth for much of the previous century, Asia is anticipated to drive most of the world’s economic activity by the middle of this century. And much of that economic activity will center on China and the rapidly growing Southeast Asian economic region. Japan, South Korea, and India, however, will remain important drivers of Asia’s economic growth and, by extension, the world’s economic growth. Even assuming more-pessimistic estimates for China, which put growth at approximately 3–4 percent, and the most optimistic estimates for the United States, which would see growth around 2–3 percent, the size of China’s economy will continue to gain relative to the United States.

China’s economic growth is, in turn, reflected in the growth of the PLA. The PLA’s progress since the mid to late 1990s has been fueled by sustained growth in defense spending, reflecting the high priority that China places on military modernization. Indeed, over the past two decades, rapid economic growth has enabled China to increase its defense budget year after year while managing to maintain defense spending at a relatively low percentage of the nation’s GDP. This has allowed Beijing to devote growing resources to national defense with-
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4 In 2013, China’s announced military budget was about $119.5 billion. It is important to account for inflation and other factors, but even when doing so, most analysts believe that China’s actual military spending is higher than the announced figures, in part because the official budget excludes some important categories of expenditure, such as procurement of foreign weapon systems and equipment. DoD estimates that China’s actual military spending in 2013 was more than $145 billion. Office of the Secretary of Defense, 2014, p. 43.
out shortchanging other important categories of government spending. However, if China experiences a major slowdown in economic growth, there could be sharper trade-offs between defense spending and the government’s other budgetary priorities. Additionally, if domestic problems, such as pollution and its associated health costs, continue to worsen, pressure to spend more on these issues could increase, and competition for government budget resources could become more intense.

The trend in the Chinese military’s modernization is toward a slightly smaller force capable of fighting wars against advanced militaries. Chinese policy documents call on the PLA to be fully modernized by midcentury, at which point the PLA should be capable of prevailing in wars “under informatized conditions.”

Chinese military capabilities have already surpassed those of most of its neighbors, including Taiwan, all Association of Southeast Asian Nations countries, and South Korea. Japan is the only country in Asia capable of fielding forces that are qualitatively superior in comparable numbers; however, most projections foresee China surpassing Japan in terms of numbers of military platforms within a few decades. As the PLA sheds obsolete and outdated equipment in favor of more modern platforms, it will be able to field higher-end airplanes, ships, and missiles in larger numbers than Japan or any other neighboring country does. At some point this century, China’s military will very likely stand as the most powerful in numerical terms and could well stand among the most competitive in qualitative terms.

The Chinese A2/AD Threat

China already has the largest naval force in Asia, with 77 principal combatants, 60 submarines, and 55 medium and large amphibious
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ships. China is also upgrading its nuclear capability, including a new road-mobile intercontinental ballistic missile—the DF-31A, with a range of 11,200 kilometers—and three Jin-class nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs) that can carry sea-launched ballistic missiles with a range of 7,400 kilometers. There are at least two more of these SSBNs planned or under production. China’s air forces have modernized to a considerable degree as well, with approximately 1,900 aircraft, of which 600 are modern.

China is also improving its ISR capabilities. China has deployed a constellation of BeiDou navigation satellites (NAVSATs) and is expected to complete a global NAVSAT constellation by 2020. China has several remote sensing satellites, which can perform both civil and military applications; a communications satellite; four experimental small satellites; one meteorological satellite; and one manned space mission.\textsuperscript{7} China has also invested heavily in an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) for long-distance reconnaissance and strike operations. One estimate claimed that China had more than 1,500 UAVs, most of which serve in tactical roles but with a growing number focused on strategic reconnaissance and combat roles.\textsuperscript{8}

Chinese training has focused on counterintervention operations involving multiple services. Naval and air forces are operating farther and farther from Chinese shores. The presence of surface action groups operating past the first island chain has grown more common.\textsuperscript{9} Chinese forces have also increased joint training focused on small-island seizures.\textsuperscript{10}

Within this context, China is rapidly fielding a growing array of capabilities that present a formidable A2/AD challenge. The increasing capabilities that China could bring to bear in the western Pacific have


\textsuperscript{9} U.S. Department of Defense, 2014a.

become a concern to U.S. allies and partners in the Asia-Pacific and to the U.S. military. Chinese A2 capabilities prevent or degrade the ability of forces to enter an operational area, and AD capabilities seek to limit the ability of forces in the operational area to maneuver freely. All potential opponents, whether state or nonstate, have some degree of AD capability.

Chinese A2/AD capabilities include long-range precision theater strike systems—primarily cruise and ballistic missiles and manned aircraft—and anti-ship weapons. These include the DF-11 and DF-15 surface-to-surface ballistic missiles and YJ-83 ASMs; see Table 6.1. China also has one of the largest forces of advanced SAMs, composed primarily of the S-300 and domestically produced HQ-9. These systems can reportedly defend against aircraft and low-flying cruise missiles out to 200 kilometers. In addition, China has fielded multiple rocket launchers with ranges of more than 100 kilometers and extensive cyber and electronic warfare assets.

**What Approaches Can the United States and Its Allies and Partners Take to Defeat Aggression Shielded by A2/AD Forces?**

There are three broad approaches that the United States and its allies can take to defeating aggression in maritime domains. The first is to defeat attacking forces, including adversary A2/AD capabilities. This would require a full-spectrum effort to defeat attacking forces, including (1) long-range ballistic and cruise missiles able to strike an ally’s ports and air bases throughout the theater, (2) long-range rocket artillery that can mass fires on targets up to 300 kilometers away, (3) surface ships and submarines that can threaten the deployment of U.S. forces into the region, and (4) cyber and electronic warfare capabilities.

The second approach is to mitigate the damage caused by enemy attacks. Avoiding large concentrations of forces, sheltering selected assets, concealing capabilities, and using decoys and other means of deception can mitigate the effects of attacks. Keeping ships and other mobile systems on the move and shifting the location of movable
Table 6.1
Chinese Long-Range Missile Systems

| System   | Range (km) | Guidance                      | Type                                                | Munitions                                                      | Number of Inventory                          |
|----------|------------|-------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------------|                                                               |                                           |
| WS-1B/A100 | 180        | INS, GPS                      | Land-attack ballistic missile (potential anti-ship role) | 235 kg with up to 500 cluster munitions                      | Uncertain—but potentially thousands (estimated to cost ~$100K) |
| WS-2/A200  | 200        | INS, GPS                      | Land-attack ballistic missile (potential anti-ship role) | 235 kg with up to 500 cluster munitions                      | Uncertain—but potentially thousands (estimated to cost ~$100K) |
| WS-3/A300  | 300        | INS, GPS, terminal homing guidance | Land-attack ballistic missile (potential anti-ship role) | 235 kg with up to 500 cluster munitions                      | Uncertain—but potentially thousands (estimated to cost ~$100K) |
| DF-11/A    | 280–350    | INS, GPS, with terminal control | Land-attack ballistic missile (potential anti-ship role) | 500–800 kg                                                   | 700–800                                     |
| DF-15/A/B  | 600–800    | INS with terminal control     | Land-attack ballistic missile (potential anti-ship role) | 600 kg                                                        | 300–400                                     |
| YJ-83      | 160        | INS, GPS, active/passive radar, infrared | Anti-ship cruise missile                             | 513 kg                                                        | Not available                              |


NOTE: GPS = Global Positioning System; INS = inertial navigation system.
assets, such as radars, can increase their survivability. Air bases cannot be moved, but the aircraft can shift among several bases and runway repair capabilities can help airfields recover from attacks.

Finally, the U.S. military and its allies could impose A2/AD challenges (i.e., Blue A2/AD) on adversaries attacking over the maritime domain. For example, if the PLA deployed forces by air or sea to seize Taiwan or one of the disputed islands in the South China Sea, the defenders could threaten or negate such a move with the use of anti-ship missiles or air defense systems.

We focus on the potential utility of imposing Blue A2/AD challenges on U.S. adversaries in the following section. The concepts we develop include some measures to mitigate the effects of enemy attacks, as well as a brief discussion of counterbattery fires against adversary A2/AD systems.

**Imposing Blue A2/AD Challenges to Deter or Defeat Aggression**

As discussed in Chapter One, DoD has voiced its concern that hostile nations might deny “access to the global commons” or conduct A2/AD campaigns. Potential purposes of such A2/AD campaigns might be to secure claims to oil, gas, or other mineral rights; to restrict vessels transiting strategic waterways, especially those carrying military-related supplies or other cargos; or to shield operations to seize territory.

One potential solution is to impose A2/AD challenges — i.e., “Blue A2/AD” — on an adversary’s force projection — a solution that would involve increasing the ability of allies and partners with some support from U.S. forces to use ground-based forces to defend territory and interests. While allies and partners might also usefully employ air and naval systems, these forces would face the same challenges that the United States faces in operating aircraft and ships in the presence of highly capable A2/AD systems. Given this, in this approach, we assess
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the potential utility of ground-based capabilities as an asymmetric means of defending contested maritime regions.

A ground-based maritime defense option might work, as shown in Figure 6.1. A hostile nation might use long-range ASMs (capability 1) to keep allied or partner ships out of a contested maritime area. Hostile maritime forces (capability 2) might then sweep the area clear of opposing ships and, depending on their campaign goals, might conduct amphibious operations to seize territory.

A partner nation might oppose these operations by deploying air, sea, or ground sensors (capability 3) to detect, track, and target hostile ships if they attack. If an actual shooting conflict breaks out, partner-nation ASM batteries (capability 4) could engage attacking ships. If an adversary succeeds in landing forces on partner territory—e.g., a

Figure 6.1
Notional Ground-Based ASM Operational Capabilities
partner island — those forces could be attacked by partner surface-to-surface missile (SSM) batteries based on that island or another island.

The main idea is that allies and partners should be the ones to field a mix of ASM, anti-aircraft, and surface-to-surface fires when they feel sufficiently threatened to employ force in their own defense. Table 6.2 gives several examples of partner and U.S. systems. The primary U.S. role could be to contribute ISR assets and perhaps to assist in providing targeting information and command and control (C2) capabilities. The United States could contribute by employing or providing the systems listed at the bottom of Table 6.2 to complement those from allied and partner nations.

Of course, as shown in Figure 6.2, an aggressive nation would also very likely have other long-range weapons (capability 5) to defeat partner-nation sensors and ASMs. Fighter aircraft and long-range SAMs, such as the S-300, can engage airborne sensors to a range of 200 kilometers. Long-range surface-to-surface rockets, such as the Russian Iskander and the Chinese DF-11, could strike ground-based ASMs at a range of nearly 300 kilometers. And, of course, the aggressors that have long-range ASMs could force ship-based sensors out of range.

A capable adversary would augment its long-range ground-based A2/AD missiles with ships and aircraft. Naval gun and missile fires (capability 6) could help push back or kill sensors on the ground, on ships, or in the air. Such an adversary could also utilize gun and cruise missile fires to attack partner-nation ground-based ASMs. Fighter or bomber aircraft (capability 7) might be even more lethal in attacking partner-nation sensors and ASM batteries. Unopposed, aircraft can loiter for significant periods, finding and attacking partner-nation sensors as they emit and missile batteries as they fire.

In response, partner nations could employ high-altitude airborne sensors and build a distributed ground-based sensor network (capability 8). Each sensor in the network could operate for a period of one

12 For this mission, the U.S. Global Hawk, operating at 65,000 feet, has a horizon of 500 kilometers. This should be sufficient to keep out of range of even the best Russian air defense systems. Fighters, however, can push airborne sensors back — requiring friendly counterair systems to protect airborne ISR assets.
or a few hours and then swiftly move to a previously prepared location, hide, and get ready to operate again. Preplanned sites in a well-provisioned network would be equipped with fiber optic links to missile batteries and other sensors in the network. While the first sensor is moving, another sensor in the network could take over until it, too,
moves. In such a “blinking” network, each sensor moves before the adversary can target the sensor’s emissions.

The ASM batteries could similarly survive naval gunfire and cruise and ballistic missiles by employing them on mobile platforms. After firing each volley, the missile battery would move to a new hide site and await orders to fire again. Such “shoot and scoot” tactics made it practically impossible for U.S. aircraft to find and kill Iraqi Scud missiles during Operations Desert Storm and Iraqi Freedom. Alternatively, partner nations could put ASMs in small, hardened bunkers or tunnels (capability 9). The difficulty of precisely targeting and striking such sites might make this a valid alternative, made perhaps more attractive if the firing crews do not need to operate close to the firing systems.
Both the sensors and the ASM batteries could be protected further by mobile air-defense systems (capability 10). A capable ground-based air defense system would raise the costs and risks of hostile aircraft operations in contested areas. These air defenses could be relatively short-ranged systems, such as the IFPC-2, or longer-range systems, such as Patriot. Whichever systems are chosen, it will be crucial that they be mobile to avoid targeting by opposing guns or missiles.

The United States may be able to help partner nations by providing targeting assistance from U.S. airborne platforms (capability 11). These could include such platforms as Global Hawk, if the United States is willing to risk the platforms to long-range SAMs or fighter aircraft. Stealthy manned or unmanned aircraft might be employed for especially high-priority missions.

**Imposing Blue A2/AD—Illustrative China Cases**

Here we look at three cases — one for Japan, one for the Philippines, and one for Taiwan — that illustrate the notional concepts portrayed in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 involving conflicts with China.

**Example Case: Conflict in the Senkakus**

Japan would have some geographic advantages if China were to resort to force of arms to pursue its claims over the Senkakus. Japanese air and naval forces based at Yonaguni, Ishigaki, or Iriomote would be within 150 kilometers of the Senkakus, as shown in Figure 6.3. Bases on these islands, however, would be within range of no-notice attacks from DF-15 missiles based in southeastern China. Worse, they are within range of Chinese aircraft operating from the same region of China.

Alternatively, Japan could develop the operational concepts discussed earlier to deter Chinese aggression. The latest Japanese Type 12 missile, with a range of 200 kilometers, can now reach the Senkakus from Yonaguni or Ishigaki. Furthermore, long-range SSMs, such as ATACMS, would threaten any Chinese forces that did manage to land.
Of the various islands in the southwestern tip of the Ryukyus, Iriomote has some notable advantages for basing A2/AD forces. It is large enough to conceal a significant missile force, has airports and seaports for logistical support, and is close to regional transportation hubs at the neighboring island of Ishigaki. Although Iriomote is sparsely populated, the roughly 2,000 Japanese citizens on the island would be at risk if China were to attack Japanese forces based there (see Figure 6.4).

Japan also plans against the occupation of its uninhabited islands and is equipping and training forces to be inserted onto an uninhabited island. Japan’s decision to devote half the GSDF to respond rapidly to such situations points to changes that the country is making to
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Figure 6.4 
Yonaguni and Iriomote Area and Population

respond to threats to its offshore islands. This capability is clearly relevant when a situation outstrips the capabilities of a police force—for instance, if a sizable group of civilians or a small military force lands on Japanese territory. Japan’s defense concept also involves establishing air and maritime superiority in the area surrounding the threatened area.

Japan’s concept to introduce ground forces to a conflict over an uninhabited island could be effective if Japan and its adversary both observe some restraint in the conflict. This concept, however, might not be suitable to a conflict that escalates in the Senkakus or other unoccupied islands. In such a situation, it may be difficult for Japan to achieve and maintain the air and maritime superiority that its defen-
sive concept requires to protect the ground forces. In short, the larger the conflict, the more difficult it would be to insert, sustain, or protect GSDF units from heavy air and missile attack.

The firepower that both China and Japan could bring to bear on some of these islands makes a potentially violent conflict especially prone to horizontal escalation. Both countries have multiple ISR and strike systems that give them an ability to deny the other an opportunity to hold disputed territory. Both sides would find it very difficult to supply a force inserted on an uninhabited island and to protect that force from precision attacks. The result could be a stalemate or an expansion of the conflict to other areas, where either side might be able to operate with some advantage.

**Example Case: Philippines and the South China Sea**

The Philippines is adjacent to the Scarborough Shoal and the Spratly Islands, as well as the waterways surrounding them. The sea areas claimed by China, as demarked by its “nine-dash line,” overlap with the internationally recognized Philippine EEZ. The Philippines has an interest in economic activities within its EEZ, and those interests have been upheld by the recent Hague ruling.\(^\text{14}\)

China’s missile arsenal poses a considerable threat to the Philippines, a threat that is likely to grow in coming years. The map in Figure 6.5 shows the ranges from possible missile launch locations on the Chinese mainland or Hainan Island. The Chinese DF-21C truck-launched ballistic missile\(^\text{15}\) and the DH-10 truck-launched cruise missile\(^\text{16}\) both have ranges of roughly 1,500 kilometers. They both are very accurate weapons that have circular error probables of less than 100 meters when firing at targets more than 1,500 kilometers from the launch point. Both systems also have a variety of warhead types that could be used to attack fixed facilities, including aircraft parked in the open on airfields. As is clear from the figure, much of the Philippines lies within range of both types of missiles.

\(^\text{14}\) Permanent Court of Arbitration, 2016.
Todefend its maritime claims, the Philippines would need the ability to control large areas of the South China Sea against well-resourced and growing Chinese naval and air forces. The Philippine Navy, clearly with the PLAN in mind, is purchasing anti-submarine helicopters. If the Philippine Air Force purchases, albeit in limited numbers, either the Swedish Gripen or the U.S. F-16, it will gain a much more effective air defense system than it currently has. Air and naval operations will be particularly challenging while Philippine airports and seaports are under the threat of the missile fires described above.

If the Philippines decides that it must be able to defend its claims, then land-based missiles could offer a cost-effective way to do so. There are three types of land-based fires that might be applicable in the case of the Philippines: (1) air and missile defense, (2) anti-ship weapons, and (3) long-range surface-to-surface strike systems. The Philippine
military is now moving to create capabilities of the first two types, but how extensive and in what time frame remain uncertain. Each of these possibilities will be discussed below from both a U.S. Army and Philippine military perspective.

The Philippine military is acquiring an ASM capability to be deployed by the Philippine Army. It is important to the United States to understand how and under what conditions the Filipinos would employ these systems. The Philippines’ main territorial dispute with China is now over the Spratly Islands in the South China Sea. The Philippine government might elect to deploy coast-defense missiles as one way of asserting its sovereignty over the Spratlys. The Philippine home islands could offer large operating areas for mobile missiles with ample opportunities to conceal them from attack (see Figure 6.6). Missiles with a 300-kilometer range could just cover the Scarborough Shoal; however, ASMs would need 370-kilometer ranges to cover the entire Philippine EEZ.

Figure 6.6
Coverage of the South China Sea from the Philippines
The Philippines might not see a need for ASMs to defend the main Philippine islands from Chinese naval attack, blockade, or invasion. And the Philippines might view the continued operations of the U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force in the South China Sea as sufficient to counter an attack by the surface elements of the PLAN. Also, even if U.S. air and surface naval elements were forced to keep their distance from the Chinese mainland because of the PLA’s A2 capabilities, U.S. Navy submarines operating in the South China Sea would still threaten Chinese warships operating hundreds of kilometers from their ports.

The Philippine armed forces have no meaningful missile defenses and are currently in discussion with Israel for a still-to-be-determined number of systems. These new systems could be entirely focused on aircraft and cruise missiles, or they could be intended for ballistic missile defense. Regardless of what combination of Israeli-designed systems the Philippine military elects to purchase, the cost of air and missile defenses will be considerable. It is likely that the Filipinos will only be able to deploy a limited capability to defend very high-value military, economic, and political assets.17

Thus far, the Philippine military has not expressed an interest in long-range, land-based strike missiles. The Scarborough Shoal is less than 250 kilometers from central Luzon island, putting the shoal within range of ATACMS-class rocket artillery. Such artillery could effectively deny China use of this and other artificial islands within range of the Philippine home islands.

**Example Case: Taiwan**

The island of Taiwan, with a total area of 36,000 square kilometers and separated by 200 kilometers from the mainland, is well suited to defensive operations (see Figure 6.7). The western third of the island features many cities and towns with a well-developed road network. The central and eastern two-thirds of the island features forested or mountainous terrain.

In particular, Taiwanese geography is conducive to the missile-based defensive concepts described earlier in this chapter. Taiwan has more than 40,000 kilometers of roadways for mobile systems to operate and move along. Its natural geography could provide plentiful locations for prepared hiding sites for missile batteries. Finally, Taiwan’s ASMs—with a range of 130 kilometers—could cover its coast and approaches from a handful of firing locations. It is notable, however, that all of Taiwan can be hit with Chinese missiles with ranges of 350 kilometers. The Chinese DF-11A, for example, could hold all Taiwan at risk from just one firing location.

Countering a PLA amphibious assault is obviously a high-priority objective for Taiwan. Analysis suggests that Taiwan’s armed forces could, at fairly modest expense, field much more-effective self-defense capabilities against this type of threat than they currently have. Taiwan has
both the economic means and the technical and operational capacity to develop, deploy, and operate systems, such as short-range UASs and anti-ship cruise missiles, shallow water mines, rocket artillery, mobile short-range air defenses, and communications jamming gear—all of which, properly employed, could significantly contribute to an effective defense against invasion.\(^{18}\)

As noted, Taiwan has already made investments in wide-area air defense systems with the Patriot PAC-3 and the TK-III systems. While Patriot PAC-3 systems have some capabilities against ballistic missiles, the systems are unlikely to be the best use of these capabilities for Taiwan. All missile defenses have limits of how many missiles they can simultaneously engage. In the case of China, which could launch many missiles simultaneously, even a perfectly effective defense is susceptible to saturation. In such a situation, using a missile defense system to defend a fixed target, such as an air base, plays into an attacker’s hands. The attacker will know the location of such defenses and then can choose to try and avoid it or overwhelm it. Either way, the attacker has the advantage.

Worse, long-range rocket artillery, such as the Chinese WS-1B, WS-2, and WS-3, can fire across the Taiwan Strait. For example, the Chinese WS-2 is a guided artillery rocket with a per-rocket cost of approximately $100,000. The WS-2 multiple rocket launcher fires 400-millimeter rockets with ranges of roughly 200 kilometers, giving it the ability to fire across the Taiwan Strait. Future versions of the WS-2 are projected to have ranges of 350 kilometers.\(^{19}\) Patriot is capable of engaging the WS-2 and other cruise missiles and rockets, but it is an expensive system. The current price for the Patriot PAC-3 is roughly $4 million per missile.\(^{20}\) There would be many advantages if
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\(^{19}\) *Military-Today*, “WS-2: Multiple Launch Rocket System,” web page, undated.

instead Taiwan used the Patriot to defend against aircraft, something for which it is extremely well suited. Taiwan can operate these defenses at a time of its choosing and to support important operations— for instance, a counterattack by the Taiwanese Army.

The second consideration is that, while Taiwan now has very good wide-area and long-range air defense coverage from its Patriot and TK systems, its shorter-range systems are antiquated. Investments in more-modern short-range defenses would complement the current ground-based air defense systems.\textsuperscript{21}

Taiwan already operates land-based, mobile, anti-ship, cruise missile capabilities. The key to their effectiveness is surviving long enough to launch their missiles and receive precise cues to target the missiles in the presence of ocean clutter and passive and active countermeasures. The survivability of the launchers will come down to the discipline of the crew to keep these truck-mounted missiles hidden until they are needed and then to move to a suitable launch site and quickly launch and hide to avoid presenting a lucrative target. The end-game effectiveness of the missile is going to be determined by the improvements made to the seeker.

**The Russian A2/AD Threat**

Our focus in this report is on China, but Russia also poses an A2/AD threat. To evaluate fully the potential utility of Blue A2/AD strategies, we must extend our analyses beyond the Asia-Pacific region and into other theaters of potential conflict. Here, we briefly discuss the Russian A2/AD threat and offer two cases. After those two cases, we provide a case in the Persian Gulf.

The vulnerability of the Baltic nations to a short-notice Russian attack is aggravated by Russian militarization of the strategically located Kaliningrad enclave. Long-range Russian missiles based in Kaliningrad, such as the SSN-26, with a range of approximately 300 kilometers, could block NATO vessels from entering the Baltic Sea. Together

\textsuperscript{21} Lostumbo et al., 2016.
with other well-placed sites in western Russia, Russian missiles could attack shipping into all the Baltic nations and Poland.

Paired with long-range S-300 and S-400 SAMs, the Russians could deny NATO sea and air forces access to the Baltics. The Russian air force and Baltic fleet could then operate with relative impunity — for example, to support attacks against Estonia and Latvia; mount amphibious landings in their rear areas; or take other strategic areas, such as the Swedish island of Gotland. The S-300 can operate at ranges of up to 200 kilometers, and the S-400 is reputed to be effective at ranges of up to 350 kilometers (see Table 6.3). Russian surface-to-air and anti-ship operations could also be supported by the Iskander surface-to-surface ballistic missile as a counterbattery system or in an anti-ship role if it is equipped with a terminal guidance package able to target ships.

**Example Case: Baltic Sea Control**

Recent Russian aggression in Ukraine has raised concerns that NATO’s eastern flank is vulnerable to attack. These fears have been heightened by Russian security strategy that describes the “NATO infrastructure” bordering Russia as a threat and by the large and frequent Russian “snap exercises” of its armed forces. The Baltic nations of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania are particularly vulnerable to Russian aggression given their proximity to Russian territory (see Figure 6.8).

To strengthen NATO’s ability to control maritime operations in the Baltic Sea, NATO might consider augmenting its naval and

**Table 6.3**

**Russian Long-Range Missile Systems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Range (km)</th>
<th>Guidance</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Country of Origin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS-N-26</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>INS, active and passive radar</td>
<td>ASM</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-300</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>INS, active and passive radar</td>
<td>Anti-aircraft</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-400</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>INS, active and passive radar</td>
<td>Anti-aircraft</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iskander</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>INS, GPS, optical homing</td>
<td>SSM</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

air forces with long-range ASMs. Using systems with a range of 200 kilometers—such as Norway’s Naval Strike Missile or Sweden’s Robotsystem 15 (RBS-15) (see Table 6.2)—would allow NATO to cover nearly the entire Baltic Sea from as few as three locations, as shown in Figure 6.8. (As we will discuss in Chapter Seven, Poland has begun to acquire the Naval Strike Missile from Norway and could be the lead nation for deploying these weapons.) This would help to deny Russia the ability to mount amphibious operations or to use surface ships to interrupt sea traffic making runs from Stockholm to ports in Estonia or Latvia. Such missiles would also enable Sweden to extend the defense of its own coastline, Gotland, and other strategic islands well into the Baltic Sea. Interestingly, Sweden has announced that it will reactivate its land-based ASM defenses.\(^\text{22}\)

It is also interesting to consider the potential value of long-range surface-to-surface fires in the Baltics. Consider the ability of ATACMS-class missiles, with a range of 300 kilometers, in Figure 6.9. From

**Figure 6.8**
Coverage of the Baltic Sea from Russia and NATO Nations
just two launch points, one in northeastern Poland and the other on one of the islands off the coast of Estonia, NATO forces could cover nearly the whole of the Baltic states, much of western Belarus, and all of Kaliningrad with suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD) or counterbattery fires. Improving the range of NATO missiles to the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty–compliant range limitation of 499 kilometers would extend SEAD and counterbattery coverage into western Russia from a single site, notionally placed on the islands off the coast of Estonia.

**Example Case: Defense of Black Sea NATO Allies**

NATO might also wish to expand its options to defend the Black Sea coasts of Romania, Bulgaria, and Turkey. Missiles with a 200-kilometer range could cover the whole of the Romanian and Bulgarian coasts, as
well as the Bosphorus Strait (next to Istanbul), from as few as two sites (see Figure 6.10). Deploying these missiles to bases along the length of Turkey would extend NATO ASM coverage over the whole of the southern Black Sea.

**Defending the Persian Gulf**

Although Iran poses a small maritime threat to U.S. partners in the Persian Gulf, such nations as Kuwait, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates might find ground-based surface-to-surface and anti-ship missiles to be useful in their maritime defense concepts. Together, the Gulf Cooperation Council nations would be able to cover the whole of the Persian Gulf against potential Iranian naval provocations or harassment with just a few systems based at key places. Iranian provocations might include emplacing mines, harass-

**Figure 6.10**
Coverage of the Black Sea and Bosphorus Strait from NATO Nations
ing or boarding civilian vessels, or threatening the naval forces of U.S. partners as they patrol the gulf.

For example, a missile with a 200-kilometer range could cover the whole of the Persian Gulf, including the Strait of Hormuz, from three carefully chosen sites (see Figure 6.11). Such coverage would help ensure that any Iranian naval actions could be countered from ground bases and air and naval platforms.

Alternatively, the Iranians could utilize ground-based ASMs to attack ships passing through the Strait of Hormuz. Gulf Cooperation Council nations might be able to target Iranian A2/AD systems attempting to close the strait if they possess rocket artillery with sufficient range.

Iranian ground-based launchers might be vulnerable to counter-battery fire from long-range rocket artillery systems with the range of

**Figure 6.11**
Coverage of the Persian Gulf
the ATACMS class. These same long-range batteries might be useful to suppress Iranian ballistic missile batteries or surface-air missile batteries. For example, from one launch point at the tip of the United Arab Emirates, an ATACMS-class missile with a 300-kilometer range could conduct SEAD or counterbattery fires against the entire Iranian side of the Strait of Hormuz (see Figure 6.12).

Figure 6.12
Coverage of Iranian Bases from the Arabian Peninsula
In the previous chapter, we considered the role land-based fires might play in assisting U.S. allies and partners in providing for their own defense. In this chapter, we assess the role land-based systems might play in controlling or denying hostile operations on the sea, in the air, or on the ground as part of the operations of U.S. joint forces. In general, we focus on U.S. actions intended to aid U.S. allies and partners, but we also consider cases in which the United States might act alone to counter aggression. We examine constraints on U.S. land-based fires and the potential U.S. Army contributions from land-based fires, and we estimate the costs to field land-based missile systems. The focus here is on the PACOM AOR, but we also discuss the use of land-based fires in dealing with Russia.

Constraints on U.S. Land-Based Fires

Employing U.S. Army fires in the Pacific requires resolving an obvious dilemma: identifying land from which to employ the land-based fires systems. The PACOM AOR features vast expanses of sea separating islands and landmasses. Figure 7.1 depicts the western Pacific portion of the PACOM AOR and highlights representative locations where land-based fires could either be based or be targeted against.

Geographic constraints combine with other important policy factors to constrain the role of U.S. land-based fires. The weapon
with the longest range in the Army’s inventory is ATACMS, with a reach of roughly 300 kilometers. This range will be improved when the Long-Range Precision Fires (LRPF) missile — with a range of 499 kilometers — is delivered. That missile, however, is not scheduled for delivery until 2027. The United States is a signatory to the INF Treaty, which precludes the United States from having land-based
cruise and ballistic missiles with ranges of 500 to 5,500 kilometers. To put these ranges into perspective, even missiles based in the northern Philippines (Luzon) and Okinawa are farther than 500 kilometers from the Taiwan Strait.

Moreover, the United States has not taken sides in the disputes that China has with Japan over the Senkakus, with the Philippines over the Spratlys, or with the reunification of Taiwan, other than to insist that such disputes be resolved peacefully. This policy limits where U.S. forces could be prepositioned in anticipation of a crisis. And, of course, there are political questions about whether partners would allow the United States to execute offensive fires from their territories, before, during, or after a crisis erupts—particularly if the partner in question is not otherwise directly involved in the conflict. This is where the advantages of naval forces are most apparent, because they have the ability to hold adversaries at risk from nearby international waters. To a lesser degree, the Air Force faces the same limitations as the Army in employing force from one allied nation to assist in the defense of another, although the Air Force can bridge the distance from bases to targets by using tankers and standoff weapons.

Finally, there are infrastructure limitations, because many small islands in the western Pacific lack airports or seaports from which to receive forces or are home to rugged terrain or dense jungles that would inhibit basing and operations.

Table 7.1 illustrates the size of the AOR by summarizing the distances between the operationally and strategically representative locations shown in Figure 7.1. The distances are vast. Even where international agreements make possible the use of land-based fires, the distances involved make it difficult for the United States to use bases in one allied nation to support operations to defend another.

The effects of geographic, policy, arms control, and current weapon-system limitations are depicted in Table 7.2, which mirrors the structure of Table 7.1. A cell is colored red if multiple constraints preclude employing Army fires from a base (row) or to a location (column); yellow if only one factor constrains employment; and green if there are no fundamental barriers. Each cell is annotated with the limiting factors.
Table 7.1
Approximate Distances Between Representative Locations in the PACOM AOR (km)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base/Target</th>
<th>Taiwan Strait (Ships)</th>
<th>Taiwan</th>
<th>Senkaku</th>
<th>Paracel Islands</th>
<th>Spratly Islands (2nd Thomas Shoal)</th>
<th>SE China</th>
<th>SW China</th>
<th>N China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States (Hawaii)</td>
<td>8,280</td>
<td>8,210</td>
<td>7,890</td>
<td>9,320</td>
<td>9,230</td>
<td>8,120</td>
<td>9,170</td>
<td>8,740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States (Guam)</td>
<td>2,890</td>
<td>2,760</td>
<td>2,600</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>3,170</td>
<td>3,100</td>
<td>3,650</td>
<td>3,580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1,190</td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan (Hokkaido)</td>
<td>2,940</td>
<td>2,960</td>
<td>2,610</td>
<td>4,130</td>
<td>4,550</td>
<td>2,550</td>
<td>3,690</td>
<td>3,080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan (Okinawa)</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>1,960</td>
<td>2,270</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>1,730</td>
<td>1,410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan (Ishigaki)</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>1,850</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>1,310</td>
<td>1,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan (Senkakus)</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,550</td>
<td>1,960</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>1,280</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines (North Luzon)</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>1,120</td>
<td>1,220</td>
<td>1,090</td>
<td>1,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines (South Luzon)</td>
<td>1,170</td>
<td>1,060</td>
<td>1,310</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>1,690</td>
<td>1,370</td>
<td>1,710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines (Palawan)</td>
<td>1,680</td>
<td>1,590</td>
<td>1,870</td>
<td>1,030</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>2,200</td>
<td>1,610</td>
<td>2,110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spratly Islands (2nd Thomas Shoal)</td>
<td>1,710</td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>1,960</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,220</td>
<td>1,490</td>
<td>2,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spratly Islands (Itu Aba)</td>
<td>1,690</td>
<td>1,640</td>
<td>1,970</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>2,190</td>
<td>1,380</td>
<td>1,970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei</td>
<td>2,310</td>
<td>2,240</td>
<td>2,550</td>
<td>1,370</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>2,820</td>
<td>2,030</td>
<td>2,620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>2,510</td>
<td>2,450</td>
<td>2,760</td>
<td>1,520</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>3,020</td>
<td>2,170</td>
<td>2,790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Indonesia</td>
<td>2,360</td>
<td>2,290</td>
<td>2,580</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>2,880</td>
<td>2,150</td>
<td>2,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Malaysia</td>
<td>2,080</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>2,290</td>
<td>1,260</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>2,590</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td>2,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base/Target</td>
<td>Taiwan Strait (Ships)</td>
<td>Taiwan Senkakus</td>
<td>Paracel Islands (2nd Thomas Shoal)</td>
<td>SE China</td>
<td>SW China</td>
<td>N China</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States (Hawaii)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INF Treaty; limitations of current weapon systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States (Guam)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INF Treaty; limitations of current weapon systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>Policy precludes prepositioning U.S. forces; limitations of current weapon systems</td>
<td>Policy precludes prepositioning U.S. forces</td>
<td>INF Treaty; limitations of current weapon systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan (Hokkaido)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INF Treaty; limitations of current weapon systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan (Okinawa)</td>
<td>INF Treaty; limitations of current weapon systems</td>
<td>Limitations of current weapon systems</td>
<td>INF Treaty; limitations of current weapon systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan (Ishigaki)</td>
<td>Limitations of current weapon systems</td>
<td></td>
<td>INF Treaty; limitations of current weapon systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan (Senkakus)</td>
<td>Policy precludes prepositioning U.S. forces; limitations of current weapon systems</td>
<td>Policy precludes prepositioning U.S. forces</td>
<td>INF Treaty; limitations of current weapon systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines (North Luzon)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INF Treaty; limitations of current weapon systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We see that only a few of the base-target pairs in this sampling present an opportunity: deployments at Ishigaki for a crisis over Taiwan or the Senkakus and deployments on Palawan for some targets in the South China Sea. But these pairs, too, may be bound by political restrictions and infrastructure requirements limiting their use. For example, it is not certain that Japan would allow U.S. strike platforms
on Ishigaki in a campaign to defend Taiwan. The distance from Palawan to the Second Thomas Shoal would require systems with a range of 300 kilometers to be effective, perhaps including ATACMS operations against Chinese bases on reclaimed reefs or long-range ASMs operating in proximity of the reefs.

While facing the same geography, potential adversaries might not be operating under the same policy constraints. For example, Figure 7.2 depicts the areas that China can cover with ballistic and cruise missiles currently in its inventory. A nation not bound by the INF Treaty, China has built systems that can reach virtually all the potential U.S. and allied land bases noted above.

Later, we discuss that the United States and its NATO allies in Europe face shorter distances and fewer formal policy constraints.

**Figure 7.2**
Chinese Missile Coverage of Western Pacific
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Potential Army Roles in Anti-Ship Operations

In this section, we examine the demands and potential roles for the U.S. Army in anti-ship operations. We consider anti-ship missions in three categories: (1) close-in tactical coast defense against an amphibious assault (2) longer-range maritime interdiction against military vessels, and (3) lethal enforcement of a blockade.

Close-in Tactical Coast Defense Against an Amphibious Assault

Close-in tactical coast defense is focused on defending against nearby enemy naval vessels and landing craft approaching a beach. Weapons used for this purpose typically have a relatively limited range—100 kilometers or less in most cases. Often these weapons engage naval targets that are within sight of land, reducing the need for long-range targeting. An example is the truck-launched Norwegian Penguin ASM that has a range of roughly 50 kilometers and delivers a 120-kilogram warhead to the target. This type of weapon would obviously be useful against approaching landing craft that are attempting an amphibious assault.

If there is a regional war in the Pacific, for example, the Chinese could attempt to seize disputed territories through an amphibious invasion. The canonical case tends to be a large-scale invasion of Taiwan by China, but the Chinese could also seize reefs in the South China Sea; the smaller, offshore islands controlled by Taiwan; or the Senkakus. Similarly, the Swedish island of Gotland and the Estonian islands of Saaremaa and Hiiumaa occupy strategic positions in the Baltic Sea and, thus, might be targeted by Russia if it attacks NATO. In these cases, short-range, land-based ASMs could be useful to deter an invasion and, if deterrence fails, defeat it, as described in previous RAND analyses.  

U.S. regional allies and partners are best positioned to deploy the needed systems and, presumably, have the most to gain by procuring them. The most practical role for the U.S. Army may be to help build

---

partners’ indigenous coastal defense capabilities, as we described in the previous chapter. The U.S. Army might help allies and partners build the operational concepts to effectively use ASMs and the units, force structure, and institutions to build and maintain a ready capability. Allies and partners that already have some anti-ship capabilities, such as Japan and Poland, might benefit by establishing common standards with the U.S. Army—e.g., for receiving ISR and targeting information, preventing fratricide, continuing to develop new concepts, and engaging in combined training exercises. This approach would present opportunities for the Army to help build partner capability, but it would not necessarily require a large U.S. investment in new systems, technology, or force structure.

The U.S. military could also provide some of the ISR capabilities to provide tactical warning and the targeting information needed to employ short-range ASMs effectively. Most of this information would likely be provided by sensors mounted on U.S. aircraft and ships; however, ground-based sensors might also be useful in some situations.

Finally, the U.S. Army might reinforce allies and partners if they were to engage in defensive combat operations against an attacking force. Several factors, however, presently limit the ability of the U.S. Army to execute this mission. First, the U.S. Army does not currently have purpose-built systems to conduct tactical coastal defense. These systems would have to be acquired, and units would need to be identified and trained to employ them. Second, actually employing these units would require taking sides in a regional dispute—e.g., by putting U.S. troops on Taiwan or in the Ryukyus. This could be a destabilizing act and could prompt an adversary to strike first or to wait and strike after U.S. forces are eventually withdrawn.

If deterrence fails, the United States would find it hard to deploy land-based anti-ship capabilities once the shooting starts, which is why it would be preferable for Taiwan to field such systems. Similarly, in a

---

South China Sea scenario, U.S. allies could use such systems to hold Chinese forces at risk.

**Long-Range Maritime Interdiction Against Military Vessels**

A second potential anti-ship mission is long-range maritime interdiction against attacking vessels. The relevant weapons are typically longer-range and can be air-, ground-, or ship-launched systems. An example is the Chinese C-803 ground-launched missile that has a range of roughly 350 kilometers or the Norwegian Naval Strike Missile with a range of 200 kilometers. Although these weapons could be used against close-in targets in the same way as the shorter-range systems mentioned above, their main role is to interdict naval targets at much longer ranges.

Maritime interdiction missions could be useful in a wide range of scenarios, including Chinese aggression against the Senkakus, seizure of reefs in the South China Sea, or an invasion of Taiwan. In fact, maritime interdiction could be preferred to coastal defense if such missions could be conducted at standoff distances away from Chinese A2 capabilities.

The United States has the capability to conduct maritime interdiction missions, represented by U.S. attack submarines equipped with Mark 48 torpedoes and carrier air wings with Harpoon missiles, and DoD is executing plans to improve those capabilities. Although the Air Force has divested the capability to conduct anti-ship missions using standoff weapons, the Air Force and Navy are collaborating to develop a new ASM that could be launched from bombers at standoff ranges of 500 miles or more.³ Table 7.3 summarizes the current and planned anti-ship capacity. For comparison, Table 7.4 shows the current and projected size of the Chinese Navy.⁴

There is a question about whether this capacity, and the capability it provides, could be brought to bear at the specific times and in the places where it might be needed. If land-based anti-ship forces were needed to complement existing joint force capabilities, it would

---

³ Schreer, 2014.
⁴ Heginbotham et al., 2015.
Table 7.3  
Existing Joint Anti-Ship Delivery Capacity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attack submarine</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>10–20</td>
<td>240–520 Mark 48 torpedoes&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier air wing</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3–5</td>
<td>3–5 carrier air wings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bomber</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>159 (fiscal year 2023)</td>
<td>30–60</td>
<td>480–1,440 JASSM-sized weapons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


NOTE: JASSM = Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile.

<sup>a</sup> Up to 24 torpedoes on a Virginia-class submarine and up 26 on an improved Los Angeles–class submarine (Periscope).

Table 7.4  
Current and Projected Chinese Naval Forces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinese Naval Forces</th>
<th>Current Inventory (2015)</th>
<th>Planned Inventory (2025)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carriers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destroyers</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frigates</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphibious warfare ships</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphibious warfare craft</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

be in cases where attack submarines, aircraft carriers, and other surface combatants and aircraft could not be deployed quickly enough to the theater or, if deployed, could not operate close enough to the operating areas of the PLAN. In the Pacific, the constraints on U.S. operations would be greatest in conflicts that occur close to the mainland, where Chinese A2 capabilities are specifically designed to inhibit U.S. power projection. In these circumstances, U.S. forces might be forced to operate from standoff distances or to target the A2 forces, not the ships.

Broadly speaking, the scenarios in which both the location and the timing stress the U.S. capability for maritime interdiction are those where the United States intervenes in a war between an ally and a great power. Examples might include a Chinese invasion of Taiwan or a Russian invasion of the Baltics accompanied by amphibious operations in the Baltic Sea. A conflict between China and Japan over the Senkakus is somewhat similar, but the demands for anti-ship capabilities in a Senkaku scenario would presumably be far less than in a large-scale invasion by a great power and, thus, easier to meet. Only in the case of a war with a great power would U.S. maritime interdiction capabilities be so constrained. In that case, predeploying land-based ASMs could increase or sustain the initial flow of anti-ship capabilities.

In other conflicts situated farther from the Chinese mainland, such as in the South China Sea, the PLAN would be forced to operate outside the protection of land-based air defenses and other A2/AD capabilities. Additionally, not all the PLAN forces discussed in Table 7.4 could project into the South China Sea. This means that U.S. air- and sea-based forces could more easily arrive and operate with fewer constraints, in principle unleashing more of their existing anti-ship capabilities. Thus, in these scenarios, land-based ASMs deployed by the United States would likely not provide significant additional capability.

Thus, the demand for land-based anti-ship capability to conduct longer-range maritime interdiction will be principally limited to scenarios near the Chinese mainland, where Chinese A2/AD capabilities are greatest. Taiwan and Japan could use such systems to protect against attacks. Figures 7.3 and 7.4 depict the locations that fall within 300 kilometers and 500 kilometers, respectively, of the center
Figure 7.3
Potential Basing Locations Within 300 Kilometers of Two Flash Points

point of the Taiwan Strait and the Senkakus — two potential flash points. The Joint Strike Missile and the ATACMS are two systems in the 300-kilometer-range class, while the LRPF system and the Long-Range Anti-Ship Missile (LRASM) are in the 500-kilometer-range.

5 The Joint Strike Missile is a derivative of the Norwegian Naval Strike Missile under development by Raytheon and Kongsberg for the U.S. Navy. The Naval Strike Missile has a range of 200 kilometers; the Joint Strike Missile has a planned range of close to 300 kilometers. Although the Joint Strike Missile is designed specifically for air launch from the F-35, a ground-launched version should be possible if sufficient demand exists. See Raytheon, “Naval Strike Missile: Adaptable, Long-Range Precision,” 2016; Defense Industry Daily, “Kongsberg’s NSM/JSM Anti-Ship and Strike Missile Attempts to Fit in Small F-35 Stealth Bay,” November 12, 2015.
class. Taiwan and Ishigaki stand out as sizable landmasses within a 300-kilometer range of the center point of the Taiwan Strait. Okinawa is farther than 500 kilometers from the Taiwan Strait. The Senkakus are proximal to the Ryukyu Islands, which opens up more options for basing, including Okinawa.

Land-based ASMs in these locations would be vulnerable to multiple modes of attack from Chinese forces. All these locations are within range of Chinese strike assets, including short-range ballistic missiles, if anything, a ground-launched version of the LRASM might have too much range, given that the air-launched version is planned to have a range of 500 nautical miles (926 kilometers). This range would need to be shortened — for example, by adding a heavier warhead and utilizing only a small rocket booster — to abide by INF Treaty restrictions. See Defense Industry Daily, “LRASM Missiles: Reaching for a Long-Range Punch,” May 17, 2016.
land-attack cruise missiles, and armed UAVs. Thus, survivability will be a crucial parameter for weapon systems and the concept of operation. The more operationally valuable the capabilities are to the United States, the more lucrative targets they make for China. Additionally, other than Taiwan, all the locations are in the Ryukyu Islands, which are Japanese territory.

More flexibility would open up if the United States could develop anti-ship weapons that exceed the range limits of the INF Treaty. Of course, this is not a U.S. Army decision; to withdraw from the treaty, the United States would have to show that events “jeopardized its supreme interests,” according to Article XV of the original treaty. Still, a land-based anti-ship weapon with a 1,000-kilometer range could reach the Taiwan Strait or the Senkakus from northern Luzon (see Table 7.1), and the Taiwan Strait can be reached from Okinawa. While Luzon would offer considerably more space for such forces to deploy within, it would also require the Philippine government to commit to becoming involved in a conflict over Taiwan.

As mentioned in Chapter Six, ASMs and SSMs with ranges of 300 kilometers to 500 kilometers could control the Baltic Sea from just one or two sites. See Figure 6.9 for the area that missiles could cover from exemplar sites in Poland and the Baltic Sea islands off the coast of Estonia. ASM forces in the Baltic Sea area, deployed before a Russian attack on NATO, could effectively deny the use of this area to the Russian Baltic fleet.

In summary, U.S. allies would benefit from greater land-based anti-ship capability, which would help in circumstances where employment of U.S. capabilities could be constrained by potent enemy A2 capabilities. The relevant scenarios are exemplified by a Chinese invasion of Taiwan and perhaps by Russian amphibious operations in the Baltics coupled with other attacks on NATO. In such cases, a small U.S. Army unit predeployed within range could complement existing U.S. capabilities, both early in a fight, when flow of forces is limited,

and later. The basing options, however, would be limited in the Pacific, particularly if the United States cannot develop weapons that exceed the range of the INF Treaty and if there is a need for another nation to allow the basing. In all cases, policymakers would have to consider what presumed capability gap a new, potentially expensive Army land-based missile would fill and which targets not currently reachable are so important that they require a new investment by the Army. We develop and cost a concept for a small, predeployed Army unit at the end of this chapter.

**Lethal Enforcement of a Blockade**

Finally, land-based ASMs could enforce a blockade with lethal fires capable of sinking evading ships. Here, a blockade would be used to prevent access to or use of a maritime area by the military or civilian vessels of a hostile state. Examples could include stopping all ship traffic to or from North Korea if its government collapses to prevent the proliferation or transfer of nuclear weapons and materials to third parties or terror groups. Or a blockade might be imposed on Iranian ports if that nation were to produce nuclear weapons. If Russia invaded the Baltics, a blockade might be imposed on all ships attempting to use the port of Saint Petersburg. A blockade could in theory be imposed on disputed islands, rocks, or reefs in the East or South China Sea. The concept might be that, if such features were seized by China, then Japan or the Philippines might simply declare that any ships attempting to land on, or depart from, the features would be subject to immediate attack without warning. Other authors have assessed the technical feasibility of imposing a general blockade on all of China if it were to attack its neighbors in pursuit of the territorial claims described earlier in this report.8

There are open questions about the feasibility and effectiveness of blockades, including the time delay before a blockade would have an effect; the cascading regional and global economic effects from a blockade; and the challenge of discriminating vessels destined for, or originating from, the blockaded area or nation. For this analysis, we assume

---

8 See Kelly et al., 2013.
that a blockade is a legitimate option, however attractive or feasible that option might actually be. Our focus is on the role land-based ASMs might have in implementing a blockade.

Enforcing a blockade involves multiple steps or tasks. First, vessels need to be detected, tracked, and identified to determine which are potentially attempting to break the blockade. Second, ships that might be attempting to run the blockade must be interdicted. Third, those ships presumably must be boarded, searched, and perhaps seized by forces authorized to use lethal force. Fourth, when search and seizure is deemed insufficient or is not possible, there might be a need to enforce the blockade with disabling fires — for example, by shooting into the bridge or engine room, which can be a technically nontrivial task. The final measure, if the preceding actions prove insufficient or infeasible, would be enforcing the blockade by sinking the ship or ships.

The function of land-based missiles in a blockade is to threaten or attack with the intent to sink a ship attempting to run the blockade. The specific weapon systems are not critical here; in principle, either short- or long-range ASMs could be used for this purpose. Land-based missiles might have some utility in a blockade under a limited set of circumstances:

- **Partners employ anti-ship weapons or grant bases for U.S. forces to do so.** There is no U.S. territory in these scenarios from which to execute a land-based blockade given the INF Treaty limitations. The risk for partners is that using such missiles, or allowing them to be employed from their territories, risks attack by the blockaded nation or retribution after the conflict.
- **The rules of engagement (ROE) allow for the use of lethal force up to and including sinking ships.** More-restrictive ROE, such as those requiring blockaded ships to yield to boarding and search operations, require unambiguous orders to stop ships and to warn of the lethal consequences of not doing so. This typically requires the blockading side to employ naval craft to intercept, board, and search suspected blockade runners. Although land-based missiles could threaten blockade runners with lethal consequences for refusing to stop, using the missiles without first providing
suspected blockade runners with unambiguous warning and an opportunity to submit to a search could be viewed as a disproportionate use of force. Unrestricted shoot-on-sight orders are unlikely, unless war is already under way. It is particularly important to note that the blockading party must be willing to apply force against military, paramilitary (e.g., ships from the coast guard or other law-enforcement agencies), and civilian vessels of any nation entering the blockaded area.

- **Naval forces are unavailable or insufficient to provide lethal enforcement.** Traditionally, naval forces would be the preferred means of executing a blockade, because they offer the graduated enforcement options listed above. While some partners and allies lack the numbers and types of ships needed, the U.S. Navy has the capability and trains to execute all phases of a blockade. Additionally, the U.S. Navy can operate from international waters and, unlike land-based forces, does not need the permission of partner nations. For the U.S. Navy to be disfavored, there must be higher-priority missions for it to execute, which could happen in a broader campaign or a war with a great power. In these cases, the U.S. Air Force could also present formidable anti-ship capabilities by integrating current or future missiles with existing bombers.

These conditions may be most likely to occur when war is already under way between a U.S. ally or partner and some hostile nation. If that ally or partner is operating alone, then ASMs might contribute to a blockade operation being conducted under the conditions listed above.

If the United States has joined with an ally in a war, then land-based missiles might be helpful in cases where U.S. naval and air forces themselves were not available in sufficient numbers at all the times and places needed to conduct this mission. Given the size and power of U.S. naval and air forces, this seems unlikely, unless, as noted, those forces are already consumed by other operations.

This could happen in the case of a U.S. war with a great power. For example, if Russia were to attack the NATO Baltic states, then the U.S. Air Force could be completely consumed with combat operations in Europe and defending other U.S. allies and bases around the
periphery of Russia. Similarly, the U.S. Navy might be stressed by the demand to conduct anti-submarine patrols and escort ships moving equipment and supplies to Europe. In such cases of maximum U.S. military efforts, land-based missiles might reduce the need for naval and air forces in some maritime-control operations.

However, blockade missions in times of war merit some additional considerations. First, the blockade would be nested in a broader campaign likely to include attacks on the adversary’s high-value naval vessels. The U.S. Navy and Air Force might already have sunk or damaged many of the enemy naval vessels sailing in the region. The implication is that a small number of adversary naval vessels, and perhaps none, remain as potential targets for the land-based ASMs.

Second, the operational concepts and ROE would have to address civilian vessels. This could include warning by lightly armed friendly vessels carrying law enforcement or naval infantry for boarding, search, and — as needed — seizure and impounding. The ROE, however, would need to allow land-based missiles to employ lethal force if a civilian ship attempted to evade or resist. Some naval forces, albeit light ones, would still be required in this concept unless the United States and its allies were willing to extend shoot-on-sight rules to halt civilian traffic. This seems unlikely except in the direst of circumstances.

Potential Army Roles in Long-Range Ground Strike Operations

In this section, we consider land-force contributions to long-range ground-strike missions across ocean areas. First, we discuss existing and planned SSMs, such as the ATACMS and the LRPF system, and we examine the potential roles for SSMs with ranges that exceed
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9 However, the United States might limit strikes on adversary naval and air forces that remain in their homeports. For example, the United States might choose not to strike Russian naval vessels in Saint Petersburg for fear of escalating a war in Europe. (One could imagine Russia launching cruise missile attacks against U.S. Navy vessels in Norfolk or San Diego in retaliation.) It may be more palatable to sink any vessels that emerge from homeports if long-range ASMs can be placed in the appropriate positions to blockade them.
500 kilometers. Then we examine concepts for inserting weapon systems from the existing Army inventory into denied environments. In each case, we assess the demand for land-based strike in the context of a high-end conflict, such as an invasion of Taiwan or a large-scale conflict emanating from the South China Sea; otherwise, the Navy and Air Force would have ample assets available without the need for ground-based systems.

**Long-Range Surface-to-Surface Strike**

Here, we assess the particular characteristics of land-based SSMs and the challenge they present to an opponent searching for the launchers in the field. There are plausible demands for strike missions as part of a broader campaign that may involve disrupting adversary A2/AD capabilities. Elements of Chinese or Russian forces with A2/AD capabilities are obvious potential targets early in a conflict. Potential targets would include integrated air defense systems, air bases, surveillance systems, and enemy long-range strike systems. Of course, the joint force has significant long-range strike capabilities, with bomber fleets, land- and sea-based strike fighter aircraft, and air- and sea-launched cruise missiles.

The differentiating feature of an SSM is the delivery mechanism. A ballistic missile arrives quickly, within minutes; aircraft and cruise missiles, while capable of delivering a great deal more payload, arrive many minutes or even hours later. Indeed, ballistic missiles have been considered for long-range, conventional strike at intercontinental distances, beyond the range limit of the INF Treaty; their numbers, however, are limited by other treaties. The appeal of U.S.-owned long-range SSMs has even been recognized in the context of a conflict with China, although they would be launched from naval platforms, which avoid the INF Treaty constraints.

Past and potential adversaries have long recognized the potential benefits of long-range SSMs. Hezbollah and Hamas have employed
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11 Van Tol et al., 2010, p. 83.
ballistic missiles against Israel, and Iraq has employed them in two wars against the United States. In all these cases, the ballistic missiles had very limited military success but a good deal of psychological effect. Perhaps most notably, fixed and mobile launchers proved to be very difficult to find and kill before they launched their missiles. In the cases of Operations Desert Storm and Iraqi Freedom, the United States conducted a massive effort to find and kill launchers on the ground and missiles in flight. North Korea could pose an even greater threat with its long-range artillery rockets and even longer-range ballistic missiles. China and Russia would pose still greater threats to U.S. and allied operations.

Today, the U.S. Army operates the ATACMS with a range of 300 kilometers and is developing the LRPF missile with an INF Treaty-compliant range of 499 kilometers. The new missile would most likely be issued to existing ATACMS units. Both of these missiles could be useful to disrupt adversary operations.

Within this context, it is unlikely that a new very long-range SSM would be procured simply to augment the existing joint strike capacity. The expense of developing and fielding a new long-range SSM would be significant, both in absolute terms and in comparison to the cost of improving existing joint or Army force structure. New weapon

---

Footnotes:


14 An exception might be in those cases in which an improvement to an existing system could provide significant advantages. For example, missiles that improve on the range of the ATACMS system, such as the LRPF system, may be very useful for conflicts in Europe.
systems and, for a land-based system, new Army force structure would need to be developed, procured, trained, and fielded. This means that the new system would have to provide a special capability and would most likely be fielded as a high-value, low-density asset and not used to strike “just any old” target.

Nonetheless, a long-range SSM could have three competitive advantages through its capability. The first competitive advantage would be responsiveness. Figure 7.5 shows the results of basic ballistic calculations that provide responsiveness at different ranges for different strike platforms and munitions.\(^5\) These calculations show that the time of flight of an SSM that is roughly 1,500 kilometers from its target would be on the order of ten to 20 minutes. Responsiveness of subsonic strike platforms and cruise missiles would be measured in hours. Of course, responsiveness of subsonic missiles could be augmented if the platforms that carry them (e.g., bombers and submarines) are on station near the target, but such augmented responsiveness requires a

---

\(^5\) C2 delays and launch delays are not included in these calculations.
large number of orbits to cover many targets with a larger number of platforms and also requires operating those platforms deep within the adversary’s A2 envelope to compensate for the slow flight times. Additionally, these orbits would often require additional supporting aircraft to defend or enable the strike platforms by providing surveillance.

As one illustration, Figure 7.6 shows that roughly nine air-launched strike platforms—loitering within or near the range of air defenses—would be needed to guarantee 20-minute responsiveness across the area covered by long-range SSMs, if the missiles were based in the northern Philippines.

The advantage of responsiveness could be used very early in a conflict if the capabilities were prepositioned, ready to launch on cue, and akin to the concept of Prompt Global Strike that DoD has examined. Such a concept, assuming it would be operationally effective, is well suited to submarine SSMs, because submarines are covert and difficult to suppress.

Figure 7.6
Response Time and Coverage of Airborne Versus Land-Based Strike Assets

[Map showing coverage and response times for airborne and land-based strike assets]
It could be difficult, however, to have land-based prompt strike prepositioned in theater. This would require, well ahead of a conflict, an ally or partner (such as the Philippines) to agree to host U.S. forces able to launch weapons from its territory. Few nations in the western Pacific seek conflict or even tension with China. Additionally, as has been shown with the positioning of Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) in South Korea, China would likely consider such deployments provocative in and of themselves, potentially leading to a crisis instead of deterring one. Prepositioning launchers and support equipment while deploying missiles only in a crisis or conflict might be able to mitigate these destabilizing effects. In this case, a land-based prompt regional strike capability would need to yield operational effects within a broader campaign—not just in an initial quick strike, as sometimes envisioned in the Prompt Global Strike concept.

A second competitive advantage of a long-range SSM would be an ability to penetrate active defenses. The U.S. experience developing both theater and strategic ballistic missile defenses demonstrates the large technical hurdles that must be addressed; as others have noted, the United States’ active defenses are much more costly than the missiles they are defending against. The high velocities of ballistic missiles challenge the engagement timelines of a defense system—that is, detection, discrimination, and tracking must be accurate and quick for the interceptor launch to be effective—while their long ranges demand long-range radars for detection and tracking and long-range interceptors for increasing the kill probability. Adversaries would be forced to address those same challenges if they developed active defenses to counter a U.S. ballistic missile capability and to deploy defenses across all the targets at risk. Again, this is an advantage of SSMs, regardless of whether they are launched from land or sea.

Finally, a land-based SSM offers a third advantage—enduring availability. In principle, a few such missiles can remain ready in the field to launch throughout a conflict, with assured, comparatively low-bandwidth communication. Such dispersed missiles are difficult to locate, as the United States discovered in Iraq during Operation Desert
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17 Van Tol et al., 2010, p. 36.
Storm and again during Operation Iraqi Freedom. In contrast, maintaining naval surface forces or, more likely, submarine forces on station to provide a few missiles is more difficult, because the opportunity cost is larger and because the risk is greater for surface forces.

Translating these technical advantages of responsiveness, ability to penetrate active defenses, and enduring availability into operational and campaign-level effects requires an operational concept that exploits them. One such developed operational concept is a long-range sniper that would strike fleeting and potentially heavily defended targets of opportunity. We discuss the operational concept below.

**Long-Range Sniper Concept**

The long-range sniper concept would have mobile SSM launchers pre-positioned far outside the range of A2/AD capabilities prior to conflict. Personnel for the unit, and perhaps missiles, would flow into theater after the start of a crisis. During a campaign, a few SSMs would be kept on alert — perhaps three to six. The alert SSMs would be launched against fleeting targets when intelligence detected a target, such as a mobile command center or radar, or against an activity that the missile could usefully disrupt, such as a large air strike being assembled involving multiple airfields.

Just as with a tactical sniper, the opportunities for such attacks would be partly unpredictable; for example, not all enemy operations massing aircraft for an attack would be detected in a timely way. But, also as with a tactical sniper, the effect on the opponent would be real and possibly large. Beyond having to provide defenses against such ballistic missiles, an adversary might have to change the way it operates command centers or organizes attacks, because of the possibility of such ballistic missile attacks. Additionally, the temporal precision of the strike, when it is possible, might reduce the need for other strike missiles and platforms. To continue the previous example, if the United States has confidence in detecting the assembly of a strike formation, then striking an air base precisely when strike packages are
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being formed may be more efficient than sustaining suppression over a long period to ensure that strikes cannot be generated. The SSM attacks might even create disruptive effects that cascade disproportionately through the campaign. This is distinct from other strikes, which provide destructive effects from the sheer volume of fire. Such effects are likely real, but their operational value is difficult to estimate.

Naturally, such a concept requires a place to base and stage the missiles and launchers. Different sites have different implications. Hawaii and Guam are the two potential locations for basing a theater strike capability from U.S. territory, and both are attractively distant from Chinese A2 threats. But they are more than 8,000 kilometers (Hawaii) and 2,500 kilometers (Guam) away from potential target locations (shown in Table 7.1). SSMs in either location would be less responsive and, perhaps more important, significantly more costly. The northern Philippines stands out as a uniquely attractive basing option from a purely operational perspective. Luzon is a ten- to 20-minute flight from most relevant target locations yet still sufficiently distant from A2 threats. The northern Philippines also offers a large operating area and terrain for concealment, enhancing the survivability discussed above. Kyushu presents another option with similar advantages to the northern Philippines and even better infrastructure, but it would be relatively distant from the South China Sea.

Importantly, both the northern Philippines and Kyushu have the inherent disadvantage of requiring partner approval for access and prepositioning. And neither the Philippines nor Japan has an obvious reason to become involved in countering an invasion of Taiwan. Nonetheless, any Army system would likely need to be located in one or the other nation.

The operational effects described here are hypotheses. They have not been validated by analysis and are thus insufficient to justify investments or withdrawal from treaty obligations. A more detailed campaign analysis would be needed to examine this hypothesis, and perhaps others, in terms of the potential operational benefits of long-range, land-based SSMs.

The cost of developing and fielding such a capability would be significant. A rough estimate suggests such a capability could cost more
than $4.5 billion to develop and between $1.0 billion and $1.5 billion to procure equipment to field a Pershing-II–type battalion. Similar to the Pershing II, this new capability could take as long as a decade to field. The relatively high costs would also create pressure to make the weapon multi-use—for example, field-swappable payloads that would allow tailoring the warhead to different target types.

**Insert Existing Capabilities into Denied Environments**

Another option to increase the contribution of surface-to-surface fires is to develop concepts to rapidly insert fire units equipped with weapon systems in the current Army inventory, such as ATACMS and the Guided Multiple Launch Rocket System (GMLRS), within range of relevant targets. In principle, this option would change the calculus above by making the current weapon relevant even if it cannot be pre-positioned. As a practical matter and as we discuss below, the limited range of ATACMS and GMLRS necessitates inserting these units into environments where a capable adversary intends to deny access. This option would require forces ready to deploy in a crisis, as well as concepts that allow for Army units to be integrated into Air Force or Navy packages for protection during insertion. The option might also require developing special payloads that increase the effects of the small force that could be deployed in this way.

As discussed, Army offensive fires are inherently limited in range, currently reaching less than 300 kilometers, even when using ATACMS—the longest-range system in the U.S. inventory. Historically, Army field artillery has searched for ways to compensate for the always-present limitation in range so the artillery could attack deeper targets. One idea for allowing deeper attacks is an artillery raid, described in 1999 as the following: “Conduct an air insertion of a firing battery (+) in a cross-FLOT [forward line of own troops] operation to attack designated enemy HPTs [high-priority targets] with lethal indirect fires. Be prepared to extract the firing battery (+).”¹⁹

concept has been developed and exercised by elements of I Corps. That concept is discussed below.

**I Corps HI-RAIN Concept**

The basic concept investigated by I Corps is called HI-RAIN. HI-RAIN uses HIMARS in combination with transport aircraft to perform an artillery raid. The name HI-RAIN comes from **HIMARS Rapid Infiltration**. It is described as a forcible-entry capability that combines either a C-130 or a C-17 with one or two HIMARS launchers. HI-RAIN proponents at I Corps argue that the concept can serve as an operational or even strategic strike package in support of a joint task force commander. HI-RAIN is an extension of previous artillery raid concepts, dating back to at least the late 1990s. The general idea for all artillery raids is the same as for HI-RAIN: “Raid missions support mission objectives by sending firing elements forward to engage enemy HPTs [high-priority targets] that are currently beyond the maximum range of the HIMARS weapon system.” Schematically, the concept is illustrated in Figure 7.7.

In this concept, the artillery system, in this case HIMARS, is moved beyond the forward line of own troops into territory that is, by definition, not controlled by friendly forces. In HI-RAIN, this is typically accomplished by one or two transport aircraft carrying HIMARS and landing at some available landing field. The artillery then disembarks, sets up, and fires at targets—the red diamonds in Figure 7.7—that were previously out of range of the artillery. The goal is to achieve some element of surprise. In more detail, the concept relies on some
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20 Mark Miranda, “Artillery, Air Crews Execute HI-RAIN Joint Exercise,” U.S. Army, February 6, 2014. A closely related concept, Hot Panel, is used by other units, including the 18th Field Artillery Brigade at Fort Bragg and the 157th Field Artillery Regiment, which is in the Colorado National Guard. The difference is that, unlike HI-RAIN, Hot Panel does not rely on the Joint Precision Airdrop System GPS Retransmission System within the transport aircraft. Use of that system in HI-RAIN allows the HIMARS to be powered down until it is near the target area but then still acquire its GPS position before landing, allowing a longer flight time while still not requiring GPS acquisition after exiting the transport aircraft. This speeds the execution of the artillery raid.

smaller systems developed for other purposes — for example, the GPS retransmission system used for the Joint Precision Airdrop System. GPS retransmission systems within the cargo and crew areas of a transport aircraft allow GPS receivers inside the HIMARS to know their location before landing.\(^2^2\)

HI-RAIN itself depends on the ability of transport aircraft, such as C-17s, to penetrate the air space of interest, land, and then reload and return with the HIMARS systems and crews. In theory, an alternative might be to resupply the HIMARS if it could continue to operate in the area. The collateral implications of the concept have important implications for balancing the risks of this concept against the risk inherent in other potential operational concepts. Because the raid envisions transport aircraft landing within about 70 kilometers of a target (for GMLRS) or about 280 kilometers (for ATACMS), several critical features of the operational environment are implied, the most important of which appear to be the following:
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\(^{22}\) The concept has been practiced and embedded in exercises, exploiting the convenient colocation of the 62nd and 446th Air Wings with the 17th Field Artillery Brigade at Joint Base Lewis McChord (JBLM). Integration with special operations forces has also been practiced with the 2/75th Ranger Battalion, also at JBLM.
• Allied or U.S. forces must have assured air superiority over the route of flight and the landing site for the transport aircraft, whether it is a C-17 or C-130.
• Neither enemy air defenses nor ground defenses can be at the landing site.
• Enemy ground-based air defenses or air surveillance can cover the area targeted by the MLRS or ATACMS.

The first feature is required for the survival of the transport aircraft. Enemy fighters cannot be present to oppose the landing, or the transport aircraft would almost certainly be destroyed. Transport aircraft cannot avoid detection from a modern fighter, even at night, nor do they have effective defenses. This condition is readily attainable in a generally permissive environment—for example, when the United States is opposing an insurgent force with no air force. Against an opposing nation-state though, this would usually require a fighter escort for the air transports. The escort is necessary because even the range of ATACMS, about 300 kilometers, is small compared with most tactical fighter ranges, so the HI-RAIN raid will not typically simply out-range an opponent’s air force. Notably, the personnel at risk in a HI-RAIN raid are roughly 15 if two HIMARS are used, which is significantly larger than the two to five at risk on a bomber sortie. This magnifies the significance of any risk to the transports.

The second feature is again necessary for the survival of the raiding force. Ground-based air defenses can easily damage a transport aircraft, and even very short-range ones at the landing site would threaten a transport. Similarly, while a security detachment is part of the HI-RAIN concept, it is small, on the order of four soldiers, because of the need to use few transport aircraft to quickly execute the raid. Since transport aircraft on the ground are vulnerable to many direct fire weapons, the landing area cannot have significant enemy forces or be within range of enemy artillery that could attack the aircraft on the ground. The last condition could be dropped in cases where the entire HI-RAIN package and all supplies can be air-dropped as opposed to air-landed.

23 Information in this paragraph and the next was conveyed to RAND by the 17th Field Artillery Brigade.
As to the third feature, the United States has many heavy bombers capable of dropping conventional weapons—B-52s, B-1Bs, and B-2s. Without some threat to a bomber, or at least warning that it was arriving in the area, a direct attack from a bomber would be as timely and as accurate as an MLRS or ATACMS barrage and could even easily scale to larger aggregate attacks. Therefore, air defenses above the enemy target must be present to make HI-RAIN clearly preferable to the obvious alternative, a bomber delivering a Joint Direct Attack Munition or other ordnance. Even the presence of some air defenses might not tip the choice to HI-RAIN versus a bomber, because bombers do have some countermeasures and risk fewer personnel. Additionally, bombers or ships can launch cruise missiles to attack many targets with little risk to personnel, albeit with a much longer delay from launch to impact on the target. In a fully permissive environment with no air defenses at all, the bomber would face essentially no risks, unlike HI-RAIN, which must find a secure landing area. This makes bombers more attractive for most, but perhaps not all, COIN or counter-terrorism strikes.

Another concept derived from HI-RAIN could be applicable to certain conflicts with China. This concept would involve inserting a small U.S. force equipped with HIMARS to support an ally involved in a large-scale ground conflict with China. Like the prior concept, this differs importantly from HI-RAIN in having the deployed HIMARS remain deployed, and resupplied, probably intermittently by airlift. And the concept differs in that the ally would be responsible for ground security near the U.S. HIMARS. It also differs in that the actual operational area for the HIMARS would shift tactically and operationally through the campaign and not remain tied to a single landing site.

Those employing this concept must assume that a capable adversary would often be able to contest air superiority over the landing areas. Performing the insertion in conjunction with some other large U.S. air operation would then seem to be necessary to drive away or at least distract the opposing aircraft from the vulnerable transport aircraft carrying the HIMARS and a C2 node. As with HI-RAIN, there would also be a great priority in having the HIMARS quickly exit the transport, before enemy aircraft might react. Additionally, resup-
ply would be limited in number and frequency. Given the possibility of coordinating resupply with other U.S. air operations, such reinsertion and resupply seem to be plausible.\textsuperscript{24}

To be effective in such support to an ally, the U.S. forces would need to provide some important capability not otherwise available to the ally and would need to be effective using only a small number of rounds. Any high volume of fires, MLRS or otherwise, would remain the responsibility of the ally and would need to be prepared far in advance of the conflict. Conceptually, there could be special payloads—for example, employing some electronic warfare capability—especially useful at critical moments in a campaign. Typically, if such systems were developed, they would be closely controlled and, as such, would have to be provided by the United States.

Overall, this concept would be attractive only if several factors are present. First, the ally in question must have a reasonably capable military; otherwise, this sort of capability cannot make enough of a difference. Second, at least occasional air transport must be possible near the area of conflict, perhaps involving a fighter escort or diversionary attacks while the transports land. Third, the United States must actually develop such special payloads that would have an unusual effectiveness and also not be otherwise available to an ally. Finally, agreement, training, and exercises with the ally must be made well in advance of any conflict; otherwise, the coordination for such insertion, resupply, and the effective use of the special fires would not be possible.

When these factors are present, though, this concept, derived from HI-RAIN, appears to offer a military capability not otherwise available. U.S. or friendly aircraft cannot simply loiter in such conditions, which would be needed for being responsive to a tactical ground battle.

To pursue this possibility, the Army would need to do more than practice HI-RAIN. The special munitions must be successfully developed and tested, HI-RAIN–type insertions should be practiced in conjunction with larger air operations, and the necessary arrangements must be made with the prospective ally. Fortunately, none of

these preparations is unusually expensive, which allows the Army to easily prepare for this option if desired.

Potential U.S. Army Roles in Defending Against Low-Altitude Air and Cruise Missile Attacks

Among the most sobering of Chinese and Russian military capabilities is the countries’ extensive preparation for A2/AD strategies. Although much public attention has been focused on China’s growing ballistic missile force, this is only part of its capability to strike targets at significant ranges from China. The future Chinese military will have an extensive set of combat aircraft and cruise missiles to complement its ballistic missile force. Similarly, Russia’s fortification of the Kaliningrad enclave with advanced surface-to-air, anti-ship, and long-range rocket artillery is well documented.

Chinese military doctrine envisions large-scale, structured attacks combining these forces. A structured attack allows the ballistic and cruise missiles to suppress many air defenses, so that Chinese aircraft can then efficiently deliver large amounts of ordnance to the targets. The U.S. military has noticed these capabilities and the threat they present to the Navy and Air Force. In both cases, the threats are to the bases (carriers or air bases) needed to prosecute the conflict. And, not surprisingly, both services are developing plans to protect their bases.

---


For the Air Force, these plans revolve around making any air bases that the United States might use in the conflict more robust against these large, structured attacks. In practice, these plans rely on combinations of greater dispersal, both across different bases and within each base; hardening and redundancy of the bases and their infrastructure; repair capability on the bases; and defenses for the bases. Similarly, ground forces employing long-range fires may be vulnerable to aircraft that can loiter overhead to find targets.

The Army can make important contributions to many of these efforts to increase robustness. Indeed, defending against potential attacks is already a focus of planning in U.S. Army Pacific and the 94th Army Air and Missile Defense Command. Here, we suggest a particular approach, one enabled by important air and missile defense systems that the Army has invested in and that will be deployed in the next five years. These include the Integrated Air and Missile Defense (IAMD) Battle Command System (IBCS) and the first block of the IFPC-2–Intercept (IFPC-2-I), which itself relies critically on IBCS. Together, these systems offer a new air and cruise missile defense capability that we believe is extremely useful in these potential conflicts. If the systems are employed as we describe, we believe that they would greatly complicate any efforts to attack air bases or to suppress artillery fires. When used with other operational responses, these defenses could even change an adversary’s fundamental calculus on the outcome of a conflict.

Operationally, the key system here is IFPC-2-I. As we will show, IFPC-2-I offers a number of advantages:


• inexpensive proliferation, particularly of the radars, including through Foreign Military Sales
• very deep magazines for countering large air or cruise missile raids
• a favorable cost-exchange ratio between the planned interceptor and aircraft or cruise missiles
• easy deployment
• high political acceptability, when compared with large and more-visible systems, such as Patriot.

Army air and missile defenses can play an important role in protecting U.S. air and long-range fires in conflicts with adversaries that have a capable air force. But, as we have shown, that cruise missile defense must be different from the air and missile defense concepts that have worked well in U.S. Central Command. The scale and sophistication of the U.S. opponent requires different operating concepts. In the western Pacific, air and missile defense can only work in concert with a much greater dispersal and hardening of air bases than in the past.

The defense systems themselves would need to be operated differently as well. Patriot is likely to need to “hide” without radiating, thus preserving it for “popping up” and countering aircraft attacks. IFPC-2-I—using multiple, dispersed, redundant Sentinel radars, all connected by IBCS—is not defending maneuver forces in this concept. Rather, for this concept, it is deployed to provide point defense against low-altitude air or cruise missile attacks. Ideally, the presence of allied and partner Sentinel radars keeps the enemy forces from even knowing where the IFPC-2-I defenses are.

All this would require changes in the IFPC-2-I force implied by this concept. It would be a larger force than the Army’s existing program, particularly in the total interceptor inventory, and would need to be either already deployed in the theater or rapidly deployed to the theater in the event of a crisis. This may have implications for the active-reserve mix for the force. The doctrine and training would also need to change to reflect this role in defending fixed sites as opposed to primarily defending maneuver forces. Finally, the IFPC-2-I forces would need to be separate from, or at least easily separable from, the brigade combat teams.
The opportunity would be an Army air and missile defense force that could truly change the balance without a great increase in the much more expensive Patriot-class defenses. In a very real sense, this would allow IFPC-2-I to substitute for additional Patriots. And if, as we estimate, this concept would indeed change the Chinese calculus on the overall outcome of the conflict, it might help avoid these conflicts in the first place.

Meeting the Army air defense forces employing IFPC-2 requires several characteristics:

- Each platoon must be able to operate independently, with no critical dependence on higher echelons for mission command or specialized logistical support, until later deployments of supporting units.
- The force design for each platoon must have enough redundancy to increase survivability and a magazine depth large enough to mount an operationally significant defense against a sustained attack directed at key air bases or logistics centers.
- The force structure must allow many platoons to be strategically deployed quickly in a crisis and to be easily redeployed within the Pacific.

Results of Ground-Based A2/AD Mission Assessment

Table 7.5 summarizes our findings and conclusions about ground-based missile missions that entail controlling or denying hostile maritime operations: anti-ship operations (tactical coastal defense, theater maritime interdiction, and lethal blockade enforcement); denying or defeating hostile ground operations: surface-to-surface operations (long-range strike and fires in denied environments); and defending against low-altitude air and cruise missile attacks: short-range air and cruise missile defense operations. The first two anti-ship missions are broken out by adversary and ally, while the third anti-ship mission and the other two operations apply across the allies and adversaries.
Table 7.5
Ground-Based A2/AD Missions—Findings and Conclusions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>Potential Adversary: China</th>
<th>Potential Adversary: Russia</th>
<th>Potential Adversary: Iran</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allies: Japan and the Philippines</td>
<td>Partner: Taiwan</td>
<td>Ally: NATO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Ship Operations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical coastal defense</td>
<td>Demand high</td>
<td>Demand very high</td>
<td>Demand very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>constraints</td>
<td>time U.S. presence</td>
<td>sea and air forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural mission for Japan</td>
<td>Natural mission for Taiwan</td>
<td>Natural NATO and partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and the Philippines</td>
<td></td>
<td>mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United States could assist</td>
<td>United States might assist</td>
<td>United States could assist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and reinforce</td>
<td>ASMs could arrive faster</td>
<td>and reinforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theater maritime interdiction</td>
<td>Demand high</td>
<td>Demand very high</td>
<td>Demand very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joint anti-ship capability</td>
<td>Joint anti-ship capability</td>
<td>Red A2/AD limits NATO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>sea and air forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural mission for Japan</td>
<td>Natural mission for Taiwan</td>
<td>Natural NATO and partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and the Philippines</td>
<td></td>
<td>mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United States might assist</td>
<td>United States could assist</td>
<td>United States could assist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASMs could arrive faster</td>
<td>and reinforce</td>
<td>and reinforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lethal blockade enforcement</td>
<td>Demand narrow and rare; blockades are enforced by naval forces in most scenarios. Lethal enforcement by land-based ASMs requires multiple unusual assumptions about the conflict and the availability of naval forces.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Surface-to-Surface Long-Range Strike Operations

<500 km strike  • Existing and improved systems useful for suppressing or destroying enemy air defenses, conducting counterbattery, and striking airfields and other high-value targets

>500 km strike  • Very long-range sniper concept could offer responsiveness and ability to penetrate enemy defenses, but analysis is needed to examine hypothesized effects
  – Demand plausible but not established
  • Operational benefit would be required to justify withdrawal from INF Treaty

Strike in denied environments  • Demand plausible but not established
  • A2 environment would inherently limit employment
Table 7.5—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>Potential Adversary: China</th>
<th>Potential Adversary: Russia</th>
<th>Potential Adversary: Iran</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allies: Japan and the Philippines</td>
<td>Partner: Taiwan</td>
<td>Ally: NATO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Short-Range Air and Cruise Missile Defense Operations**

Point defenses
- Demand very high because of emerging threats and distributed basing
  - Joint capability and capacity gaps
  - Army’s emerging IFPC-2 could address gap if force designs and force structure accommodate demands for responsiveness and survivability
  - Munition supply represents significant expense

**Estimates of the Costs to Field Land-Based Missile Systems**

In this section, we assess investment options for the U.S. Army in anti-ship batteries, short-range air-defense batteries, and SSM batteries. We provide some rough cost estimates for each of these options.

We considered five different missile investments, as shown below. The first three would add an anti-ship capability to Army fires battalions. The fourth would increase the Army’s short-range air defense capabilities, and the fifth would greatly extend the range of Army surface-to-surface fires.

1. Procure military-off-the-shelf (MOTS) foreign system with 200-kilometer range.
2. Adapt ATACMS with 300-kilometer range to add anti-ship capabilities.
3. Adapt a ground-based LRASM with 500-plus-kilometer range to operate from a ground-based launcher.
5. Develop an SSM with Pershing II capability — i.e., 1,500-kilometer range.
We next discuss the cost implications of the alternative missile procurement options, as summarized in Table 7.6.

### Table 7.6

**Estimated Costs for Initial Deployed Battalion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Development Cost ($)</th>
<th>Deployed Missiles per Fires Battalion (number)</th>
<th>Initial Procurement Cost ($)</th>
<th>Incremental O&amp;S (deployments and new force structure) ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Procure MOTS foreign design—e.g., RBS-15 or Naval Strike Missile</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>340M</td>
<td>15M per year for incremental deployed O&amp;S costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Each of two batteries</td>
<td></td>
<td>80 (160 total)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Adapt ATACMS</td>
<td>400M</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>140M</td>
<td>15M per year for incremental deployed O&amp;S costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Each of two batteries</td>
<td></td>
<td>80 (160 total)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Adapt LRASM</td>
<td>200M to 300M</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1,504M</td>
<td>15M per year for incremental deployed O&amp;S costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Each of two batteries</td>
<td></td>
<td>80 (160 total)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Field IFPC-2-I to improve short-range air defenses</td>
<td>607M&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1,350</td>
<td>950M</td>
<td>15M per year for incremental deployed O&amp;S costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Each of three batteries</td>
<td></td>
<td>450 (1,350 total)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Develop an SSM Pershing II–like ballistic missile</td>
<td>4,500M</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>160M (launcher) 1,000M to 1,400M (missiles)</td>
<td>15M per year for incremental deployed O&amp;S costs; 50M per year for new force structure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** O&S = operations and support.

1. Procure MOTS Foreign Design

There are several existing ASMs on the market. For our purposes, the Saab RBS-15 and the Konigsberg Naval Strike Missile are good examples. They each have a truck-mounted version that carries four missile canisters. Nonrecurring costs would be incurred for initial training and spares and to establish the documentation and training environment for continued operation. There may be a cost for intellectual property, and the cost and availability of spares are not as clear-cut as for U.S. systems. Based on recent Polish purchases of a squadron of Naval Strike Missile ground-based missile launchers for $150 million, we assume that a U.S. fires battalion would require $200 million to $300 million, including C2, sensors, and other equipment.30

Another viable alternative is that the United States purchases the equipment for an RBS-15 or Naval Strike Missile battalion. The purchased equipment could potentially use the existing HIMARS force structure, either by converting a HIMARS battalion to operate these MOTS systems or by adding another HIMARS-like battalion to the Army’s force structure. One RBS-15 or Naval Strike Missile battalion would require 16 launchers and 64 initial rounds. Launchers should cost about $6 million, given that a HIMARS launcher costs $5.8 million,31 and we assume the RBS-15 or Naval Strike Missile would cost about $0.7 million, based on the $0.9 million cost of the Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile (JASSM) baseline.32 This results in a total initial procurement cost of $340 million.

If HIMARS battalions are converted to the ASM mission, there should be no increase in O&S cost. If new battalions are added, the cost would be $35 million per year per battalion, including personnel costs. There might be an extra cost for training missiles, depending on how the training approach relates to HIMARS. Here, we assume that a two-battery battalion would be added, with one battery available

---

for deployments or exercises while the other battery conducts home-station training.

2. Adapt ATACMS
We have selected HIMARS as the launcher for our cost estimate of employing the ASM variant of the ATACMS. It may also be possible to use the armored M270 MLRS in this role. A HIMARS battalion has 16 launchers, each carrying one ATACMS missile. The battalion has 241 personnel and an annual operations and support (O&S) cost on the order of $35 million,33 for a battalion based in the continental United States. The incremental costs for deploying overseas are $15 million per year.

The ATACMS adaptation would be one of many munitions for the HIMARS. One HIMARS battalion would require 16 ATACMS, plus reloads. With 1.5 reloads, the initial procurement would be 40 missiles, but we elected to procure 160 missiles in our estimate to service the same number of ship targets as the MOTS option costed above. Procurement costs would therefore be $140 million. There would be no negative effect to force structure, because meeting the ASM mission would be a matter of selecting the correct munition.

GPS/INS guidance is used for existing GMLRS. For anti-ship use, a terminal homing capability is required. We assume that an infrared seeker would provide this capability and require modification to the missile C2 hardware and software. Physical integration of the seeker would not pose extensive weight penalties and should be straightforward. In 2012, the ATACMS Alternative Warhead Program was estimated to cost on the order of $1 billion to develop three alternative warheads, including a unitary warhead. The average unit procurement cost was estimated to be $130,000.34 For the unitary warhead, there were 4.5 years from the start of engineering, manufacturing, and development to full-rate production.

The development phase would require numerous launches for effectiveness and reliability development. We estimate the development for one warhead at $400 million, with an average unit procurement cost of $150,000, in addition to the $720,000 price for a basic ATACMS missile.35

3. Adapt LRASM
LRASM is to be a stealthy anti-ship cruise missile. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the U.S. Navy started the program in 2009. Lockheed Martin is developing it based on JASSM, with air- and ship-launched versions planned.36 To adapt the ship-launched version (once completed) to ground launch and to provide for particular Army requirements, we estimate an additional development cost range of $200 million to $300 million. Defense Industry Daily described a sophisticated set of requirements:

The US military is also expecting an environment where enemies try to jam or destroy the GPS system and encrypted datalink transmissions, compounding its difficulties in targeting opponents if it can’t get many of its platforms through advanced air defenses. Those considerations underline the importance of autonomous targeting. Beyond their anti-jamming digital GPS, therefore, LRASM will also rely on a 2-way data link, a radar sensor that can detect ships (and might also be usable for navigation), and a day/night camera for positive identification and final targeting.37

In consideration of the above, we chose a $2 million unit cost, based on the $1.25 million cost of the JASSM–Extended Range (JASSM-ER).38

Based on the JASSM and with the solid rocket booster required for ground operation, LRASM will be several feet longer than the

GMLRS or RBS-15. Assuming that the Navy develops LRASM for vertical launching system deployment on ships, the Army would have to develop a specialized ground launcher. The HIMARS launcher was developed for $306 million in a three-year program. The launcher directly implemented a specific existing Army rocket. To address a new munition, we expect a launcher-development cost on the order of $500 million. The unit production cost should be greater than HIMARS, on the order of $7 million, and should carry four LRASMs.

One battalion of 16 launchers each would cost $112 million. An initial ammunition set and four reloads would require 160 missiles, or $320 million. O&S costs would follow the model of the RBS-15 Naval Strike Missile, not including any increment for conversion or $25 million for deploying one battalion, plus training missile consumption approach. Timing for a ground-based version of the LRASM depends on LRASM progress.

4. Field IFPC-2-I to Improve Short-Range Air Defenses

The IFPC-2-I is a mobile, ground-based weapon system that will be designed to acquire, track, engage, and defeat UASs; cruise missiles; and rockets, artillery, and mortars (RAM). The system will provide 360-degree protection and will simultaneously engage threats arriving from different azimuths. A block acquisition approach will be used to provide this capability. The block 1 system will consist of one or more interceptors, the development of technical fire control and a Multi-Mission Launcher, and a Sentinel software upgrade to support the counter-UAS and cruise missile missions. The block 2 system will develop interceptors, sensors, and technical fire control to support the counter-RAM mission. The IFPC-2-I system will use the IAMD C2 open system architecture. This architecture includes multiple sensors with the capability to provide target track data through the IAMD Engagement Operations Center to the IFPC-2-I system. The IFPC-2-I system will be transportable by Army common mobile platforms. The IFPC-2-I product entered technology maturation and risk reduction in fiscal year 2014.39

---

39 U.S. Army, undated.
A rough order-of-magnitude analysis of the cost to develop and field the IFPC-2-I would include $607 million for development.\footnote{U.S. Department of Defense, \textit{Fiscal Year (FY) 2017 President's Budget Submission: Chemical and Biological Defense Program}, Vol. 4: Research, Development, Test & Evaluation, Defense-Wide, Vol. 4, Washington, D.C., February 2016a, p. 389.} When the IFPC-2-I is fully deployed, there will be two active-duty and seven reserve battalions. Each battalion will have three batteries of three platoons each. The estimated cost per platoon—based on four launch vehicles with 15 missiles each, one Sentinel radar, associated C2 hardware, and essential ground support equipment—is approximately $105 million, and the estimated cost per battalion is $950 million. This includes acquiring 1,350 AIM-9 missiles to provide an initial load and 1.5 reloads per battalion.

Assuming 58 active-duty billets per platoon, plus the annual maintenance material, the estimated annual O&S cost per active-duty battalion with 522 personnel is about $51 million.

5. Develop an SSM Pershing II–Like Ballistic Missile

A reasonable analog to developing a new Pershing II–like ballistic missile is the Trident II, because both are solid-fueled accurate missiles. Current production cost for the Trident is $72 million. Solid rocket motors make up most of the mass of these missiles, but the electronics drive the costs. A good working number for each missile—given the smaller size, range, and number of warheads for the ground-based missile—is in the range of $25 million to $35 million, plus a transporter-erector-launch vehicle in the $5 million to $10 million range. Stephen Schwartz, in \textit{Atomic Audit}, lists a cost of $1,500 million for Pershing II research, development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E) from 1977 through 1984. This would translate to $3.729 billion, deflating RDT&E dollars from 1980 to 2017, although development costs for this program might be higher given that the Pershing II program was a follow-on to Pershing I.\footnote{Stephen I. Schwartz, \textit{Atomic Audit: The Costs and Consequences of U.S. Nuclear Weapons Since 1940}, Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, June 1, 1998.} Therefore, we use an estimate of $4.5 billion for the development costs of this program. One battalion of 16
missiles and 1.5 rounds of reloads would be $1 billion to $1.4 billion. New unit O&S costs would be $35 million per year per new battalion, but there would be increased costs for parts. The start of engineering, manufacturing, and development to full-rate production should take on the order of ten years.

Near-Term Force Structure Options for Ground-Based Multi-Domain Fires

In this section, we examine alternative options for deploying a multi-domain fires battalion in the Asia-Pacific or European theater. This multi-domain fires battalion concept would include surface-to-air, surface-to-surface, and surface-to-ship missile capabilities. We begin with options that minimize the new investment needed to put an initial capability into the field and then progressively add features and corresponding costs. For the long-range anti-ship and surface-to-surface missions, we assume that the identification, tracking, and targeting are provided by U.S. Navy or U.S. Air Force ISR systems. Table 7.7 summarizes the options.

Option 1: Deploy Combined Battalion with Existing U.S. and Allied Units and Missiles

The minimum investment option would be to deploy a multi-domain fires battalion based on existing U.S. and allied capabilities and units. An IFPC-2 battery consisting of 12 firing units, three Sentinel radars, and three C2 sets would be assigned from the existing air-defense artillery force. The IFPC-2 units are just now being formed; the battery assigned to the multi-domain fires battalion would take this unit from the U.S. Army air defense force pool as it is being modernized. If minimizing initial investment costs to the Army is a priority, AIM-9 missiles can be assigned from the PACOM or EUCOM theater weapons stocks to reduce the immediate acquisition costs.

Similarly, a HIMARS or MLRS battery with launchers and fire control center could be assigned from the existing U.S. Army rocket artillery force. This battery could employ both short-range MLRS rock-
Table 7.7
Combined Multi-Domain Fires Battalion Options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Force Structure Option</th>
<th>Anti-Ship Battery</th>
<th>Air Defense Battery</th>
<th>Surface-to-Surface Battery</th>
<th>Long-Range ISR and Targeting</th>
<th>Incremental Costs ($M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Option 1: combined battalion</td>
<td>Provided by allies</td>
<td>Planned IFPC-2 using joint AIM-9</td>
<td>Existing HIMARS with ATACMS/GMLRS</td>
<td>U.S. Air Force and U.S. Navy</td>
<td>RDT&amp;E: $0 Procurement: $0 O&amp;S: $10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 1, 2, or 3 with new A2/SSM purchases</td>
<td>Add 450 new AIM-9X: $190M</td>
<td>Add 80 new ATACMS: $60M</td>
<td>U.S. Air Force and U.S. Navy</td>
<td>Add: $250M per deployed multi-domain battalion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: RDT&E = research, development, test, and evaluation.

Land and ATACMS for attacking surface targets at long range. Weapons would be assigned from Army or theater global stocks. When the LRPF missile is fielded, it could be included in the battery for even longer-range targets.

For the anti-ship role, an initial capability could be established by building a combined battalion incorporating existing ASM batteries operated by selected allies. For Europe, Poland has ground-launched ASM batteries that could be included. Norway, Denmark, and Sweden have fielded ground-launched ASM batteries in the past and could provide a battery to a combined unit if they choose to reestablish such units. In the Pacific, Japan could provide ground-based ASM batteries for combined forces assigned to defend Japan. Additional allies could seek to join as they develop the requisite capabilities.

The long-range SSMs and ASMs included in this option would need ISR capabilities to detect, track, and target enemy forces. As noted, U.S. Air Force, U.S. Navy, and allied airborne sensors could be used
to provide these capabilities. The principal advantage of this option is that it minimizes the new costs needed to field a multi-domain fires capability. Already-programmed U.S. Army SAM batteries could be employed using munitions from the global force pool. Existing U.S. Army SSM batteries would be employed with their current missile stocks. New capabilities — specifically, ASM capabilities — would be provided by the nations that U.S. forces have been deployed to defend.

New costs of this option to the U.S. Army would be minimal, consisting only of the incremental O&S costs to operate a battalion on deployments. We estimate these costs to be similar to the incremental cost of deploying a fires battalion overseas from stateside, or about $15 million per year. Since the United States would be operating only two of the three batteries in this option, we estimate annual incremental costs of $10 million to deploy the multi-domain battalion.

There are also important opportunity costs for the Army and the joint force. The IFPC-2 and HIMARS batteries deployed in this battalion would not be available for their previous roles in maneuver or fires units, which might leave an important gap that must be filled. Additionally, the munitions that the IFPC-2 battery would draw from global munition stocks represent a limited resource that would not be available for use by other air, sea, or ground units. If the Army had to pay for the 450 AIM-9 missiles needed to arm the IFPC-2 battery, the procurement cost would increase by $190 million. Buying the 80 ATACMS needed for the surface-to-surface fires battery would increase procurement costs by about $60 million, for a total incremental procurement cost of $250 million.

Option 2: Build U.S. ASM Units with Allied Systems

A more significant investment would be needed to deploy an all-U.S. multi-domain fires unit. One option would be to purchase ASMs, launchers, and any specialized C2 equipment from an allied nation to equip an existing fires battalion. As described above, an anti-ship battalion could be equipped with 16 quad-launchers for the Swedish

---

42 The FORCES cost model shows an annual O&S cost of an Avenger/IFPC battalion as $56.8 million in the continental United States and $72.0 million in EUCOM.
RBS-15 or Norwegian Naval Strike Missile organized into two batteries of eight quad launchers each. The cost of 16 quad launchers and an initial munitions load of 160 missiles would be about $340 million. The two batteries purchased could alternate between training at home station and deploying for exercises.

A disadvantage of this option would be the added logistical expense of supplying and maintaining equipment unique to this role and not already in the inventory. A further disadvantage would be the need to train crews to operate this unique equipment. We estimate that these disadvantages would double the incremental annual O&S costs.

In this option, IFPC-2 would be used for short-range air defense and ATACMS would be used for surface-to-surface fires. As in option 1, the costs of this option would increase by $250 million if new AIM-9 and ATACMS missiles had to be purchased.

Option 3: Build U.S. ASM Units with U.S.-Built Systems
Alternatively, in this option, the Army could purchase the anti-ship version of the ATACMS currently under development by the DoD Strategic Capabilities Office\(^4\) and convert a HIMARS battalion to fire the anti-ship variant of the ATACMS. If no changes need to be made to the basic HIMARS equipment, a given battery could select between firing anti-ship ATACMS, surface-to-surface ATACMS, and GMLRS rockets. A battalion of two batteries would be outfitted with anti-ship ATACMS to enable one unit to train while the other conducted exercises. As in the other two options, IFPC-2 would be used for short-range air defense, and ATACMS would be used for surface-to-surface fires. As stated earlier, we estimate the cost of this option to be $400 million in development costs and $140 million in procurement costs, with an additional procurement cost of $250 million if new AIM-9 and ATACMS missiles have to be purchased.

An advantage of this option is that the multi-domain fires battalion would use a HIMARS battery for each of the anti-ship and surface-to-surface fires missions. If the ASMs and SSMs proved to be

interchangeable with the launchers, this would greatly increase the flexibility of the battalion, thus allowing it to essentially double down on either mission as targeting needs varied. It would also add to an adversary’s uncertainty about the capabilities of any HIMARS unit, since it would be impossible to tell which unit had the ASMs.

**Future Force Structure Options for Ground-Based Multi-Domain Fires**

In the longer run, additional multi-domain fires battalions could be outfitted along the lines of any of the options listed above. These battalions could represent a new force structure or modify existing HIMARS or MLRS battalions. In addition, future battalions could be equipped with LRASM or longer ranged surface-to-surface fires.
A fundamental choice for the United States is whether to focus on building and supporting allied defensive concepts or employing primarily U.S.-only concepts on behalf of allies. That is, should the United States act with and in support of its allies or should it act for them? Ground-based concepts offer a relatively affordable way for allies and partners to take the primary responsibility for their own defense, and they offer an attractive way for the United States to build capabilities and capacity to operate in support of allies.

Based on the findings and conclusions above, we suggest that the Army organize and field a prototype multi-domain fires battalion to develop, test, and exercise joint and combined defensive concepts discussed in the report. Table 8.1 provides a set of recommendations, which are discussed in more detail below.

To start as quickly and inexpensively as possible, long-range ISR and targeting capabilities should be provided by existing U.S. Navy, U.S. Air Force, and allied systems. An existing HIMARS battery should be assigned to provide surface-to-surface fires. These fires could contribute to SEAD missions, disrupt operations at enemy air bases, and attack amphibious forces that have landed on friendly territory. This battery could be equipped with both ATACMS and GMLRS. Improved long-range missiles, such as the 499-kilometer LRPF system, could extend the range of this battery when fielded. If an anti-ship version of the ATACMS or GMLRS is developed, then the anti-ship and surface-to-surface batteries could be interchangeable and assigned
targets more flexibly — perhaps even doubling the firepower that could be delivered against either target set as operational priorities dictate.

For the anti-ship role, an initial capability could be established by building a combined battalion incorporating existing ASM batteries operated by selected allies, such as Poland and Japan. Additional allies could seek to join as they develop the requisite capabilities. If current development programs succeed in building versions of the ATACMS or GMLRS with a terminal guidance package for anti-ship operations, the multi-domain battalion should incorporate a U.S. Army anti-ship battery capable of operating them. We would prefer this as the longer-term option to provide more flexibility for employing both ground-attack and anti-ship versions of the ATACMS from the same launchers. Using systems already in the U.S. inventory should also simplify logistics and support operations.

Finally, a short-range air and cruise missile defense battery could be assigned from the forces being formed to operate IFPC-2. To provide a capability that can operate in small numbers, the U.S. Army should develop and deploy minimum engagement packages (MEPs) for exercises and demonstrations with allies and partners. Three such

---

**Table 8.1**

**Recommendations for Multi-Domain Fires Battalion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multi-Domain Capability</th>
<th>Recommendations for the U.S. Army</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long-range ISR and targeting</td>
<td>• Rely on U.S. Navy, U.S. Air Force, and allied forces and systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface-to-surface capabilities</td>
<td>• Assign HIMARS battalion equipped with ATACMS and GMLRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-ship capabilities</td>
<td>• Assign ASM battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Begin with combined U.S.-allied batteries in multi-domain battalions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Develop anti-ship version of ATACMS for U.S. HIMARS battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Develop C2 systems and procedures, as well as fire support coordination measures with maritime components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air and cruise missile defense capabilities</td>
<td>• Develop deployable IFPC-2 minimum engagement packages (MEPs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Assign battery of three IFPC-2 MEPs into multi-domain battalion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
platoon-sized MEPs could be assigned as the air and cruise missile defense battery.

If the prototype battalion proves useful, additional multi-domain fires battalions could also be formed. These battalions could represent new force structure or assignments of existing HIMARS and MLRS batteries and IFPC-2 platoons. In addition, future battalions could be equipped with LRASMs or longer ranged surface-to-surface fires.

After an initial set of joint operating concepts have been developed, the Army should work with key allies and partners to build combined concepts and tactics, techniques, and procedures. Allies and partners could include Japan, the Philippines, and Taiwan in the Asia-Pacific region; NATO nations (Poland, for example, already fields Norway’s Naval Strike Missile in coastal defense squadrons); Sweden; Finland; and Gulf Cooperation Council members in the Persian Gulf region. The United States could plan and host joint and combined exercise events to refine these concepts and provide continuing training for allies and partners.

**Areas for Further Analysis and Development**

This analysis leaves open several questions that warrant further analysis and development.

**Force Size and Mix**

Our recommendations for a prototype multi-domain fires battalion are designed to enable joint concept development and experimentation. Therefore, the mix of surface-to-surface, anti-ship, and air and cruise missile defense capabilities is balanced to enable experimentation rather than meet particular operational objectives. In practice, the size and mix of such capabilities will vary based on the objectives and missions in a particular scenario. A deeper examination of the size and mix of the multi-domain fires battalion warrants further investigation. In addition, the large “advise and assist” role of the multi-domain fires battalion needs to be considered, because that will require more
officers, senior enlisted, and communications capability than normal HIMARS and MLRS units.

Mission Scope
This work has focused primarily on surface-to-surface, anti-ship, and surface-to-air capabilities without examining potential missions for a multi-domain task force in the space and cyber domains or multi-domain battle roles that employ maneuver, force protection, aviation, or sustainment functions. Additionally, other multi-domain concepts of operation are worthy of consideration, such as potentially establishing land-based defense of carrier battle groups, defending land-bases from asymmetric mortar or SOF attacks, among others. An examination of the broader mission scope of a multi-domain battle task force is an important area for future work.

Joint Wargaming
We analyzed the potential demands associated with allied and U.S. ground forces organized and equipped with multi-domain fires. One way to test the value proposition of such a unit is through a series of formally adjudicated wargames where active Blue and Red teams are afforded the choice of employing or countering the proposed multi-domain fires battalion. Such wargames would be a useful analytic component to the proposed joint concept development and experimentation and would enable further refinement of these ideas.¹

Fire Support Coordination
The Army does have multi-domain coordination experience in air and missile defense, but coordination of fires between the Joint Force Land Component Commander and the Joint Force Maritime Component Commander is new. This will require new doctrine and new coordination measures with the maritime components.

¹ For a discussion of a detailed wargame, built on the basis of decades of rigorous quantitative and qualitative analyses, see Shlapak and Johnson, 2016.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A2/AD</td>
<td>anti-access/area denial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR</td>
<td>area of responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APC</td>
<td>armored personnel carrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASB</td>
<td>Air-Sea Battle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASM</td>
<td>anti-ship missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATACMS</td>
<td>Army Tactical Missile System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>command and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COIN</td>
<td>counterinsurgency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDCA</td>
<td>Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEZ</td>
<td>exclusive economic zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUCOM</td>
<td>U.S. European Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORCES</td>
<td>Force and Organization Cost Estimating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>gross domestic product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMLRS</td>
<td>Guided Multiple Launch Rocket System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Global Positioning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSDF</td>
<td>Ground Self-Defense Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIMARS</td>
<td>High-Mobility Artillery Rocket System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-RAIN</td>
<td>HIMARS Rapid Infiltration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAMD</td>
<td>Integrated Air and Missile Defense</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IBCS Integrated Air and Missile Defense Battle Command System
IFPC-2 Indirect Fire Protection Capability–Increment 2
IFPC-2-I Indirect Fire Protection Capability–Increment 2–Interceptor
INF Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces
INS inertial navigation system
ISR intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
JASSM Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile
JASSM-ER Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile–Extended Range
JOAC Joint Operational Access Concept
LRASM Long-Range Anti-Ship Missile
LRPF Long-Range Precision Fires
MEP minimum engagement package
MLRS multiple launch rocket system
MND Ministry of National Defense
MOTS military-off-the-shelf
NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NSS National Security Strategy
O&S operations and support
OEF-P Operation Enduring Freedom–Philippines
PACOM U.S. Pacific Command
PLA People’s Liberation Army
PLAAF People’s Liberation Army Air Force
PLAN People’s Liberation Army Navy
RBS Robotsystem
ROE rules of engagement
SAM surface-to-air missile
SDF Self-Defense Forces
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEAD</td>
<td>suppression of enemy air defenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOF</td>
<td>special operations forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM</td>
<td>surface-to-surface missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA</td>
<td>Taiwan Relations Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS</td>
<td>unmanned aerial system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAV</td>
<td>unmanned aerial vehicle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This report examines the role that land-based, multi-domain anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) forces can play in deterring or defeating aggression. The focus is primarily on aggression by China, but the report also examines the use of such forces against Russia and, briefly, against Iran. A discussion of the strategic context in the Asia-Pacific region (centered on China) and the Baltic Sea (centered on Russia) highlights growing Chinese and Russian A2/AD capabilities, as well as potential scenarios for conflict. With that context, the report argues that the United States and its allies can take two approaches to counter an adversary’s A2 capabilities. The first is to defeat enemy forces, including their A2/AD capabilities, such as long-range and increasingly precise ballistic and cruise missiles. The second is to impose A2/AD challenges on enemies to raise the costs for aggression. Allies and partners could field a mix of anti-ship, anti-aircraft, and surface-to-surface fires when they feel sufficiently threatened to employ force in their own defense, while the United States could provide support—and, potentially, reinforcements. The report focuses on the second of these approaches—helping allies and partners develop A2/AD defenses. RAND estimates the costs of several options for land-based missile systems; provides some near-term force structure options for ground-based, multi-domain fires; and offers recommendations for the U.S. Army as part of a joint ground-based, multi-domain A2/AD force.